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Abstract
P i

The implementing Procedures Document (lPD) was developed by the Policy Development and Technical Support Branch,
Program Management, Policy Development and Analysis Staff, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, with assistance
from Pacine Northwest Laboratory for the Standard Review Plan Update and Development Program (SRP.UDPh *Ihe ;

IPD provides comprehensive guidance and detailed procedures for SRP-UDP tasks, The IPD is mandatory for contractors
performing work for the SRP-UDP. It is guidance for the staff. At the completion of the SRP-UDP, the IPD will be
revised (to remove the UDP aspects) and will replace NRR Office letter No. 800 as long-term maintenance procedures,

One of the principal objectives of the IPD is to ensure consistent applicaticm of mettalology in dowLping and revisingi

SRP sections Because of the variety of groups and organizations involved in this prognun, considerable effort has gone
'

into clearly stating the pmcess involved for each task under the program. This has led to some redundacy and what
could be considered a wordy document. The reader should be aware that this was a conscious decision with the intended
goal of ensuring clear and self sufficient procedures,

t
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Organization of This Document

This Implementing Procedures Document (IPD) conuuns three divisions. The first division, Preparatory Wort, includes3

IFD Sections 1.0 through 3.5. The procedures in this division will be performed primarily by contractors under the
direction of the appropriate NRC organinition. The second division, Revision of SRP Sections, includes IPD Sections 3.6'

through 4.1. The procedures in this IPD division will be perfortned pnmarily by the Primary Review Branches (P' Ss'
and contractors of the PRB's choice. The tlurd division, Resiew, Approval, a..d Pubhcation, includes IPD Sectiot. 2

4 through 8.0. The procedures in this IPD division will be perfonned pnmanly by the NRC arxl the NRC's contracts.

IPD divisions and sections are indicated on ihe tabs of this document.
<

Notice of Update

This document will be periodically updated wi h new and/or replacement
pages as appropnate to incorporate additional infonnation.

Technical errors in this reports should be brought to the attention of:

Afr. George Barber
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Ofrice of Nuclear Reactor Regulatmn

Prognun Management, Pohey Deselopment and Analysis Staff
Mail Stop 12E4

'
Washington, D.C. 20555
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Executive Summary

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Ornee of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) has commenced a program, the ,

Standard Review Pian Update and Development Program (SRP-UDP), to perfonn an extensive revision of the SRP. _nc l

SRP,UDP is described in Chapter I of this implementing Pnwedures Document (IPD). De IPD establishes procedures
to implement the SRP-UDP.

The IPD provides comprehensive guidance, includmg an overall approach and detailed procedures, for each of the tasks
involved in performing the work of the SRP-UDP (except for database and automated SRP developmeno. The IPD is for
use by both contractors and NRC staff. For contractors associated with this program, the IPD procedures are controlhng.
For Primary Review Branches (PRBs), the IPD procedures provide guidance as well as documentation requirements. The
documentation requirements will ensure that a histoncal trail is maintained for the progrmn.

The IPD contains duee divisions. The first division, Preparatory Work, includes IPD Sections 1.0 through 3.5. He
procedures in this IPD division will be performed primarily by contractors under the direcuno of the appropriate NRC
organization. De second division, Revision of SRP Sections, includes IPD Sections 3.6 through 4.1. The procedures in
diis IPD division will be performed pnmarily by the PRBs and contractors of the PRB's choice. The third division,
Review, Approvth, and Publication, includes IPD Sections 4.2 through R.0. The procedures in this IPD division will be
performed primanly by NRC and the NRC's contractors.

Figure 1 on page 1-8 shows the organization of the IPD. Chapter 1 provides background on the SRP and desenbes its
purpose and scope, Chapter I also provides definitions of terms as used in the IPD which differ from common t. sage. ,

This approach was taken to preclude the use of a variety of tenns with the same meaning. The remaintng secdons of the
IPD are grouped into chapters of functionally related tasks: Chapter 2 "Identincation and Review of Documents;"
Chapter 3, " Update and Upgrade of the SRP for Futine Reactor Applications;" Chapter 4, " Review and Approval of SRP
Revisions," Chapter 5. " Integration of the SRP;" Chapter 6, " Independent Review of Work:" Chapter 7, " Identification of

- Candidates for Future Work;" and Chapter 8. " Control and Revision of IPD." Each of these sections includes a narrative
description of the approach to be followed in performing the tasks within its scope as well as detailed procedures. For

! the sake of clarity and to ensure that the procedures :ue self suf0cient, the procedures are sometimes repetitive, The

|_ procedures also inciale forms for recording data, pnmarily for use by NRC's contractors in performing tasks within the

i_ *irst division of the IPD (Preparatory Work). He forms associated with procedures in the second IPD division (Resision

|- of SRP Sections) are intended to ensure proper data entry into the automated SRP ModiDeauon Database, it is

i particularly important that revised SRP sections be accompanied by the proper data forms speciDed in IPD Seedons 3.7
and 3.8,

i
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Acronyms
C
\ ACRS Advisory Conunittee on Reactor Safeguards :

BTPs Branch Technical Positions

CRGR Committee to Review Generic Requirements

EDO Executive Director of Operations

EPRI Electric Power ' escarch Institute

ESRP' Environmental Standard Review Plan

GSis . Generic Safety issues

NRC U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

NRR Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

PNL Pacific Northwest Laboratory

PRP Primary Review Branch

I*TSB Policy Development and Technical Support Branch

[ SRB Secondary Review Branch
'

\

SRP Standard Review Plan

USIs Unresolved Safety hsue-

|

|
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I 1.0 Introduction

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC's) accomplish these objectives and to confomt the SRP to
Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis the revised NRR organiiation, some SRP sections were

Reports for Nuclear Power Plants (SRP) provides added, deleted spht, or combmed. NRR Office Ixtter
guidance to the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation No. 2, Revision 1, dated November 23,1981 described

(NRR) staff in perfonning safety reviews of heense this new ethtion as "the pnxtuct of the integrated eHorts
applications for the construction, operation, and and results of all NRR branches in assunng that each

mothfication of nuclear power plants. Because the SRP SRP section is congruent with the requirements of cunent
has not been comprehensively updated since 1981, it does NRC reguladons and confonm with current reguhtory
not reDect all subsequent developments in regulatory guides and previously approved staff requirements and
requirements. In addtdon, the SRP does not address posidons,"
evolutionary or ndvanced reactor designs. Funher,
guidance for other review areas, such as environmental, NRR Of0cc Letter No MO datd Novemfer 24,1987
license renewal, and safeguards is contained in separate established a proced uc for NRC management approval of
standard review plans or other documents. Accordingly, SRP resisions. Of 0cc letter No. 800 distmpunhco Type

_

the NRC is undertaking the SRP Update and I revisions, which reprv,ent accepted NRC . niuons and
Development Program for uw in the review of future are issued without public comment, and T : 11 remions,
reactor npplications to reflect existing Agency which represent new posit ons and are iw , following
requirements and guidance and to add new tryiew cTitena public cotnment.
to accommodate unique technology or unique appheation
of existing technology in futurr reactor designs. This The SRP has not undergone general mothficanon since

implemenung Procedures Document contains the 1981, although some individual revisions have been

approach and procedures for the tasks to be perfonned in made. As of January 1,1986, for exarnple,21 individual
updating and developing the SRP. Some of these tasks SRP secuons had been res tsed since the issuance of

will be performed by NRC staff and others by NRC NUREG-OMd llowever, the current SRP does not fully
contractor personnel. However, all regulatory decisions reflect the considerable changes in the regulation of the
will be made by the NRC. See Table 1 for a summary of nuclear reactor industry that have occurred since 1981,
this chapter,

1.2 Purpose and Scope of the SRP
1.1 Background and History of the

SRP Including Its Modifications The main purposes of the SRP are to ensure the quahty
and uniformity of staff reviews and to present a

The SRP was first issued in 1975 as NUREG-75A)87. It well-denned base from which to etaluate future reactor
evolved from many years of NRC staff expenence in applicadons. Other important purposes of the SRP are to [
establishing safety requirements and applying them in make infonnation about the NRC's approach to reactor
safety evaluations of nuclear facilities. Use of the SRP as safety regulabon widely available and to improve
a routine tool for the NRC staff in the safety evaluadoa understandmg of the staff resiew process by interested
of nuclear power plants was established by NRR Office members of the pubhc and the nuclear power industry.
Letter No. 2, dated August 12,1975, which desenbed the in short. the SRP plays a prtmary role in ensunng that the
SRP at representing "the integrated result of the hundreds NRC staff performs an adequate review and that all plants
of conscious choices made by the staff and by the nuclear licensed include those features that are essendal to protect

industry in developing design criteria and design the public health and safety.
requirements for nuclear power plants" and "the most
definitive basis available for spectfying the NRC's The SRP provides gunktnce for the safety review of
interpretation of an ' acceptable level of safety' for light construcuon permit applicauous, operatmg heense
water reactor facilities." apphcanons, and requests for amendment of operating

bcenses. He SRP currendy addresses only hght water
The NRC undertook a major SRP revision program, reactors (pressurized-water reactors and boihng-water
cubninating in a new edition of the SRP issued in July reactors) of convenuonal desien.
1981 as NUREG-08M This revision program had three
major objectives: (1) to more completely idenOfy the The structure of the SRP re0ccts its purpow and scope.

-
- NRC requirements (futt are relevant to each review topic, NRR staff s safety resiew of nuclear power plant

(2) to more fully describe how the review detennines that construction pennit and operaung hcense apphcanons is
safety requirements have been met, and G) to incorporate based on the infonnatm proviJed m the appheant's
a number of newly established regulatory positions. To Safety Analysis Report required by 10 CFR Section

1-1 NUREG- 1447
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l.0 Intraluction

Table 1. Summary of Chapter 1

Chapter i Sections Pages Description of Section Content

Section 1.1: Background and llistory 1-1 Describes the development and issuance of the*

of the SRP including its SRP in 1975 and its early uses.
Describes periodic revisions and modifications ofModifications *

the SRP.
Points out that the SRP has mx undergone*

comprehensive modification since 1981.

Desentes several purposes of the SRP.Section 1.2: Purpose and Scope of 1-1 *

Describes the organization of the SRP intothe SRP *

chapters, sections and sub-sections.

Describes the need to update and upgrade the SRP.Section 13: Scope and Purpose of 1-4 *

Desenbes the need for deudled implementationThis implementing Procedures *

Document procedines and the intent to revise the SRP as
needed to keep it current.

Emphasires that this Implementhg ProceduresSection 1.4: Revision of This 1-4 *

Implementing Procedures Document Document is a living document and will be revised
periodically.

Section 1.5: Definidons 1-4 Provides definitions to assist the reader in*

understandmg the deudled guidance,

Describes NRR posidons and responsibilitiesSection 1.6: NRR Responsibilities 1-6 *

Regardmg SRP Update end associated with implementation of this
Development Implementing Procedures Document.

Identifies a sequence of tasks and indicates whereSection 1.7: Overview of This 1-6 *

Implementing Procedures Document to find the detailed procedures to be followed to
update and modify the SRP.
Provides a graphic illustranon of this sequence in*

Figure 1.

5034- in the case of a construction permit applicadon, Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants - LWR
the Preliminary Safety Analysis Report; in the cae of an Edition," provides an acceptable approach for meetmg the
operanng license application, the Final Safety Analysis reqmrements of 10 CFR Section 134. The numbering
Report. In both cases, the Safety Analysis Report is tM of SRP sections cortesponds to the sections of the
primary means by which the applicant provides the Stamlard Format specified in Regulatory Guide 1.70. As
information to enable the reviewing staff to determine shown in Table 2, the SRP secdons are gmuped into
whether the proposed plant can be built and operated chapters, each of which addsesses a general topic.
withcut undue risk to the health and safety of the public-
This determinadon is documented in the Safety Each section of the SRP is organized inta six subsections,
Evaluadon Report prepared by the reacwing staff at the as follow:
conclusion of the review.

Subsection I - Aieas of Review, describes the scope of
The general requirements for the technical content of a the review for which that SRP section provides guidance:
Safety Analysis Report are specified in 10 CFR Section that is, it specifies what is being reviewed by the NRR
5034. Apphcations for design certifications and branch having primary review responsibility (primary
combined licenses must meet the technical content review branch). This subsection contains a description of
requirements of 10 CFR Sections 52.47 and 52.79, the systems, components, analyses, d;na, or other
respectively, which incomorate by reference the information on which the review will be based. It also
applicable requirements rf 10 CFR 5034. Regulatory idenufies inputs to be provided by other NRR branches
Guide 1.70. " Standard Format and Content of Safety (secondary review branches) necessary for the primary

NUREG-1447 1-2
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Table 2, Chapters of the Standard Review Plan

1, Intnxtuction and General 10. Steam and Power Conversion
Description of Plant System

2. Site Characteristics 11. Radioacuve Waste
Management

3. Design of Structures, 12. Radiation Protec6en
Components, Equipment, and
Systems

4. Reactor 13. Conduct of Operations

5. Reactor Coolant System and 14. Inibal Test Prognun
Connected Systems

_

6. Engineered Safety Features 15. Accident Analysis

7. Instrumentation and Controls 16. Technical Specifications

8. Electnc Power 17. Quahty Assurance

9. Auxiliary Systems 18. Iluman Factors Engineenng

review bnmch to complete its resicw under this SRP Sulwection VI References, lists the references used in
section. 'nie SRP Uniate and Devchipment Program will the review process,
ensure that possible concerns (e.g., probabihstic risk
assessments, operabonal experience, health physics, tire The SRP is intended to provide coml:ete an
protettien, systems interaction, equipment at.ing) will be ccaprehensive guidance for staff review of apphcant
idenufied and captured in each section. submittals within its scope. It is also intended to

encompass all NRC requirements within the scope of staff
Subsection II Acceptance Criteria, states the purgwe review, While new requirements and guidance may be
of the mview, and identifies which NRC requirements t issued for an interim period, they shouhl be incorporated
applicable. The SRP Update and Development Program into the SRP dunng subsequent revisions.
will add a technical rauonale for selecting each -

Acceptance Criterion. The SRP Uplate and Development Guidance addressing other aspects of the NRC staff *

Program will also add separate Acceptance Criteria for review of nuclear power plant license applications is
60-year design life resiew, consistent with SECY 89-013. contained in other standard review plans or similar

documents. For example, environmental reviews are
Sulwection 111 - Review Pmeedures, identifies the conducted according to NUREG-0555 (the Environmental
general steps that the reviewer is to follow in perfonning Standard Resiew Plan, or ESRP); license renewal reviews

the review. are (or will ic) conducted according to NUREG-1299;
environmenud reviews for license renewal are (or will be)

Subsection IV . Evaluation Findings, states the type of conducted according to NUREG-1425; and other review
conclusion that the rev'twer is expected to reach areas rely on their own standard review plan or other
following completion of the review. This conchision is to documents that serve the same purpose. In this
be included in the staffs Safety Evaluaticni Report, which implemendng Procedures Document, Standard Review
combines the staffs fmdmgs under all the SRP secdons. Phtn refers to NUREG-OS00 unless the context indicates

otherwise.
Subsection V - Implementation, provides guidance to
applicants and licensees regarding the staffs plans for use The ESRP (NUREG-0555) is structured somewhat
of the SRP section. It generally states that unless the differendy from NUREG4)800. Each ESRP section
applicant proposes an acceptable alternative for consis:s of six subsecuons. These are described briefly
demonstraung compliance with applicable requirements, below;

the staff will use the method described in the SRP
section.

1-3 NUREG-1447
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Subsection 1 Purpose and Scope, describes the of existing technology in future reactor designs Third,
environmental area 'r to61 concern to be addressed guidance for cenain review areas exists in sepunte
and establishes me purpose and goals of the review. standard review pLms or other documents. Dese other

sumdard review phms, such as the ESRP (NUREG-0555),
Subsection II - Required Data and Infornution, will also be updated and put into the standard
provides a list of the data and information that the NUREG4*0d fonnat. These documents will ultimately
reviewer needs in order to assess environmental impacts be merged into a single consistent SRP document set to
and compliance, and provides the typical sources of this lacihtate the various types of reviews conducted by NRR
infonnation (applicant's environmental report, staff. The decision as to the standard tryiew plans that
govemmentd agency documents and sources, site visit. will actually be incorporated will be determined by NRR
and the ble), prognun management.

Subsection Hi - Analysis Procedure, provides the steps This implementing Procedures Document provides
to be followed by the reviewer in assessing the comprehensive guidance, including an o5erall approach
environmental informadon desenbed in Sub ecuon 11. and detailed procedures, for each of the tasks involved in
Guidance is provided in determining environmental updating, developing, and maintaining the SRP. The
impacts associated with construc00n and operation of a NRC intends diat all NRC staff as well as all contractor
power plant and in estabhshing necessary mitigabon staff involved in the SRP Update and I)evelopment
measures to mimmize such impacts. Program (both inibal and future updates) will follow this

implementing Procedures Document. Becauw both NRC
Subsection IV - Esaluadon Findings, states the type of staff and contractor staff are involved in this ef fort, some
evaluation findings appropriate when a resiewer procedures and fonus in this implementing Procedures
concludes a satisfactory review. Document will be used by NRC staff, some by one or

more contractors, and some by both NRC and contractor
Subsection V - Input to the Ensirtmmental Statement, staff.
dtsmbes the types of informadon that are generally to be
included in the environmental statement prepared by the 1A Revision of This Implementing gsutff. It also describes informational interfaces between Procedures nocument
the reviewer of the subject SRP secuon and reviewers of
other secdons. This implementmg Procedures Document will be a livmg

document. It will be used initially to upgrade the SRP
Subsection VI - Refrrences, lists the references used and for future reactor applications, and to incorporate other
is helpful in the review process review areas into a more comprehensive review

documem. Thereafter, the Implemenung Procedures
The Standard Review PLm for license renewal Document will be used to keep the SRP current.
(NUREG-1299) is structured essentially the same as Accordmgly, the Implemenung Procedures Document
NUREG-0800, and the ESRP for license renewal is itself will be revised over time to renect (1) the transition
structured essentially die same as NUREG-0555. from the inidal major SRP update and development effort

to a maintenance-oriented phase (2) the esperience and
1.3 Scope and Purlose of This knowledge g:uned dunng use of the Implementmg

Impiementing >rocedures erocedures Document, and o> evoiving NRC
Document requirements and pnorities. In order to produce high

quality anst mternally consistent SRP modificadons, this
For several reasons, the NRC has concluded that the SRP document must be closely followed by all NRC and
requires a major revision. First, as indicated above, the contractor stalf involved in modifying the SRP.
revisions to the SRP that have been made since the last
major revision in 1981 do not fully reflect changes m I.5 Definitions
NRC requirements or the nuclear industry the have

I

occurred in the meandme. Second, the limite 1 wope of NRC Organizations
, the current SRP precludes its cifectne use in cu %dn3

| safety reviews of applicadons for the new types et 1he Policy Deselopment and Technical Support
nuclear power phmts now under consideration. The SRP Ilranch (PTSH), NRR, is the branch resp msible for
should be updated and upgraded for use in the review of managing die SRP Updau and Development Program.
future reactor applicadons to reflect existing Agency
requirements and guidance and to add new review cntena Primary Review Hranch (PRH) with respect to a
to accommodate unique technology or unique apphcation pamcuhtr SRP section means the NRR branch that is

NUREG-1447 1-4
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1.0 Introduction

.- assigned primary responsibility for conducting the review ultimately selected by NRR, SRP sections may include
,[} _ ithin the scope of the SRP secdon. De Primary addenda that address parucular reactor designs.w

- Q Review Branch is also responsible for determining
whether the SRP secdon is cunent and, if it is to be Impact is a document or c part of a document that can be
updated, what organization will perform the work. used for updating or upgrading the SRP because it meets

one or more of the six criteria specified in Section 2A.1
Secondary Review Branch (SRB) with respect to na of this Implementing Procedures Document.
SRP section means a branch which has an interest or
responsibility for technical issues found in the SRP Conflicts refer to conflicts between impacts (source
section. He Secondary Review Branch provides review documents) al not between impacts and the SRP.
and comment on draft revisions of SRP sections.

Reactor Terminology
A matrix identifying PRBs and SRBs for each SRP
section is included in Office Letter 800. Evolutionary Heactors are light water reactors that

include some advanced design (such as the General
Databases Electric ABWR, the ABB/ Combustion Engineering

System 80+, and the Westinghouse SP/90L (The
SRP Modification Datal ase means the database being particular reactors meeting this definition are subject to
established by PTSB to catalog SRP modification-related change.)
data and information, to track SRP modification activities,
and to facilitate administrative and management control Adsanced Heactors include both passive light water
over the SRP Update and Development Program, reactors (such as the Westinghouse AP 600, the

ASEA / Brown Boveri PIUS, the General Electric SBWR,
'

SRP Reference Document Database means the database and the ABB/ Combustion Engineering SIR) and passive
being established by PTSB to store full text versions of non-light water reactors (such as the AECL CANDU.3,
documents being used in the SRP Update and the Genend Atomics Mi-ITGR, and the General Electric
Development Program. PRISM). (The particular reactors meetmg this definition

are subject to change.)
' Upded SRP Database means the system being

developed by PTSB to contain the updated and upgraded Future Reactors refers to both evolutionary and
'SRP and to facilitate subsequent revisions. ndvanced reactors.

Position Titles Type Ull Revisions

Analyst refers to the individual performing work under Type I Resisions to the SRP are revisions that runeet
any procedure except Procedure 6.0 and excluding accepted NRC positions or are administradve in nature
management activities (e.g., assignment of analysts). and are therefore issued wi hout public comment.t

Reviewer refers to the individual who performs an Type II Resisions to the SRP are revisions that
independent review of work accarding to the guidance incorporate proposed new or revised requirements,

; pmvided in Procedure 6.0. positions, or guidance that have not been reviewed and
|- approved, including new SRP sections, and are issued for

| Sections public comment.
l

l' SRP Sections, for purposes of the SRP Update and Other
| Development Program, are the fundamental units of the
'

SRP, Hey are numbered in the form (N)N.N or De3elopnwnt of an SRP section refers to the preparation
(N)N.N.N or (N)N.N.N.N (e.g.,12.1, 3.8.L or 5.2.1.D of a potential new SRP secuon.
and contain the complete review procedures for a given
review topic. Each SRP section surrently contains six Updce refers to a revision to an SRP section for
subsections, numbered from I through VI. SRP sections purposes of making an SRP section reflect current
contain appendices, whwh are also considered part of the technology and current NRC requtrements and guidance.
SRP section. As currently configured, Branch Techmcal
Positions (BTPs) are not supplements to one or more SRP Option Paper refers to a report provided to the PRB to
sections, but BTPs are themselves considered SRP summarire the impacts associated with the updating of an
sections. Dependmg upon the exact format for the SRP SRP section. For each impact, the Opuon Paper contains

1-5 NUREG 1447
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1.0 Intrtduction

is responsible for determining whether an SRP sectionsuggested options for handling the impact and arguments *

pro and con associated with each option. requires revision and selects one of the following
options for perfonning the revision: (1) perfonns the

Upgrade refers to a revision to an SRP section for SRP revision in-house; (2) enlists a contractor of its
purposes of accommodating review needs for evolutionary choosing to either perfonn or assist in perfonning the
or advanced reactor designs revision; (3) requests the Policy Developmert and

Technical Support Branch, NRR, to prepare, with
Upgrade Outline refers to a report prosided to the PRB contractor assistance, an initial draft of the revision.
to summariic potential upgrades to au SRP section to The PRB remains responsible for revision of the
accommodate the review needs for evolutionary and section regardless of the option chosen.
advanced reactor designs.

Ensures that the appropriate NRR organizations and*

Endorsement in the sense that the NRC endorses other NRC offices are given the opponunity to
industry codes and standards means that the solutions and participate in the updating and upgnuhng of SRP
approaches contained therein are acceptable to the NRC sections.
staff, but that they are not required as the only possible __

Reviews all proposed changes to the SRP to ensuresolutions and approaches. Applicants may seek to .

demonstrate that other solutions and approaches are that they are consistent with applicable NRC policies
acceptable. and guidance,

l.6 NRR Responsibilities Regarding Coordmates its activities pertaining to revisions or.

SRP Updnte and Development additions with appropnate Secondary Review
,

Branches.
NRR staff responsibihties regarding SPJ mahfication are
as follow: S condary Review Bmnch, NRR

r
Is responsible for an assigned icchnical area withDirector, NRR .

respect to an SRP section.
Establishes and coordinates NRR SRP policies,*

Provides proposed changes and review and commentguidance, and programs. *

on draft changes prepared by others to the Pnmary
Associate Director for Inspection and Technical Review Bnmch in a timely manner.
Assessment, NRR

a Other NRC Organizations
Assigns Primary and Secondary Review Branch- -

responsibilities for SRP sections to brainhes witlun Review and pmvide comments on the implemenung-

the associate directorship. Procedures Document.

Director, PM ^.3, NRR Respond to PRB requests for assistance or review..

Approves all SRP revisions and additions. Address identified conflicts or needs for regulatory* *

action, research, or codes / standards deselopment.
Policy Development and Technical Support Branch. NRR

Review information in the SRP Modification-

is responsible for the overall management and Database, as appropriate, to maintain cognintnce of+

Icoordination of the SRP Update and Development ongoing activities performed by other NRC
Program, organizauons.

Primary Review Branch, NRR l.7 Overview of This Implementing
Procedures Document

ls responsible for - ' visions and udditions to assigned*

SR.P sect'ons and maintains this primary responsibility This !mplementing Procedures Document is intended to
even when another NRR branch or NRC office provide complete guidance for all NRC and contractor
performs the majonly of the work involved in the management and staff involved in updating and upgradmg
revision. the SRP as part of the SRP Update and Development

Prognun. It identifies the sequence of tasks to be

NUREG-1447 1-6
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l.0 Intnsluction

performed to update and upgrade the SRP and estabbshes review and approval of SRP revisions (Pnwedures 4.1
a general approach and specific procedures for the through 4.3). The revised and newly established SRP
accomplishment of each task. sections are merged into an integrated SRP through the

procedure specified in Chapter 5. Work is independendy
The organization of this implementing Procedures reviewed in acconlance with the pnwedure set forth in
Document is depicted in Figure 1. The procedures are Chapter 6. Information identified in the courw of
grouped into chapters af functionally related tasks. implementing any of these procedures may indicate a
Following this introdt.ction (Chapter 1), Chapter 2 need for regulatory action other than SRP updating or
contains the procedures for identifying the documents that upgrading, such as research or rulemaking. Chapter 7
will be used in updating ark! upgrading the f contains a procedure for identifying such candidates for

'

(Procedures ?.1 and 2.2), obtaining those doctu. ts and future work. Finally, Chapter 8 specifies the procedures
entering them into the SRP Reference Document for controlhng and revising this Implementing Procedures
Database (Procedure 2.3), reviewing the docume its in Document itself,
order to identify information potentially pertinent to
updating and upgrading the SRP (Procedure 2.4), and NOTE: Successful completion of the SRP Update and
ascertaining the status of industry-consensus codes and Developrnent Program requires the recordmg and entry -

standards fProcedure 2.5). Chapter 3 contains the into the SRP Modification Database of certain
procedures for updating and upgrading the SRP to include infonnation specified in the pnxedures in this document. -

current requirements and guidance and to include the Therefore, it is required that all organizations participating
unique technology and unique application of custing in this program ensure that all pntedurally mandated
technology in future reactor designs (Procedures 3.1 forms are completed and forwarded to the PTSB.
through 3.8). Chapter 4 contains the pmcedures for

b
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2.0 Identification and lleview of Documents

Procedures are presented that provide an opportunityA prerequisite for updanng and upgradmg the SRP is *

idenufying and reviewing documents that contain for personnel not specifically assigned document
requirements, guidance, staff positions, and other identification responsibiliues to identify potentially
potentially relevant information. Chapter 2 specifies the relevant documents (Section 2.2).
processes for idenufying, obtaining, and reviewing

Procedures are presented for obtaining documents,dxuments that contain such informauon, which should be +

reflected in the SRP. De information from these converting hard-copy documents into electronic form,
document reviews is then used in the subsequent SRP and transferrmg documents to the SRP Reference

secuon updating and upgrwling tasks described in the Document Database (Secuon 2.3h
remaining chapters of this Implementing Procedures

Procedures are presented for reviewing documents toDocument. *

identify speciuc potential impacts on the SRP
Chapter 2 is organized as follows, and is summanzed in (Secuan 2.4).
Table 3.

-

Procedures are presented for idenufying industry-+

Procedures are presented for identifymg documents consensus codes and starxiants pertinent to updatmg*

pertinent to uplating and upgradmg the SRP (Section and upgradmg the SRP (Secuan 2.5).

2.1).

-

2-1 NUREG-1447
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2.0 Review of Deruments

Table 3. Summary of Chapter 2

Chapter 2 Sections Pages Descrip! Ion of Section Content

Section . 1: Identifying Documents 2.1-1 Presents the ty;ms and sources of documents with+

potendal SRP imlets.
Presents criteria and procedures for identifying-

individual documents of those types.
Presents procedures for recordmg bibliographic and*

other summary informauon thout the document
and encring that informadon into the SRP
Modificadon Database.

Section 2.2: Idendfying Documents 2.2-1 Presents procedures for personnel not assigned to-

By Other Staff perform SRP Update and Development Program
document review to identify documents potentially -

relevar.t to the update and npgrnde effort.

Section 2.3: Obtaining Documents 2.3- 1 Presents procedures for obtaining documents.+

Presents procedures for conversion of documents to*

electronic form.
Presents document control procedures.*

Presents procedures for the transfer of documents*

into the SRP Reference Document Database.

Section 2.4: Idendfying Potential 2.4- 1 Establishes criteria for detennining what constitutes+

SRP Impacts an SRP impact.
Presents procedures for reviewing documents to*

identify SRP impacts.
Presents a method of identifying impacts from the*

documents in the SRP Reference Document
Database that are relevant to specific SRP secdons.

Section 2.5: Ascertaining the Status 2.5- 1 Presents procedures for re-evaluating references to+

of Industry-Consensus Codes and codes and standards cited in regulatory documents.
Standards Presents procedures for identifying unreferenced -*

codes and standards of interest.
Presents procedures for assessing the need for*

additional codes or standards in future applications.
Presents procedures for companng commitment to*

codes and standards in the EPRI Requirements
,

Document with NFC positions.

O
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2.1 Identifying Documents 3. Documents inust have generic applicabihty. The only

_[ situadon in which a non-genene document might be
t '2.1.1 Approach considend is wten a non-generic document is

specifically referenced in a generic document Llut
Infonnation potentially relevant to updating and upgrachng meets the first two criteria above.
the SRP is contained in numerous NRC documents as
well as documents originadng from the NRC's The following document categones have been judged
contractors, industry, and the technical community. De likely to contain documents meeting all of the above
purpose of Procedure 2,1 is to identify the specinc criteria 13. Documents within each category should be
documents that will be obtained and reviewed for "SRP identined for sutsequent review.
impacts" through implementation of Procedures 2.3 and
2.4, Documents in the RECALL Sptem

To facilitate the document idenufication process, Certree Corporation's RECALL computerized database
Procedure 2.1 specifies several categories of document includes many of the NRC's principal regulatory
sources or types judged likely to conudn relevant documents:
documents. Through implementation of Procedure 2.1,

NRC Regulations (Rulesh The NRC's rules in 10the analyst examines each document category to identify *

specific documents that meet each of the three criteria CFR Parts 0-199 inc' te the tusic reFulatory
listed below for subsequent acquisidon and review. requirements governing the licensing and operauon of

nuclear power plants.
1. Documents must have the potential to provide

Standard Review Plan. RECALL cont;dns theinformation that will be useful in updating or *

upgrading SRP sections for future nucicar power plant Standard Review Plan itself. Included are Branch
applications, making Type I versus Type 11 revision Technical Posnions and appendices, which set forth
determinations, establishing bases for . Acceptance solutions and approaches determined to be acceptable

c Criteria, or upgradmg SRP sections for unique in the past by the NRC staff in dealing with a specific

( technology or unique applications of existing safety pmblem or safety related design area for some
technology in future reactor designs. sections of the SRP, These solutions and approachess

are codified in this fonn to enable NRC staff
2. Documents must contain regulatory requimments or reviewers to take unifonn and well-understood

non-mandatory guidance or otherwise have sufficient positions on recurring safety issues. The trend is
technical authority to merit consideration for use in toward deledon of Branch Technical Positions, which

updating or developing the SRP. Documents are are being changed to SRP section appendices or
generally considered to have sufficient technical incorporated as part of the SRP section itself.
authority if they meet one or more of the following

Regulatory Guides. Regulatory Guides are publishedcritetia: +

by the NRC to infonn applicants, licensees, the
The document was issued by the Commission or staff nuclear industry, and the public of various solutions+

for use by staff or licensees (this includes reports and and approaches to mec6ng requirements that are
generic correspondencel acceptable to the NRC staff. Ilowever, they are not

required as the only possible soluuons and
The document is a fonnal report of work performed approaches. Regulatory Guides are issued in ten*

by a contractor for the NRC and has been endorsed subject areas known as " divisions " All ten divisions
by the NRC in the licensing process, are in RECALL.

NRC Bulletins. Bulletins transmit information toThe document was prepared by an organization that **

clearly has the expertise to address the technical hcensees regarding safety, safeguards, or
issues involved (e.g., vendor reports desenbing their environmental matters and may request specified
designs or product lines) and supports stated NRC actions and a written response. Comphance bullenns
posidons. request action from licensees regardmg safety matters

that are necessary to contmue or achieve compliance
The document was prepared by individuals recognized with exisung requirements and positions. Emergency+

as experts in their fields or has been peer reviewed by bulletins request immediate action from licensees that
such individuals and has direct reference to NRC are necessary to maintain or achieve an adequate level
positions. of public health and safety protection.

2.1-1 NUREG-1447
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2.1 Identifying Decuments

NRC Circulars. Now discontinued, NRC Circulars Matenals, the American Society of Civil Engineers, the*

were issued to licensees to provide informadon on a American Society of Mechanical Engineers, the institute
somewhat less urgent basis t! an Bulletins, of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, and many others.

NRC Generic Letters. Generic Leters are prepared to Consistent with copyright restrictions, pertinent provisions*

infonn applicants and licensees of regulatory of currendy referenced versions of these codes and
requirements related to bcensing and schedules for standards will be available in the SRP Reference
compliance. These letters include requests for Document Database as a result of implementation of
licensee infonnation pursuant to 10 CFR 6 50.54tf) Procedure 2.5.
and are also used to clanfy NRC policy.

Other Referenced Documents
NRC Information Nodces. Infonnadon No6ces are+

issued to licensees to provide informabon that may be The SRP and the other documents in RECALL contain
relevant to safety, safeguards, or enviromnental numerous references to other documents that support
issues. stated posidons or otherwise contain useful, related

information. Such referenced documents should be
NUREG Abstracts. NUREG reports include formal included in the document search. It is anticipated that*

technical reports prepared by NRC staff (NUREG and many of . referenced documents will be identified
NUREG/BR reports) and NRC contractors direcdy ,~ RECALL or will be industry codes or
(NUREG/CR reports), as well as conference st;mdards. Ilowever, several other types of referenced
proceedmgs (NUREG/CP reportst Many address documents could also be useful, for example:
topics related to nuclear reactor safety. RECALL
contains abstracts of NUREG reports. Other Contractor, Vendor, and Owner Group Reports.+

NRC's contractors as well as reactor vendors and
NUREG-0737, The TM! Action Plan, issued as owner groups prepare technical reports that may have*

NUREG-0737, desenbes certain NRC decisions and potential SRP impacts-that is, documents that support
actions taken or to be taken as a result of the Three NRC positions or NRC-endorsed guidance.
Mile Island accident.

Technical Literature. The scientific and technical*

NRC Policy Statements. From time to time, the NRC literature that supports NRC positions may include*

issues Policy Statements, which authoritadvely set information with potendal SRP impacts not included
forth the NRC's posidon on mauers within the scope in the above document types. This literature includes
of the policy. arucles in technical journals, staff and contractor

'reports issued by other federal agencies (such as the
All documents in RECALL meedng criteria i-3 above Department of Energy, the Environmental Protecuon
should be identified. (In addition, other communications Agency, the Nanonal Bureau of Standards, the
with licensees that could have generic apphcation, such as Nabonal Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
certain Director's Letters that were issued before 1978, the Anny Corps of Engacers, and otherst
should be identifted.) monographs, and conference proceedmgs.

Several of the documeni' grs included in the RECALL Any Regulatory Guide, NUREG Report, other contractor,
database will not be considered in the SRP Update and vendor, or owner group report, or other item of technical |

Devclopment Program because they are not genene in hterature that is referenced in one or more previously
scope, do not represent staff resolutions of issues, or do identified RECALL documents and that meets criteria 1-3 |

not otherwise meet the three critena set forth above. The should be identified, with particular attention to later I

document types not to be considered include Licensee revisions of such documents.
Event Reports, Systematic Assessment of Licensee

,

Performance reports, and the NRC Enforcement Manual. NUREG-0433, which summarizes USis, GSIs, and Three |
'Mile Island action items, is a document that will be

Industry Codes and Standards reviewed for impacts on the SRP. |
|

The SRP itself, as well as many of the other documents NRC " Rules Packages"
in RECALL, makes frequent reference to the codes and I
standards of such industry and professional groups as the Under the Administrauve Procedure Act, the NRC |
American National Standards Institute, the American ordmanly follows "nouce and comment" procedures m
Nuclear Society, the American Society for Tesung and adoptmg regulations. Depending on the subject matter,

NUREG-1447 2.1 2
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2.1 Identifying Ikcuments

NRC regulations are pnsnulgated either by the EDO or Electronic Data System, w hkh ctotams electronic test of
by the Canmission. In both cases, appropriate genenc communications in ASCll fonnat. 'Ihe Generic
*mlemaking paper" is prepared a7d rettewed internally. Communications Indes k desenhed in NUREG/CR-4960

Vo umes 1 and 2.1he Genene CommunicationsiThe NRC then begins the public p;ut of the process by
publishing in the Federal Recitter an advance notice of Elwtronic Data System is available on the NRC's
pronned rulemaking or may move directly to publication mamframe computer system,
of a notice of propised rulemaking.1he notice of
propwed rulemaking includes the full test of propised Ariother potenttal proNem is the powbihty that different
regulations together with batkground materialgincludmg documents will be found to contam conflicting
an esplandion of the need for the proposed mquirements requirements or recommeratations. In such casc% it will
a justification for the particular approach proposed, and a be rnessary to estabhsh wbkh document will gosern or
call for comments from the pubhc. *lhls discussion, how the connict will be resolved. Idenutication of such
which accompanies the progned rule, h of ten referred to conflicts for NRC considerauon and resolution h
as the " preamble." (Previously, the preamble was also addressed in Sections 3.3,3.7, and 3.8 of this
known as the * statement of considerathms.") Following implementing Pnwedures Document.
receipt of public comments, the NRC analyres them,
revises the proposed regulations if appopriate, and adopts 2.1.2 l'rocedure for itlentifying Doctlinents
them as a final rule through publication in the Federal
Reekter, agam with a preamNe that summarites and Purpmc and Scope of thk Procedure
resp:nds to Ov public comments arxl explains the reasons
for the contem3 of the final rule. While not binding, the The purone of thh procedure is to idenufy and record
preambles to proposed aml final rules as well as proposed bibliographic infonnation regrudmg each document with (,
rules themselves (especially when a final rule has not yet potentud SRP impacts. This pnwedure h aho intended to
been issued) provide important information about NRC detennine the availability of each document either onhne
thinking on the subject addressed. The NRC may also or in hard copy at the NRC.
hold pubhc hearings or pubhc inectings on proposed
rules. So.netunes, during the course of this process, the Prerequhites for Performing thh Procedure
NRC elects not to adopt a proposed regulathm, on the
understandmg that licensees agree to take voluntary action Tecimical Milh and linowledge inch. Th:,se
to meet the intent of the pronmd. These undentandmgs performing this procedure should have a working
are aho imponant sources of infonnation. All of the knowledge of reactor systems design or operations; a
above are contained in a "ndes pacLage" maintained by good understandmg of the nuuear regulatory proccu;
the NRC staff for each rulemaking, familmrity wnh NRC doemnents; a working knowledge of

the SRP and its uses; a working knowledge of NRC
One proNem common to several of .e previousi) databases and libnir; resources; and a working knowledge -

desenbed document types is how all documents in a of technical databases,

senes of d icuments can initially be identified for
considemtion. A number of the NRC's documer.ts are I)ocument Arailability. Those performing this pnwedure
issued with sequen- numbers. Some are continuous will need access to RECALL, NUD(X:S, and the onlme
sequences over ume, others are numbered on a yearly services to which the NRC subsenbes, as well as physical
basis. Of particular concern are the documents that are access to the NRC Libmry and the NRC Pubhc
numbered on a yearly basis; such as gentne letters, NRC Lbcument Room or equivalent document collecuons and
Bulletins, and Information Notices, The last number used sources.
in each year can be difficult to establish, and in some
ca<es not all numbers precedmg the last number were Completion of l'rior l'rocedurrs. This is the first
used. It will be necessary, in (N initial identification of procedure to be implementcJ. No other pnwedures must
documents wnh potential SRP impacts, to impose special be completed before it can proceed.
rechements to ensure th.*f relevant documents are
Idu.tified. 05erview of Stepr in this Pro wlure

The staff has developed two computerized took that may The process for identifying and obtaining access to
facihtate identification of all NRC genene documents o similar for each of the document sources
communications. These are the Generic Communications :nbed in Section 2.1.1. First. an onhne or hard-copy
index, which is a database of categorical inform %on et of documents from that type e obtained. Nest the list
regarding approsimately 1,900 genenc communicathms is reviewed and each document f om that source h noted.
ksued smcc 1971, and the Generic Communicathms its title and specified bibhographic information are

2.1-3 NUREG 1447
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2.1 Idenufying Doctments

entered into the SRP Mtxh0 cation Database. Then a Step 4 For each document scanned, complete the
detennitation is made as to whether each document is Document Entry Log (Ducclive 7).
available online, in fard copy, or both, and w here, and
whether the document should be retained for fur. .er Ducctive 3: Identify Director's Letters prior to 1978 that
review. his infonnation is also entered into the SRp traramit generic requirements.
Modi 0 cation Database.

Step 1 Obuun access to NUDOCS.
Results of thh Procedure

Step 2 Search NUDOCS to identify each Director's
his procedure is intended to iderufy an' -nsure acceu Letter pnor to 1978.
to dcruments with potential SRP impacts and to record
sumtwy h.funna0"u about the documents arki their Step 3 Obtain a hard copy and revic'v it to detennine
necessitality in the SdP hStification Database, Initially, whether it traratmts generic requirements.
tuts procedure will produce completed Data Entry Logs,
as described below. Once the SRP Modification Database Step 4 For each Director's Letter identified that
is functioning, the infonnation contained in the completed transmits generic requirements, cornplete the
h a = will be maintained electronically rather than in hard Document Entry Log (Directive 7).
copy.

Directive i identify penment industry uies and
Detaued Procedure standards

This secnon specifies the step-by step sequence to be Step i perform the industry cales arnt stand.4 review
followed. grouped by directives (inajor internediate desenbed in Procedure 2.5.
outputs), to be accoinplished duough a series of specinc
steps. Step 2 For each document identined, complete the

Document Entry Log (Directive 7).
Directive 1: Make auignments (responsibility of project

tnanager or project manager's designee) Directive 5: Identify other referenced documents.

Step 1 Identify the an;dysts u ho will be responsiNe for Step i Review the documents idenuned through
implemenung tlas p'ocedure. .mplementation of Directives 1-3 and identify

,

each Regulatory Guide; NUREG Retxirt; other
Step 2 Record assignnients on the Work Assignment contractor, venihir, or owner group report, other

Fonn. technical literature items referenced therein; and
professional society arul unnersity puNication

Directive 2: Identify all pertine r documents in lists that meet criteria 13.
RECALL.

Step 2 For each heument identified, scarch NUDOCS
Step i Obtain access to RECALL. to detennine the rnost recent revision.

Step 2 Scan the title, or as necewary and if available, Step 3 For each document idenufied, emnp!cte the
the abstract or full text of each dosument in Document Entry Log (Directive 7).
RECALL to de:ennine whether it meets critena
1-3 specified in Section 2.1.1 above. Step 4 For each doctunent uhere more than one version

is hientined, detennine the version that should be
Step 3 perfonn a sufficiera check of documents tlut are used. Whenever any quesdon exists as to the

in RECALL that are numbered in a correct version to use, request the frTSB to make
year sequendai number fonnat (e.g., NRC the determinadon. Corn'et the Document Entry
Bulletins, Circulars, Infonnation Notices, Generic Log to reflect the selected document version.
Letters) to ensure that all such documents are
considered in identification of applicabic 12irective 6: Identify pertinent NRC Rules packages.
documents. Notify Certree Corporation if this
review bdicates the need to add documents to Step i From the NRC PuNic Document Room or the
the RECALL databas?. Comminion Secretary, obudn a list of all

rulemaking proceedmgs (whether or not s"ch
proceedmgs resulted in final rules).

NUREG 1447 2.1-4
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2.1 Identifying Documents
&

Step 2 For each rulernaking, detennine which of them identify the least enstly source (online or hard
address nuclear power plants. copy).

Step 3 For each Rides Package identified, complete the Step 5 For each doctunent, complete the Document
Document Entry Log (Directive 7). Entry log (except for accession munber and data

entry).
Direedve 7: Log all documents identified into the SRP

Modificadon Datalase. Step 6 Tninunit the Document Entry leg electronically
. . or in hard copy to data entry clerk (s) for entry

Step 1 Note the number and utie of each document, the into the SRP Mcxhficadon Datahaw. i

date of publication, and the issuing organinidons *1.

'

and author (s)(if any). Tornis

Step 2 Detennine whether the doc +tment is availaNe in Two forms are used to implement this procedure: the
'

RECALL, through NUDOCS, or online through Wwk Assignment Forrn and the Document Entry leg.
a service to which tie NRC subscribes. The Wotk Assigmnent Fonn is uwd to record work

assignments associated with the pnxluction procedures
Step 3 If the (krument is not available from ore of contained in this Implemendng Procedures Document.

these online sources, detennine whether and The Document Entry Log is uwd to record bibliographic -[
where the document is available in hard copy at infonnation about each document with potertial SRP
the NRC. brpact identified and its accessibility to the NRC for

entry into the SRP Modificathm Database, it should be
Step 4 For each document which is not currently updated as necessary to reflect the latest infonnation on

available at the NRC online or in hard copy, the document's accessibility.

.

\
+

1
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2.1 Identifying Documents j

Ikwument I:ntry l og

,

8
:

Accession No.
]

Dtvument No. ;

;

Document Title

i

Publication / Revision Date Revision No. _ !

Current Version of Document (from NUDOCS):
,

/
r

Publicatiott Revision Date Revision No. |

!

lias this document been referenced by the SRP or uother document cataloged in the SRP Modification Database?

Yes Na
,

The fo!!cwing information is to be provided if the previous question is answered "Yes " *

!

Referenced Version of Document: !

Publication / Revision Date Revision No.

Referencing Document Information (the document that references this document, if any):

Accession No, Document Type

Document No. '

Document Title
_.

Publication / Revision Date Revision No.

-

Issuing Oiganitation

Auttw(s) Of any) -

| Retain? Yes No because;
i

|

|

C

2.1 7 NUREG 1447
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|

2.1 .dentifying Deruments |

lhwument I:ntry 1,og (continued)

Full Text location Rl: CALL
NUDOCS
PNL Project Library
Other;

Analyst's Org. PNL
Other:

Analyst's Name

Analyst's Tel. Date Pc pared

Review Date Reviewer
1

Action items I

!

l

-.

To be rewived by (name)

Resolution (brief description)

O
.___

The following infonnation is only provided for documents idenufied by individuals not performing Procedure 2.1:

Name of Document identifier

Affiliation Telephone No.

Mailing Addren

Person Receiving Notification

Date of Notification

Date of Data Entry Data Entry Clerk

O
NUREG 1447 2.1 8
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:

2.1 Identifying Documents

tiow to Complete the Vorm lhocument I:ntry log

Work Assignment Form Analyst:

Enter the name of the manager making the assignment Assign and enter document accession numter or leave* *

and the date of the assigranent on the nrst line of the blank. The computet will sign the formal accession
form. number at the time of data entry.

Enter the three-character assigntnent code in the Enter the document numter.* *

blank in the first column. A listing of the
at,signment codes to be used may be obtained frotn Enter the title of the &icument* <.

the Pacine Northwest Laboratory (PNL) Database
Administrator. Ent. r the relication or revision date and revision*

number (N/A if none) of the version of the document
Enter the document number of the document (s) that will actually be obtained and read.*

associated with the assignment. The &icuments
could include tource documents, SRP sectiom, or Enter the most recent revision date and number of this*

codes or standards Considerable latitude is document (from the NUlXX'S search).
allowed the manager in the muning or grouping ;

- &icuments in this blank. If the row is tcing used Indicate whether the document was found via a -*

to make a review assignment only, then enter the reference from the SRP or another regusatory
work assignment number of the work being aicument by placing an *X" in the " Yea" or *No"
reviewad. blank. If "Yes," perform the next step. If "No," skip 3

the next step.
Enter the name of the assigned analyst. The fonn*

of the name entered here must match the form that Indicate the referenced version of the document by*

the name is recorded in the SRP Modification publication / revision date and revision number (N/A if ,

Database, Leave this colurnn blank if the row is none), Enter the referenemg doctanent's accession
being used to make a review assignment only. number, &icument sype, numter, title,

publication / revision date, and trvision mimber (N/A if
Enter the start and finish dates for the analyst's none).a

work assigntnent Leave these columns blank if
..the row is being used to make a review assignment Enter the issuing organitation and the autinv(s) fif*

only. any)(N/A if none).

Indicate whether the work will require an Review the document and indicate whether the '* *

independent review per Procedure 6,0 by checking document should be retained for further review-that
the "Yes* or "No" blank in the next column. is, Aicuments that meet enteria 1-3. For dociunents

not to be retained, enter the reason.
If a review will be required, enter the name of the*

o assigned reviewer in the same form as the name is Check the blank (s) indicating where the document is*
l' -recorded in the SRP Mod fication Database The available in full text.

reviewer may be assigned at a later time if so
,

desired, leave this column blank if a review Indicate your own organitation by checking the*

|- assignment is not required or is not being made at appropriate blank, together with your name, telephone
- this time, number, and date of preparation.

Connnn that the data have been entered into the SRP- * - Enter the start and Snish dates for the review. *

. Leave these columns blank if a review assignment Modification Database. +

is not required or is not being made at this time.

Reviewer (Ser definition en Section 1.5 of this
Repeat the above instructions for as many assignments implementing Procedures Document):*

as are to be made using the adlitional rows provided
on the form. Enter the date of review.*

Enter your name.*

2.1 -9 NUREG-1447
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2.1 Identifying Documents

Analyst Retirn er/ * Enter your name luxi the date on whith you received
the suggested doctiment notification.

Indicate any Action items.*

Complete u many of the blanks on this form as*

Assign Action items to appropnate individual. powible tw.ed on infunnation providal by the*

document idenufin.
Upon resolution, enter bnef desenption of how Action*

items were resolved. />ata 1:ntry ClerA:

Indiridual ContactrJ by ()ocument identofler fonlyfor Indicate the date on uhith data was entern1.*

Jocurnents identtfied outside of the performance of
Procedure 2.1 by persons not worUngfor the program): Enter your name.*

Enter the n:une of the document iden0fier and the*

document klentifier's telephone number tmd mailing
addrew -

O

.

O
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I'

r
i
i
'

- Sampic Completed Fewms
t
i

|- Work Assignment Form
I

| -
Man ger's Name Scott Steele Date 07mM2|'

I

i

l

I

|: Assignment Documentis) Awigned Analyst Start Fmish Review Required? Assigned Pevic4er Start Fmish
:- Type Date Date Yes No- Date Date
1-
.

24R SRP Secnon 6.2.5 Jane Doe 07/12N2 07/2iN2 X Phil Post 07/21N2 07/2RN2

21A NUREG-0333 Emma Peele 08/15N2 OX/25N2 X

25B SRP 6.2.5, IEEE-279 John Steed _07/13N2 3/16N2 X

REV 5062 Irrne Otly 07/IM12 07/18N2

Y
~

C

_

e-

C.

k..
2 g

%

b Em
.O E| 3, o

___ _ _ ______ _ . . - . _ _ - _ - . . . . . _ _ _ _ - . _ . _ . _ . . . _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _
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2.1 Identifymg Documents

Ikicument I:ntry 1,og

O
Accession No. I ?tA

Docwnent No. NURFG-oms)

Document Tide Standard Resiew Plan for the Review of Safety Analyds Returts for Nuclear Power Plants

r
Publication / Revision Date . me 1087

__ Revision No. 6

Current Version of Document (fmm NUDOCSU
_

Publication /Reuston Date .),une 1987 Reusion No. 6

Has this document been referenced by the SRP or another document cat; doped in the SRP Moddication Database?

Yes No X

'
___ _._u. _ _.

The following information is to be provided if the previous question is answered "Yes."

Referenced Version of Document

Publication / Revision Date Reusion No.

Referencing Document Infonnation (the document diat referrnces this dxument, if any):

Accession No. Document Type

Document No.
'

.

Document Tide
.

.

Publication / Revision Date Revision No.

.J

lssumg Organization NRR

Author (s) (if any) N/A

Retain? Yes X No because:

O
NUREG-1447 2.1-12
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2.1 Identifying Documents

Document Entry leg (continued)

- Full Text location X RECALL
NUDOCS
PNL Project Library |
Other: |

!
' Analyst's Org. X -PNL i

Oter: ;

Analyst's Name John Smith
4

Analyst's Tel. (509) 376-9994 Date Prepared 07/14/91

Review Date 0001/91 Reviewer Sam Jonet |

Action Items None

r

- To be resolved by (name) N/A

Resolution (btief description) N/A

--_

The following information is only pmvided for documents identined by Individuals not performing Pmeedure 2.1:

Name of Document identiner N/A

Arnliation N/A Telephone No. N/A

Malling Address N/A
i

&

Person Receiving Notincation N/A

Date of Notincation N/A

- Date of Data Entry 09/02J91 Data Entry Clerk Sally Smeed
i-

!
|

2.1 13 NUREG 1447
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i

2.2 Identifying Documents by Other completioa of Prior Procedures. No other pmcedures |Staff need be completca nor initiated prior to implementing tids
procedure, t,

2.2.1 Approach
4

Oneniew of This Procedure ;

This procedure is includal to provide a vehicle for
considering (kieuments that may have an impact on the et is auumed tkit an individual outside of the program
SRP but are not identified through Pnudure 2.1. Tlus idenufying a pitendal new document has not reviewed .

procedure is intended pnmvily to factlitate document this procedure or its requirements. Therefore, all i

idenuficadon by personnel working outside of the SRP requirements for such a perum are stated in terms of :
Update and Development Wogram or by personnel within personnel working <m the SRP Update and Development
the program not assigned to implement Pmcedure 2.1. Program, it is presumed that an individual will contact
Potentially useful documents may not have been someone known to work in the program, hat program
identified through Pmeedure 2.1 because they did not fall person is respmsible for obtaining as much infonnation
within the tkicument categories established in Procedure as possible about the document and recording the
2.1 or were inadvertendy overkioked. Informadon on the Document Entry Log (see hocedure

2.1). Any bibhographic information that is missing from >

This procedure is structured to make it as simple as the log is found and entesed. From this point, the form is -

possible for individuals to identify potentially useful pnicessed according to Procedure 2.1, Once the
,

documents to program personnel. A telephone call or document is entered into the system, further pmcessing is j

other means of notifying appropriate program personnel is ensured by implemenung the regular pmcedures. A
all that is required of the person not working in the notincation is also sent to the individual who identified
program and identifying a document Program personnel the document desenbing its disposition (accepted or
will be responsible for obtaining bibliographic rejected, and if rejected, why).
informanon for (k,cuments that they identify, but will not
be respomible for document conversion to electronic In those cases where a document is identified by a person
format. Once klentified, a document is processed through working in the program, that person will be responsible
the same pmcedures as those used to process the for (umpleting the Document Entry Log (Procedure 2.1). '

documents identined through Pnudure 2.1, Funher processmg is ensured through implementation of
the reguhtr pmcedures.

2.2.2 Procedure for Identifying Docurnents
by Other Staff Results of This Pnicedure

- Purpose and Scope of This Procedure Written Product. De written products resulting from
implementation of this smeedure are a completed

The purpose of this procedure is to provide a means to Document Entry Log and a notification of document
consider potentially useful documents for entry into the disposidon.
SRP Reference Document Database when such documents
are identified outside of the scope of activities desenbed . Other. Other results of this pmcedure are the processing
in Procedure 2.1, of idenufied documents acconhng to existing procedures

and consideration of otherwise unidentified documents.
Prerequisites for Performing This Procedure

Detailed Procedure
Technical Skith and Knowledge inels. No particular
technical skills or knowledge levels are assumed on the This section specifies the step-by step sequence to be
pan of the individual identifying a document other than followed, grouped by dtrecuves (major intermediate
general awareness of the SRP Update and Development outputs), to be accomplished through a series of specific ,

Program. Since most of the activity involved in steps. Directives I and 2 apply to identineation of
proceuing newly identined documents will be per other documents by persons outside of the program and it is
procedures, no speciGe technical skills are established assumed that the person identifying the document is
here. unaware of this pmcedure. Directive 3 applies to persons

working in the program who are not otherwise assigned
Document Arailability. hientified documents will need to to irnplementation of Procedure 2.1.
be available in order to prucess thern. Ilowever, the actual
documents that will be idenuned, if any, cannot be
anticipated by this proce(htre.

2.2-1 NUREG-1447
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2.2 Iden0fying Other Deruments

Directive 1: Process newly identified documents. document. This request should le made af ter the
Document Entry Log has been cutopleted and

Step 1 Rewive document identificauons either by entered into the database.
telephone, in person, or in wnting. Obtain the
name, twidress, affihation, and telephone number Step 2 Forward the document disposition notice to the
of the person making the idenuficauon. document identifier for information.

Step 2 Apply criteria 1-3 of Secuon 2.1.1 to detennine D:rectise 3: Log m newly identified documents
the likehhood of the document containing (respon<.ibihty of program personnel, not
potendal SRP impacts. Detennine whether the assigned to implement Procedure 2.1, who
document has aircruly been entered into the SRP identify thicuments needed to accornphsh
Reference Document Database, program work).

Step 3 Notify the caller immediately if the document is Step i Obtain a Document Entry Log (see Procedure
already logged in the system or if the document 2.1 ).

is highly unhkely to contain the types of
information needed for the program. The Step 2 Complete the Document Entry Log accordmg to
document need be considered no further. the instrucuons in Procedure 2.1 and ensure data

entry into the SRP hkxhfication Database.
Step 4 Complete the bibliographic infonnation portion

of the Document Entry leg. Enter as much Step 3 Complete impact identifiatuon Fonnt as
informadon as the document identiner cam necenary, accordmg to the instrucuons in
provide. Also entes contact infonnation (narac, Procedure 2.4.

affiliation, address, telephone number) for the
documet.t identifier. Forms

Step 5 Obtain, or ask others to obtain, any bibliographic The fonns used in the implementation of this pneedure
infonnation, including location, not provided by are the Document Entry Log, which is desenbed in

the document identifier. Procedure 2.1, and the impact identification Fonn
(Manual Method) desenhed in Pmcedure 2.4. No new

Step 6 Continue processing of the document in fonns are introduced in this pnicedure. A report, the
accordan se with Pmeedure 2.1. Document Disposition Notice, is used in the

implementation of this procedure. A sample of Os
Directive 2: Notify document identifier of the disposidon report follows,

of the document.
All organizations implernentmg this procedure must

Step 1 Request the SRP Mothficadon Database to record their work on the indicated fenns and ferward the
generate a disposition notice for the iacutified completed fonns to the PTSB upon compte,:ng the work.

O
NUREG-1447 2.22
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2.2 Identifying Other Documents

Sample Form

Docurnant Diymition Notice

To: (Document identifier's narne provided by cornputer fiom Document Entry leg)

From: (ITSI1 representauve's name pnnided by computer)

Date: (Provided by computer)

[The following data is taken from the completed Document Entry Form.)
_

On (date provided by computer), you notified (narne provided by mmputer) that the following document could te
applicable to the SRP Update and Development f50 gram:

(116bilographic information prosided by computer)

The suggested document has been reviewed and found to be Otpplicable to the programi (not applicable to the program.
The reason for not considering the document further is as follows:

(Reason provided by computer))

Ttuink you for your interest in the SRP Update and Development Program.
-

n-.

2.2-3 NUREG-1447
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2.3 Obt:ilrilrig Doctiftiesits may be necewary io store arxi inainiain these intermed aic
electronic versions until they can be transferred to the

2.3.1 Approach Database. Once transfer to the Databac is accomphshed, .

Intenud Database system controls will govern documents
This trok conrists of three fundamental funedons: and their use.
procuring or otherwise obtaining documems (in electronic
or hard-copy fonn), converting documents into electronic For both of the above functkins, there is the addiuonal
form if obtuned in kird copy, and transferring documents requirernent that document status will be periodically
to the SRP Reference Document Database. The third uplated in the SRP Modification Database (e.g.,

,'function, transferring doeurnents to the SRP Reference docurnent obunned, document sent for conversion to
Document Database, can be viewed as a final step in each electronic medium, document entered into the Daubase).
of the first two funcdons; therefore, the pmeedure in this
r,cetion has been developed accordmgly. The two
functions to be performed are discuned in more detail 2.3.2 Procedure for Obtaining Docurnents
below.

Purpose and Scope of This Procedure
Procuring or Obtalning Documents

j

This pnicedure is intended to contml the proceu of
Some documents are tdready available (have been acquinng documents from onhne and hanlopy sources,
previously pnvured)in electronic fonn. For example, converting hard-copy sources to electronic fonn, and
RECALL contains a nurnber of the documents Lnticipated tramferring all documents to the SRP Reference
to be required for this project in full text electnmic fonn. Document Database.
Other documents will have to be procured or otherwise
obtained. In genend, obtaining documents in electronic Prerequidtes for Performing 1his Procedure
form is preferred. Documents available in house (e.g.,
from NUDOCS) are preferred to those that wouhl require Technical Mills and Kno iledge Incis. This pmcedure
pmeurement from an cuidde source. Obtaining requires mme knowledge of computert and the fonns in
documents in hard. copy fonn is the least desirable which electamic infonnation may be tiansferred.
method, although cmt and schedule considerations or Knowledge regarding the use of onhne services and hard
unavailability of okler documents in electronic form may copy to electronic fonn conversion is also required,
render this method the best or the only mediod available. depending on the pans of the pr redure being
Documents that can be obtained dectronicauy genendly implem:nted.
will be transferred to the SRP Reference Document
Database in the most direct manner available to minimi/c Document Acallability, implementadon of this procedure
handling requirements. Direct line transfer is prefeated, requires die availability of thicuments in elecuanic fonn,
although transfer via laser or floppy disks may be the preferably, or in hard copy free from legal constraints on
only available means. It may be necessary to store and usage. Although the fonnal pn(ess of obtaining
maintain electnmic versions until they can be transferred pennission for use is covered by this procedure (Direcove
to the SRP Reference Document Database. Once transfer 2, Step 5), it is assumed that any pennission required to
to the Database is accomplished, internal Databa.se system me docummts available from online senices can be
controls will govern documents and their tae. readily obtained.

Comersion from liard Copy to Electronic Medium Complcrion of Prior Procedarcs. Performance of this -

pnwedure requires input from implementation of
This funedon includes maintaining hard-copy document.s Pmcedure 2.1. This procedure may be initiated anytime
until they are tnmsferred f or scanning, : racking the after Procedure 2.1 outputs have begun to be generated.

-documents until they are received in electronic form, and
controlling the electronic fonn until it is entered into the Oseniew of the Steps in This Procedure ;

SRP Reference Document Database. Procedural
requirements for the pmcess of convening hard-copy The first step in this procedure is obuuning documents
doeurr.cnts to electronic medium are the responsibility of that are currendy asadable in-house or obtaining them
the organitation perfurming the work and are not through borrowing or procurement. Typic:dly, an entine
included in the scope of this activity. Direct-line transfer senes of documents of similar type (e.g., Generic Letters)
of converted documents to the SRP Reference Document will be obtained at one time. The second step (in the
Database is preferred, although transfer via laser or case of procured documents online) ts making the
floppy disks may be the only available meam. Again, it infonnation available to SRP Reference Document

23-1 NUREG-1447
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2.3 Obtaitung Documents

Database data entry personnel, who will be respamible ekttrotue form and entered into the SRP
for actual data entry. There are a number of ways llut Reference Docmnent Database,

electrorde infonnation may be transferred, incl / ding direct
line or dal storage. The methat of transfer will be Step 4 Make necenary anangements for obtaining the
de[rndent on the service prosidmg the dwuments. "Ihe needed documentA (in cases where the documents
third ktep h consersion of hard-copy doeurnents into are noi already available in house), including
electronic fonn. The fotuth step, for those dwuments prwurement when needed. Prwurement will be
subject to the third step, is trarnfer to the SRP Reference accomplished in acconlance with estabhshed
Document Database, pnicurement reputations and procedules.

Resulh of This Prwedure Step 5 Detennine the need ror obtaining pennission to j

use documenu and obtain pennluion,if needed, '

Ifritten |bfurt Writi:n product awctated with dus
pnicedure is the completed Ihtunent Status Form Step 6 Proceed to Directhe 4 for documents Procured or ;

described in the Fonns section. obtained in electronic form.

(hhrr. The results of thls pnelure will be the obtanung Directd Make arrangements for conversion services
and tramfer of documents into the SRP Reference for documents obtained m hard. copy form.
Document Database.

Step i Perform a survey of organi/ations that base the
Detailed Procedure capability to convert hard. copy documents into

electronic fonn. Make sure that the systems
This secuon specifies the step r y step sequence to be uwd by such organi/ations provide ottputs that
followed, grouped by directives (major intennediate are compauMe with the SRP Reference
outputst to be accomplished thruugh a senes of spccific Document Database.
steps, implementation of the following steps will depend,
to some extent, on the t'onn in whkh information is Step 2 Select die organization which best meets project
obtained and tramferred. neeA (using appropnate pnicuremet.t

prmedures). Interf ace with database personnel to
Direcove 1: Make auignments (responsibihty of Project aunte compat bihty of products with the SRP

Manager or Project Manager's detec). Reference Document Database.

Step i Idenufy die analysts who will be responsible for Step 3 Prepare the appronnate fonn of agreement (e.g.,
irnplementing this procedure, a contract) with the selected organi/ation.

Include all relevant specifications of the inputs
Step 2 Reconi nulynments on the Work Auipmnent that will be provided to, and the outputs that will

Form (see Procedure 2.1). be received from, and the selected organization.

Directise 2: Obtain documentt Directive 4: Comert hard copy documents to electronic
funn.

Step i Review mfonnation in the SRP Mahfication
Databa'e reganhng the documents that are to be Step i Tramnut documents to the conversion
obtained and the fonn in which they are organirauon.
available. This infonnation will result from
implementation of Pmcedures 2.1 aml 2.2. Step 2 Complete appropnate entnes on the Document

Conversion Status Fonn and ensure entry into the
Step 2 Determine the document source to be used. SRP Mahfication Database.

There may be one or more sources
recommend (d; where more than one source k Step 3 Monitor progrew of the organization perform.ing
available, select the best source based on cos*, document conversion services.
schedule, and wmpatibility contideratiom.

Step 4 Recette electronic versions of converted
Step 3 Estabhsh and maintain a PNL project hbrary for documents; mamtain them until they are

documents that will be obtained in hard-copy transferred to the SRP Reference Document
fonn. Maintain such documents in the library at Database.
least until they have been converted into

NUREG.I447 2.32
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23 Obtaming Documents

ihrnctne 5: Tnmsfer documents to the SRP Reference l'orrn
IM ument Databaw.

Two lonns are aswiated with this procedure. The Work
Step | Interface with personnel responuble for the SRP Auignment I onn is uvd in IM.edure 23 to treord

Reference Document Databaw system to tuale auigtunents for obuuning documents; this fonn is
arrangements for receiving documents. described in Procedure 2.1. lhe second fonn is the

Document Consersion Status l'onn. Its purpose k to
Step 2 Transfer documents; follow up to ensure that record the status of document conversion to electronic

document transfer was socccufully completed. fonnat. The SRP Mahlication Database will be able to
When electronic transminton from another identify the status of the inua fer of documents into the
organinition h involved, appropnate controls will SRp Reference !.beument Database along with the
be in place to prevent the introduction of awociated dates. Together, these sources of nfonnauon
computer viruses into the SRP Reference will provide adequate inwLing of the status of documents
Document Database, being obtained.

_

14

_

,,

.
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23 Obtaining Documents

Sarnple l'orm

Ibcurnent Cornersion Status l'orm

;

Accession No(s)

!

Assigned Conversion Organtiation

i Date Document Traramitted to Conversion Organitation

Date Document Reccised from Conversion Organtiation

Form of Converted Document

Location of Converted Document

Limit.s on Distribution Of any),

Assigned Analyst Date,

;

i
|

|
|

O
NUREG-1447 23-4
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23 Obtaining Docinnents'

,

llow to Complete the l'idm received (e.g., floppy disk, laser disk), and the
i- heation where it is being stored until entry into the
! * - Enter the document accession number (s) on the first SRP Reference Document Database.
' line.
j Enter the copyright / proprietary status of the documente

i Enter the organtiation to which the Jocument was sent so that appropria'.c Datahaw wntroh (nay be itopised.

! for conversion and the date on which it was ent. after document entry.
I
i Upon receipt of the converted document, enter the Enter your name arkt the date on the next hne.* .

| date of receipt, the form in which the document was |

i

'
|

|'

)
1

i

!

!

|

t

| ,

.

;-

; @
.

!-

i

.:

.| ..

;

i

i

1

4

i

; i
,

!-
f-

p

;
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2.3 Obtauning Documents

Saniple Completed l'orni

Accession NMs) 1615

Assigned Conversion Organitauon PDO Systems

Date IAtument Transmitted to Conversion Organization 04/15/91

Date Document Received from Conversion Organizathe ,Jfs/15/91

Form of Conserted Document Floppy Dnk
._

Locadon of Converted Domment SRP Document Library

Limits on Distnbution (if any) None

Assigned Analyst John Trent Date 09/30/91

e

O
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- 2.4 Identifying 1 otential SRP Impacts 3. Coniains design or analysk infonnation, or evaluation
of design or analysis information. that can be umt in

'

2.4.1 Appnmeh establishing hcensmg requirements for evolutionary
reactor designs.'

The purpos of Procedure 2.4 is to idenufy potendal SRP
impacts that are contained in the documents identified and 4. Contains design or analysis infenation, or evaluabon
obtained in Procedures 2.1 through 23. The tenn of design or analysis infonnadon, that can be used in ;

" impact ' as used in this program, is defined below. This estabbshing beensit.g requirements for advanced
;

procedure identifies "potenthd unpacts." Potential reactor designs.
Impacts are impacts with the addi0onal qualification that
they have not yet urdergone the integration process S. Contains design, operadomd, or analysis infonnation,
desaibed in Procedure 3.3. In Procedure 2.4, the amdyst or evaluabon of design, opera 00md, or analysis

ishould be hbend in determining if potential impacts exist; informadon, that can be used in estahinhing technical
analysts should err on the side of including potential radonales for SRP Areptance Cnteria.
impacts if there is any doubt about their applicabihty. In
Procedure 33, the poter tial impacts are appropriately 6. Cont;dns backfit or other analyses, or regtdrement
combined to funn substantive impacts that may be approvah that can be uwd in making Type 1/ Type 11
provided to the PRBs for disposition. detenninadont

it should be recognized that Pmcedure 2.4 has the The ateve sit entena are a more specific version of die
potential to identify a large number of potential impacts, three enterk dncussed in Secuon 2.1.1. These six
many of which could be viewed as insignificant when entena are based on the specine uses envisioned for the
viewed in isolation. Procedure 33 will chminate many of information to be collected in this program work.

- the potential impacts and combine the remainder into a )

smaller number of significant impacts. Insigni0 cant In this procedure, the linkage between an SRP section and
potendal imnacts need to be iden0fied here, however, a pan a portion of a dicument meeting any of the above
becamse they establish imimrtant links between documents enteria is considesed a potential impact. bich potendtd
and the SRP, which may become useful in the future impact will hwe a specine uw in updating or developing ,\'

review of advanced reactor designs, the SRP correspondmg to each of the six criteria that the
potendal impact meets. '

Two &f ferent methods of idenufyinE potential impacts
are described in this pmcedure. The first method, c:dled Each potendal impact identined should fuldress a singis
the " manual metinl," requires that documents be read in topic. The topic may be bmadly or narrowly denned by
their entirety by analysts in order to fmd potential the analyst, dependmg on the nature of the subject, the
impacts. This mettal is not completely manual, in that relationship of the pTtential impact to the SRP,;md the
the analyst dies use the computer system to assist in judgment of the analyst identifying the potential impact.
correlating pxential impacts with the SRP sections that if a given document or part of a &>cument meeting tmy
are affected. ' Die second melln!, called the " RECALL of the sis review enteria addresses more than one topic, a
method," identifies potendal impacts associated with each separate potential impact should be identified for each
SRP section through use of electronic key-word searches. topic ruldressed. All potential impacts should be
Both of these metints are used in this pmcedure. idenufied and recorded, regardless of their apparent

significance or insignificance. The significance of
in the contest of this procedure, an impact is defined to potendal impacts is addressed in Procedure 33.
be the lirtkage between an SRP section and a document or
part of a document that is relevant to updating or When the manual method is used, the analyst also assigns

' developing the SRP because it meets one or mor: of the each document or part of a document to one or more SRP
1 following criteria relative to one or more SRP secdons: sections. Because analysts may not be thomoghly

fandliar wc the scope and contents of all SRP secdons,
1. Contains generic requirements or established staff the amf.yst soould use the search capabilities of RECALL

- positions directed at apphcants or licensecs. to assist in tha task. However, this device is only a tool.
The correct assqnment of SRP sections wili ulumately

2. Contains conclusions or recommendations suggesung depend on the analyst's knowledge and judgment.
that current requirements or guid:mce are in:ulequate, RECALL is used as follows. For each idend0cd part of
overly restrictive, or otherwise need some revision, a dicument, the analyst develops a set of descripuve

words and scarch strings that capture the topic addressed.
Using RECALL, the an:dyst nest perfonns a stnng search

2.4-1 NUREG-1447
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?.4 loenulying Potenu;d Impacts

for these w ords in die SRP. De t.nalyst can then review Prerequisito for Performing 1hk Procedure
the SRP sections cont;uning the desenpuve words to
detennine whedier the documents or parts of documents Technical SAills and Anowledge incls. An analyst
should be auigned to Omse SRP sections. The analyst implementing this praedure oceds to have expert
should aho use judgment to identify affected SRP knowledge of the tenninology used m ;he nuclear power

I
'secuon; that may not have teen found by the electronic commur..ty, the SRP, and regulatory documents; working

searches. knowledge of nuclear power plant systems and operauons I

and the nuclear regulatory process; knowledge of the |
In sunuaary, a potenmd impact is the hnk between an objecuves of the SRP Update and Development Program, .

SRT section and a document or a trt of a document diat and an understandmg of the use of the information
meets one or more of the six cnteria gisen above. A generated by this pnicedure.
pamcular document may have any number of potential
ttr4 pacts contamed widon it, ;atluding no potennal 1)orument Arailav2ity. His procedure requires the
impacts, asailability of documents idenp6cd and obt;uned per

Procedures 2.1 through 2.3. nas procedure may be
In general, the entirety of a potential impact should apply perfonned conmcrently with those three pmcedures,
to die SRP section to which it k assigned. In cases provided that those procedures have begun to make
where part of a document apphes to one SRP section ard documents avmlable.
part of a document apphes to one or rnore other SRP
sections, several potential impacts should be created. As Completion of l'rior l'rocedures. As indicated above, )
an enunple of the foregohg requirement, consider 10 Pr redures 2.1 through 2.3 must be under way before the
CFR $0.44. This regulation contains a number of document revtews governed by this pnwedure may be '

requirernents regardmg combustible pas control. Two of imuated.
those requirements Gunong a number of others) include
the prousion of hydrogen recembiners and trammg m the Ostniew of Steps in 'Ihk Procedure
use of the recombiner equipment. Recombmers are
appropriately addressed in SRP Section 6.2.5; training m Two ddferent methoth are used to accomplish diis
SRP Section 13.2. Rerclore, !$0.44 should result in at procedure, depending on the fonn of the source
least two different potenual impacts. in actuahty, this documents. Documents included in the RECALL sptem
regulation would result in at least six potwual impacts are electnmically searched tr,ing key-words; this pnwess
fand perhaps more) if all trquirernents con:ained therein k perfonned on an SRP section by section basis. All
were considered. " hits" are read in detml to determine whether a potenhal

impact exkts and, if so, an linpact idenuncation Fonn is
%c procedure that follows uses both the manual and completed. Those documents in the database that do not
RECALL methods to iderufy potential impacts. The receive any hits for any of the SRP sections are manually
RECALL method k preferred because of its accuracy, reviewed to check for impacts.
speed, and elficient use of resources. The manual search
i used in three specine circumstances. First, it n uwd if Documents not included in RECALL are manually
pertinent documents are not heated in the full-text reviewed to idendfy pctentif SRP impacts using the six
database. Second, it is used to renew those documents in critena described in Section 2.4.1. Potential impacts are

| the electronie database that received no hits in any of the awigned to apprepriate SRP sections through the analyst's
key. word scarthes perfonned for all SRP sections. Bird, knewledge and judgment. Analpts aho use RECALL to
it may be used as a check or review of the key. word search the SRP for sections contoining descriptive words
search methcxi. and use the search results to supplement SRP section

assignments. All potential impacts will be assigned to at
2.4.2 Procedure for Identifying Potential least one SRP section. If a document meets one or more'

| SRP linpacts of the six criteria but dies not appear to affect an exisung
SRP section. NRR/PTSB will be infonned and will

Peepow and Scope of This Procedure detennine how the situation should be addressed. Results
of thh arrdysis are documented on a standard fonn,

This procedure establkhes gmdance or roiewing u hich is used as input for the SRP Mothficationf

documents to identify potential SRP impacts. It proudes Database. Independent verincatwn is perfonned in
crieria for perfonning this resie a and a metfulology for accordance with Pntedure 6.0. -

using J,escnptive wonh to assist in assigning potential

| im iacts to the *cciGc SRP sections they affect.

NUREG-1447 2.42
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2.4 Identifying Potential Impacts

Results of This Procedure ''stimdard list" of desenptive words) and use
descriptive word searches of the SRP on

Writsen nodu:f, Written products are the completed RECALL to assist in correlatug potential''

Impact identification Fortrs. In some cases, the Impact impacts with SRP sections. Guidance regarding
Identification Forms may te completed in electronic the use of RECALL and perfonnance of suing
format and not exist in hard copy. searches therein is available in the RECALL |

User's Manurd.
Other. This procedure will provide for the entry of all
review results into the SRP Mmlification Database for Step 4 Record results of tic review on the impact
future rtierence and use in subvquent procedures. Identificcdon Fonn.

Detailed Procedure Step 5 Submit completed forms for entry into the SRP
Modi 0 cation Database.

This section specines the step-by. step sequence to be
followed, grouped by directives (major intermediate Step 6 Penodicidly rc.nort progreu (completed document
outputs), to te accomplished tinuugh a series of specific reviews) to project management.
steps. While Directives I through 3 may be implemented
any number of times, Directive 4 should be implemented Step 7 Penmlically, query the SRP Modi 0 cation
only once after key-word searches have been completed Database to identify potential innpacts that could
for all of the SRP sections, not be assigned to SRP sections (those reported

as ''None" on the SRP secdon aff:cted hne on
Directive 1: Make assignments (responsibility of the Part in of the Impact identification Fonn).

Project Manager or the Project Manager's Report such potential impacts to PTSIl for
designee). resolution as to how they will be addressed

Step 1 If the manual method is being used, identify the Directive 3: Perfonn the RECALL review rnethod,

analyst who will te responsible for reading each
document, and record the auignment on the Step 1 Develop the scarch strings to be used. A +

Work Assignment Form (see Procedure 2.1). minimum of 15 strings is generally required.
Perform Directive 2 and skip Direcuve 3.

Step 2 Perform the computer scarch using the strings
Step 2 If the RECALL method is to be used, identify developed in Step 1,

the analyst who will he responsible for
performing the scarch and the SRP section for Step 3 Record the hits and associated document tee in
which the analyst will be responsible. Record an electronic fonnat (dtsk, hard drive, etc.).

assignments on the Work Assignment Rrm (see
Procedure 2.1). Skip Directive 2 and perform Step 4 Read and asseas the stored text.
Directive 3.

Step 5 Complete Impact identincation Fonns for those
"

Directive 2: Perform manual review method. potential impacts that are idenufied.

Step 1 Review in detail each document identined and Directive .. At the completion of the electronic
obtained through Procedures 2.1,2.2, and 2.3, document review for all SRP section,

excluding those contained in the RECALL manually review documents in RECALL
database.. that did not receive any hits.

- _ -

Step 2 Identify any potential impacts contained in each Step 1 Identify documents in RECALL that did not
- document by applying the six review criteria. receive any hits for any SRP sections in the

previously gerfonned key-word searches.
Step 3 Assign each potential impact to the appropriate

SRP section. Create one potential impact for Step 2 Manually review the identified documents which
each identified document to SRP section link. If are appropriate to include in the SRP in
helpful assign descriptive words of your accordance with the steps outlined under

-( choosing to each potential impact (there is ao Directi)e 2,

2,4-3 NUREG-1447
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j 2.4 Identifying Potential Impacts

l'ornn entering the infonnauon into the SRp M(xlificauon
Database Two sersions of this fann are available,

Two fonns are used to implement this prwedure. The depending on w hether the manual or RECALL
first is the Work Assignment Fonn, which is used to identification metinx1 is used.
record pnxtuction assignments. Tim fonn is desenbed in
Procedure 2.1. A second funn, the Impact idenurication All organuations implemenunt this pnxedure rnust
Fonn, assists the doeurnent resiewer in idenufying record their work on the indicated fonns and forward the
potential impacts by prosiding a ched list of p rtment completed fonns to the PTSil upon completion of the
enteria. The form then senes as an input rnedium for work.

-

O

.

/

O
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|
|
1

2.4 Idendrying Potential Impacts !
|

Sample l'orms -

Impact identification l'orm
(Manual Identification Metimd) i

l' art A Document identification

t

Wak Aulgnment No.
'

Assigned Analyst

i
|

Document Accession No.

Document No.

Document Title

i

*
.

Publication / Revision Date Revision No.

'

Impact iden0fied? Yes No

Analyst _

Date of Analysis

,

Reviewer

Date of Review
,

.

l.

I

I

.

.

| 2.4-5 NUREG-1447
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2.4 Idettifying P(nential linpacts

impact Identification l'orm (continued)
(Manual identification Mettux1)

Par 111 Impact identification
(Use a separate l' art 11 for each impact)

Impact No.

linpacted SkP Section(O
.___

Impact Site and 12(ation -

Entire Document ill(w k

Yklete the following if *lilock" is checked.

From:
__

To:
_ _ _ _

., - , -

Impact Summary (one-three sentences)

-

_

.

O
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2.4 Identifying Potential Impacts

impact Identifkathn l'orm (continued)
(Manual Identification Method)

'

.|
Part 11 Impact Identification (continued) |

|

'

RECALL Index(es)

Search legic

- -

# r

i
.

c:

.

Impact Criteria (check one or more)

1. Requirement or established staff position. '

2. Suggestion that requirement or guidance needs revision.

3. Information that can be used for establishing criteria bases or licensing requirements for
evoludonary reactors.

4. Infonnadan that can be used for establishing criteria bases or licensing requirements for advanced
reactors.

5. Infonnation that can be used for establishing technical rationales for Acaptance Criteria.

6. Infonnadon that can be used for making Type 1/ Type 11 detenninations.

- (

Descripuve Words

Analyst

Analysis Date

r

.Another impact? Yes No

,

2.47 NUREG-1447
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2.4 Identifying Potential Impacts

impact Identification Form
(RI' cal.I, Identification Method)

l' art A NRI' Section Identification

Work Assignment No.

Assigned Analyst

SRP Section Accession No.

SRP Section No.

r .' etion Title

-

Publication / Revision Date Revision No.

Impact identified? Yes No

O
Analyst

Date of Analysis

Reviewer

Date of Review
_

|

|

|

|
NUREG 1447 2.48
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2.4 IdenOfying Potential Impacts

| Impact identification Form (continued)
(RECAI.L Identification Method)

Part II Impact Identification
(Use a separate Part 11 for each Irapact)

Impact No. _ _

Impacung Document Accession No.

Irr.cung Document No.

Impacting Document Title

s

Publication /Revisi n Date Revision No. _

Impact Size and Location

_ Enure Document Block

Complem the following 11 " Block" is checked.

Thom:

To:
_

0

Impact Summary (one three sentences)

. . .

2.49 NUREG-1487
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2.4 Identifying PotentialImpacts

Impact Identification Form (continued)
(RECALL Identification Method)

l' art 11 Impact Identification (continued)

RECALL Index(es)

Search Logic
,

__

____

_ ..

..

Impact Criteria (check one or more)

1. Requirement or established staff position.

2. Suggestion ti at requirement or guidance needs revision,

3. Information that can be used for establishing criteria bases or licensing requirements for
evolutionary reactors.

4. Infornution that can be used for establishing criteria bases or liccasing requirements for advanced
reactors.

5. Information that can be used for establishing technical rationales for Acceptance Criteria.

6. Information that can be used for nuking Type 1/ Type II determinations.

Descriptive Words

Analyst

Analysis Date

Another impact? Yes No

NUREG-1447 2.4-10
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2.4 Identifying Potential Impacts

- Ilow to Complete the Form - SRP section affected by the potential impact
cannot be identified, enter "None" on the impacted

( Two versions of the Impact identificadon Form are used SRP tection(s) lire,
by this procedure, one if the manual method is used,

Enter information regarding the location of theanother if the RECALL method is used. The two forms *

contain essentially the same information but are organized potential impact within the source document.
to facilitate entry of data onto the forms. IrAicate whether the entire document is taken to

consutute the potential impact (Endre Document)
Impact Ident(/ication Form (AfanualIdentification or the potential impact is taken from certtun
Afethod) - portions of the source document (Block) by

placing an "X" in the appropriate blanL
Part A

If " Entire Document" is checked, skip to the next*

The work assignment number and the twne of the bullet. If " Block" is checked, indicate the
,

*

assigned analyst are entered by the project clerk, beginning and end points of the blocks of text that
pertain to the potential impact. If the block is

The document accession number will be assigned made up of an entire chapter or section, such.

by the computer system upon data entry. The chapter or section number may be entered in the
analyst may assign an interim number, if "From" blank with no entry made in the "To"
necessary, to accomplish program work, but that blank. Up to four blocks of text may be indicated.
number will not be entered into the computer Multiple kications of impacting blocks within a
system. singic document should be included on a single

form. K more than four blocks are involved,
Enter the document number, title, replace them with a single entry of the smallest*

publicatiort' revision date, and revision number, document subdivision that contains all blocks,

Enter a brief (one- to three-sentence) description ofg Indicate whether potential impacts were identified+ .

in the document by placing an "X" in the "Yes" or the potendal impact.
'(- "No" blank.

Document the computer scarch used to locate die*

Sign and date the form. SRP sections affected by the potenual impact.+

Record the RECALL index(es) used and the search
If an independent review (Procedure 6.0) is logic (text strings and logical operators).+

performed, the reviewer will sign and date the
Indicate the pertinent impact criteria. Any numberform upon compledon of the review and .

incorporation of comment resolutions. of blanks may be checked; however, at least one
blank must be checked. Criteria 3 and 4 should be

_lf no potential impacts are identified, Part B will checked only if the potential impxt affects only*

not be completed for the document indicated in future reactor designs. If a potential impact affects
Part A. currently licensed plants as well as one or more

future designs, only Criterion I should be checked.
PanR Most of the information affccting current plants

will also apply to future designs.
The computer system will assign the itnpact*

Enter a set of descriptive words that are applicablenumber at the time of data entry. The analyst may *

assign an interim number if such assigmnent is to the potential hpact under consideration. Rese
helpful, but the interim number will not be entered descriptive words may, in part, he based on
into the database. elements of the search logic, but often they will

not be the same.
Identify the SRP section(s) potentially affected.+

Sign and date this Part B.Any number of SRP section numbers may be +

entered, provided that the same potential impact
Indicate whether there are any additional potentialcrueria are applicable to all SRP section/ potential .

) impact linkages. If different criteria apply to impacts in the source documenL If "Yes,"s

different impact /potendal impact linkages, muldple complete another Part B. If "No," the analysis of
Part B forms will have to be completed. If an

2.4-1 i NUREG-1447
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2.4 Idenufying Potential impacts

the source document is complete. Any number of portions of the source document (Block) by placing an
Parts B may be completed for each Part A. "X" in the appropriate blank.

Impact identification l'orm (RE: Call. Identification 1i *Entkre Document" is checked, slip to the next=

Method) bullet If " Block" is checked, indicate the
beginning and end points of the blocks of text that

Part A pertain to the potential impact. If the block is
made up of an entire chapter er secuon, such

The work assignment number and assigned analyst chapter or secuon number lay be entered in the*

are entered by the project clerk or analyst. "From" blank with no entry made in the "To"
blank. IJp to four blocks of text may be indicated.

Enter the SRP section accession number. His Multiple kications of impacting bhicks within a=

number is available from the SRP Mahfication single document should be included on a single
Database. fonn. If more than four bkicks are involved,

replace them with a single entry of the smallest
Enter the SRP section number, title, document subdivision that contains all bkwks.*

publicationkevmon date, and revision number.
Enter a brief (one to three 'mtence) description of-

Indicate whether any potential impacts were found the lotcutial impact.+

as a result of the scarch, if "Yes," a Part B will
be filled out for each potential impact. If "No," no Document the computeriicd search for potential+

Part Bs will be completed. impacts by entering the RECALL index(es) and
scarch logic used. The search logic should contain

Enter the signature of the analyst and the date die the text and logical operators used.+

work is completed.
Indicate the pertinent impact criteria. Any number.

If die work is reviewed per Procedute 6.0, enter of blanks may be checked; howevu, at least one=

the signature of the reviewer and the date that blank must be checked. Criteria 3 and 4 should be
incorporation of comment resolutions is completea. checked only if the potential impact affects only

future reactor designs. If a potential impact affects
Part R currently licensed plants as well as one or more

future designs, only Cnterion I should be (hecked.
The computer system will assign an impact Most of the information affecting current plants*

number at the time of data entry. The analyst may will also apply to future designs,
assign an interim number, but it will not be entered
into the database. Enter a set of descriptive words that are applicable*

to the potentialimpact under consideration. Thesc
Enter the impacting document accession number descriptive words may, in part, be based on-

(available from the SRP Modification Database), elements of the search logic, but often they will
document number, title, publication / revision date, not be the same.
and revision number.

Sign and date this Part B.-

Enter information regarding the hxation of the*

potential impact within the source document. Indicate whether there are any additional potential*

Indicate whether the entire document is taken to impacts in the source document. If "Yes "
consutute the potenual impact (Entire Document) comple2 another Part B. If "No," the analysis of
or the potential impact is taken from certain the source document is complete. Any number of

Part Bs may be completed for each Part A.

O
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2.4 Identifying Potential Impacts

Saniple Completed Forms

impact identification Form
(Manual Identification Methal)

Part A Document identification

Work Assignment No. 4076

Assigned Analyst Ian Wright

Document Accession No, 483

Document No, NUREG-XXXX _

Document Tit e Desien and Operathnal Modifications to Mitirate Plant Ocetrrtences Durine Ou.tage Conditionsi

__

Publication / Revision Date 01/07/87 Revision No. 5

Impact Identined? Yes X No

Analyst Ian Wricht

Date of Analysis 05/12/92 -

Reviewer John Smith

Date of Review 06/01/92

2A-13 NUREG-1447
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2.4 Identifying Potential Impacts

Impact Identification Form (continued)
(Manual Identificathn Method)

Part II Impact identification
(Use a separate Part B for each impact)

Impact No. 3721

Impacted SRP Section(s) 13.2.1

Impact Site and laxation

Entire Docement X Block

Complete the following if " Block" is checked.

From: _2 6.1 Chapter 7

To: 2.6.3

- _

Impact Summary (one-three sentences) The staff has determined that a rule is required to ensure that plant operators are

adequately trained in procedures related to plant outace conditions. A reculatorv analysis supportine this positior. ~.s also

included.

:~

O
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2A ' idendfying Potential Impacts

impact Identification Forrn (continued)
(Manual identification Method) |

Part B Impact identification (ccmtinued)
i

RECALL Index(es) ALLDOCS

Search Logic (OPERAT* OR OtTrAGE) W/20 TRAINING. PROCEDUR* W/20 OITTAGE, (EVENTS OR
OCCURRENCES) W/20 OtrrAGE, (EVENTS AND REFUELING) W/20 (TR AINING OR OPERATORS)

Impact Criteria (check one or more) -

1. Reqt.irement or established staff posidon.

X 2. Suggestion that requirercut or guidance needs revision.
,

3, Informadon that can be used for establishing critena bases or licensing requirements for
evolutionary reactors.

,

- 4. Information that can be uwd for establishing criteria bases or licensing requirements for advanced
reactors.

5. Information that can be used for establishing tecimical rationales for Acceptance Criteria.

X 6. Information that can be used for making Type Ifrype II determinadons.
,

Descripove Words Trainine, Operators, Outace
f

2

- Analyst- htn Wright

Analysis Date 05/12/92

Another Impact? Yes No Xg

2.4-15 NUREG-1447
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2.4 Identifying Potential Impacts

Impact identification l'orm
(ItECALL Identification Method)

Part A SRP Section Identification

Work Assignment No. 399

Assigned Analyst Allen Austen

SRP Section Acession No. 215

SRP Section No.13.2.1

SRP Section Title Reactor Operator Trainine -

Publication / Revision Date 07/81 Revision No. O

Impact Identified? Yes X_ No

O
Analyst Allen Austen

Date of Analysis N/10/92

-

Redewer N/A

Date of Review N/A

>

'

9
,
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2.4 Identifying Potential Impacts

Impact identifiestion l'orm (continued!
/^ (RECALL Identification Method)
k

l' art 11 Impact identification
(Use a separate l' art 11 for each impact)

Impact No. 4156

. Impacting Document Accession No. 993

Impacung Document No. NUREG-XXXX

Impacting Document Title _Desien and Operational Modifications to Miticate Plant Occurrences Durine Outace

Conditions.
.

,

Publication / Revision Date 01/07/87 Revision No. 5

Impact Size and Location

Entire Document X Block

\ Complete the following if " Block" is checked.

From: 2.6.1 Chapter 7

To: 2.6.3

Impact Summary (one-three sentences) The staff has determined that a rule is required to ensure that plant operators are

adequately trained in procedures related to plant outace conditions. A reculatory analysis surwrtine this position is

also included.

O
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2.4 Identifying Potential Impacts

Impact Identification l'orm (continued)
(RECALL Identification Method)

Part 11. Impact Identification (continued)

RECALL Index(es) ALLDOCS

Search Logic (OPER AT* OR OUTAGE) W/20 TRAINING, PROCEDUR* W/20 OUTAGE, (EVENTS OR
OCCURRENCES) W/20 OUTAGE, (dVENTS AND REFUELING) W/20 (TRAINING OR OPERATORS)

.

-

Impact Criteria (check one or more)

1. Requirement or established staf f position.

X 2. Suggestion that requirement or guidance needs revision.

3. Infonnation that can be used for estabhshing citeria bases or licensing requirement.s for
evolutionary reactors.

4. Information that can be used for establishing criteria bases or licensing requirements for advanced
reactors.

.

5. Infonnation that can be used for establishing technical rationales for Acceptance Criteria. -

X 6. Information that can be used for making Type Ifrype II determinations.

Descriptive Words Tramine, Omrators, Outace

Analyst Allen Austen
i

Analysis Date (M/10N2

Another impact? Yes No X

NUREG-1447 2.4-18
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2.5 Ascertaining the Status of requirements us dictated by technological develonnent.
Industry Consensus Codes and The industry-consensus process satisfies the separate and
Standards distinct needs, requirements, and interests of its,

'

participants through a process of arriving at mutually
This section describes procedures for ascertaining the agreed-upon rules.
status of codes and standards referenced in NRC
regulatory documents. Included are industry-consensus Regulatory documents also contain citations to sources
codes and standards and other requirements and guidance. that are not industry-consensus codes and standards but

do provide essendal guidance or useful information.
2.5.1 Approach These inay be regulations promulgated by other

govemmental agencies or documents generated by
Codes and standards referenced in regulatory documents industry organizations that contain infonnation entkirsed
provide tnany of the specific Acceptance Criteria in an NRC regulatory document.
presented in the SRP. As part of the SRP-Update and
Development Program, references currently cited in A basic source to be used in performing diis work is the
regulatory documents will be re-evaluated to ensure that database of regulatory code and standard citations
the most appropriate code and standard revisions are developed under FIN 1-2012, " Technical Assistance in
used. -Industry commitments to codes and standards, as Support of Ascertaining the Status of Codes and
contained in the EPRI thquirements Document, which Standards Referenced in NRC Regulatory Documents."
covers both the Advanced Light Water Reactor This database, endtled " Codes and Standards and Other
Evolutionary Plant and the Advanced Light Water Guidance or Requirements Cited in Regulatory
Reactor Passive Plant, should be examined from the same Documents" is to be organized in three parts Part A is a
perspective. The NRC should also consider endorsing listing of both endorsed and non-endorsed industry-
additional codes and standards, some of which may not consensus Code and Standard citations in NRC regulatory
yet exist, to anticipate designs that may be used in future documents. Part B is a listing of other endorsed guidance
applications. " Endorse" in the sense that NRC endorses or requirements and Part C is a listing of nonendorsed
industry codes and starklards means that the solutions and citadons from other guidance and requirements,
approaches contained therein are acceptable to the NRC Nonendorsed rneans the citations are used in descriptive

A staff, but that they are not required as the only possible text as a general reference or spec 0cally cited as not to
solutions and approaches. This procedure contains the be used.
process to be followed in assessing the status of codes
and standards cited in NRC regulatory documents. Information presented in the database includes the

following: (1) the code or standard 6tle, number, and
From a nuclear regulatory perspective, " codes and date, (2) the NRC document containing the citation and
standards" include industry consensus codes and standards date, (3) whether the NRC document endorses the code or
as well as other sources that provide guidance similar in standard, (4) comments or exceptions noted in the NRC
character to that found in the industry con;ensus codes document, and (5) current version and date of the cited
and standards. Other sources include such documents as code or standard.
DOT regulations, indusuy procedures, handbooks, or
specifications, in performing this task, all codes and Completion of the code and standard comparison work
standards cited in regulatory documents are to be described below will also serve as a review and
evaluated. venficadon of the informanon currently in the database.

ladustry-consensus codes and standards are developed in in order to assure timely identification of SRP impacts
the following process. The participating members of a related to codes and star.dards, priority assignments for
standards-writing group who represent the various code and standant impact reviews will be made in the
interests of that industry (e.g., product manufacturers, same manner as SRP section assignments. The results of
material manufacturers, product users, utilities, insurers, codes and standards evaluations will be provided to the
designers, constructors, consultants, and regulators, PRBs on an SRP section basis and will be added to the
whether kical, reginaal, or nadonal) devehip a standard. document impact packages prepared in Section 3.2.
An industry-consensus process does not approve,
recommend, or endorse any sprific or proprietary design Potential SRP impacts idenuned through this wmt will

(N or manufacturing process. The standards-writing group be entered into the SRP Modificabon Database as
members regularly meet on a formal basis to consider described in Section 2.4 of this implementing Procedures
revisions of the current requirements, requests for Document. Potential impacts will be of three types,
interpretation of current requirements, and new First, a potential impact wdl be identified where code and
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2.5 Industry Codes and Standards

standard citations found in SRP text are determined to be responses to the issues will be provided to PNL by the
out-of-date. Second, code or standard citadons in other PTSB. In addidon, the technical divisions * responses to
NRC documents (e.g.,10 CFR and Regulatory Guides) the issues identified in the final report wili be provided to
that directly impact SRP sections will be cross referenced PNL by the FTSB. PNL will enter these responses into
from the NRC document to the SRP secdon, with the the SRP Modification Database. His effort may result in
issue associated with the code or standard discussed in the identification of candidates for future work outside the

j the impact summary of the Impc.ct identification form. scope of the SRP Update and Development Program. As
! Third, the need for NRC endorsement of additional codes appropriate, the Research/ Regulatory Action Needs Form
j and standards, some of which may not yet exist, will be in Procedure 7.0 will be used to identify potential needs

identified for the SRP secdon under consideration. A and to obtain PRB and FISB approvals.
potendal impact will only be entered to the SRP

| Modification Database when the analyst determines there Identification of Unreferenced Codes and Standards of
is potential for the SRP to be modified. In addition, all Interest

; codes or standards included in the SRP must be publicly
available at a reasonable cost. %crefore, such documents Existing or proposed industry codes or standards that are'

as INPO documents that are not publicly available will not currently referenced in regulatory documents will be
not be referenced in the revised SRP as standards. Such evaluated with respect to potential reference or
codes and standards will be identified and the need to endorsement by NRC.;

| replace them will be entered into the SRP Malification
! Database. The results of this work will be provided to NRR

( technical divisions by the FTSB on an SRP section basis

| Potential impacts will be identified by analysts who are for review and comments. The technical divisicns'
; assigned SRP sections. Code citations appear directly in comments will be provided to PNL by the PTSB. PNL

| the text of the SRP. As documents in the RECALL will enter the responses into the SRP Modification
'

database and other regulatory documents are searched for Database. This effort may also result in the identification
impacts to a specific SRP secdon, the analyst should of candidates for future work.
compare the documents found to those listed in the

|
database previously developed under FIN 1-2012. For Identification of Needed Standardst

, example, given a list of regulatory guides that have
| potential impacts to the assigned SRP section, a scan of An assessment will be performed of whether codes or

the current code and standard citanon list will show standards are lacking for particular design innovations
whether any codes or standards are endorsed in that group anticipated in future applications fe.g., for software

|
of regulatory guides. This will be the set of codes or rehabihty or fiber optics).
standards to be analyzed for impacts relating to the SRP
section. %e analysts will also identify unreferenced De results of this work and PNL's recommendations will
codes and standards of interest and identify needed be provided to NRR technical divisions by the PTSB on
standards for the assigned SRP sections. The results of an SRP section basis for review and comment. He
code and standard impact searches will be provided to the technical divisions' comments will be provided to PNL
appropriate PRB. This effort is subdivided into four by the l'fSB. PNL will enter the responses into the SRP
tasks, as follows: Modification Database. His effort may also result in the

identification of candidates for future work, which would
Codes and Standards Comparison be handled by procedures in Chapter 7.0.

Codes and standards currently referenced in regulatory Comparison of Electric Power Research Institute
documents will be compared with their latest versions. (EPRI) Commitments to Codes and Standards

|
Recommendations will be developed covering (a) the

| safety impact of the referenced version versus that of the Commitment to industry codes and st:mdards cited in the
I current version, and (b) which version (referenced or EPRI Requirements Document will be chameterized and

cunen0 should be referenced or endorsed in NRC compared with NRC posidons. Examples of issues that
regulatory documents. The recommendadons along with should be assessed include identifying whether EPRI has

,

| the accompanying technical inses will be provided for committed to comply with out-of41 ate codes and

| NRC staff review. standards and whether EPRI proposes to adopt codes and
standards that are not currently endorsed by NRC.

The results of this work will be provided to NRR
technical divisions by the PTSB on an SR.P section basis The results of this work and PNL's results will be
for review and comment. He technical Gisions' provided to NRR technical divisions by the PTSB for
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2.5 Industry Codes and Standards

review and comment. The technical divisions' comments grouping, such as codes and starxlards issued by the

f will be provided to PNL by the PTSB. PNL will enter American Nuclear Society or the American Nadonal

. ( the divisions' responses into the SRP Modificadon Standards Institute) ac'l analyze the information presented
Database. on a line-by-line basis. The analysis would compare

current and referenced versions of the cited code, with
2.5.2 Procedtire for Code and Standard particular emphasis on excepdons, clarifications, or

Comparison additions mendoned in the regulatory document.

Purpose and Scope of this Procedure in the second approach, the analyst uses previously
identified relationships between regulatory doemnents and

This procedure establishes guidance for performing four specific SRP sections and a listing of documents found to
activities. The first is performing a comparison of codes contain impacts for specific SRP sections from a search
and standards currently referenced in regulatory of the RECALL database and other regulatory documents;
documents with the latest version of the codes and with this information, the analyst assembles the group of
standards. He second is making recommendations as to code and standard citations in the identified regulatory
which codes and standards not currently endorsed in NRC documents that are applicable to an assigned SRP section.
regulatory documents should be considered by the NRC

. for future endorsement. He third is identifying new In completing document reviews related to an assigned
indusuy codes or standards that may need to be SRP section, multiple codes will be identined and
denloped. He fourth is assessing EPRI's comnutments analyzed. Potential impacts to specific SRP secuons will
to codes and star.dards. be entered into the modification database upon

;oentifica: ion to facilitate the development of revised SRP
Prerequisites for Performing this Procedure sections.

Technical Skilh and Knowledge Level. At' analyst Making recommendations as to which codes and
performing this procedure requires a technical background standards not currently endorsed in NRC regulatory
and a working knowledge of nuclear power plant designs documents should be considered for future endorsement
and systems and applicable regulatory materials, including relies upon a review of EPRI-endorsed codes and,

' thi SRP. He analyst should possess detailed knowledge standards and other codes and standards currently issued
of the systems, structures, components, or processes and actively used in the United States.
covered by the assigned codes ano standards and have an
understanding of the function and structure of the Extensive code committee contact and interaction is
assigned code and standard group and familiarity with the anticipated in completing this task. Identifying new
various code libraries available to PNL. industry codes and standards that need to be developed

will be accomplished by comparing the SRP review areas
Document Availability. Completion of this procedure with the areas currently covered by existing codes and
requires access to both current versions of codes and standards; any areas not covered will be subjects of
standards and refei aced versions. potential new code and standard development.

Codes and standards referenced in regulatory documents in evaluating future reactor designs, unique technology or
are expected to be added to the SRP reference document unique applicadons will be identified as potential items
database, provided that permission is obtained from the requiring code or standard development. Analysts will
copyright holders. communicate with the various code committees to

ascertain the plans of such groups regarding development
Completion of Prior Procedures. No prior procedures of new codes and standards.
need to have been initiated or completed prior to
performance of this procedure. The review of the EPRI commitments to codes and

standards will be accomplished by comparing the EPRI
Overview of Steps in this Procedure commitments contained in the EPRI Requirements

Document to codes and standards currently cited by the
Reviewing and verifying information presented in the NRC and evaluating the implicadons of observed
database developed in FIN I-2012 is accomplished usir.g differences. Where EPRI does not state a specific version

O, two complementary approaches. The first approach is to
or date for a code or standard, it will be assumed to

select a block of data from the database (a logical endorse the current version.
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2.5 Industry Codes and Standards

Results of this Procedure order and cidng applicable NRC regulatory documents
with each code and standard hne. Where EPRI has also

Written Product. Written products will be as stated in endorsed the code or standard, include the citation with
the task descripdons provided in Section 2.5.1 above. In the listing. Where EPRI does not specify a date or
addition, Document Entry Logs (Procedure 2.1) will be version for a code or standard, assume that the current
completed for each applicable industry code and standard venion is endorsed,

and Impact identification Forms (Procedure 2.4) will be
completed for each identified potential impact between a Step 2 Verify that the analyst has the current version of
code or standard and SRP sections. ResearcWRegulatory the referenced code or standard. Exceptions
Action Needs Fonns (Procedure 7.0) will be completed as noted in the NRC reference document related to
applicable. cach specific code citation must be noted and

analyzed relative to the current code or standard.
Detailed Procedure The analyst will note where the current code has

adopted a change that allows an excepdon to be
This section specifies the step-by-step sequence to be dropped or changed in the NRC regulatory
followed, grouped by directives (major intennediate c rument.
outputs), to be accomphshed through a series of specific
steps. Step 3 Obtain a copy of the referenced or "old" code or

standard.

Directive 1: Perform preparatory activides.
Step 4 Compare the current edition of the code or

Step 1 Obtain access to the database completed by PNL standard with the referenced edition with respect
for the NRC under FIN I.2012, " Technical to the issues identified in the NRC regulatory
Assistance in Support of Ascertaining the Status document related to the specific code citation,
of Codes and Standards Referenced in NRC Determine whether the current edition of the
Regulatory Documents."' coac or statulard has addressed any regulatory

positions.
Step 2 Assign analysts to specific code groups or SRP

sections, as appropriate, using the Work Step 5 Recommend an endorsement category for each
Assignment Form included in Paredure 2.1 code and standard citation. Typical
(Manager's responsibihty). classifications would be:

Step 3 Obtain any codes and standards not available A - endorse current code (with year stated)
after completion of Procedure 2.3.

B endorse current code with exceptions mited
Directive 2: Compare the industry codes and standards

currently referenced in NRC regulatory C - endorse referenced code (with year stated)
documents with the latest version of these
codes and standards. This directive is D - citation should be dropped -- This would
applicable to work performed under either apply to obsolete or withdrawn citations.
approach outlined in th overview.

E - other -- For those citations outside the
Step 1 Organize the line items from the NRC code and normal disposition categories, case-by-case

standard Database. Organizing must include explanations are required.
placing in alphabeucal and ascending numencal .

' his databax has tren reaganned into three parts: Part A. Industry-
Consensus Codes and Standardo Part B. Fodorsed Gmdance or
Requiremenu; and Part C. Nonendased Gtaions. "Nonendased'
means that the itaticos are used in descripuve text u general references
or specificany cated u not to be used. Brough use of the expanded
RECA1.L databue. additional cale and standard citations not identified
during the original wuk have been a.tded.
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2.5 l'ndustry Codes and Standards

Step 6 ; Prepare a written summary of the results of Steps Step 4 Compare the identified codes and standards with

f 2,4, and 5, include in the summary an abstract the NRC database and make recornmendabons as .

of the technical evaluation and any - to which unreferenced codes or standards should
reconunendations on modifications to NRC : be addressed in NRC documents.

. endorsements. This applies whether the work is
accomplished on a con ; casus group basis, an Step 5 - Evaluate identified codes and standards with
SRP section basis, or both. Provide the report ir. respert to reactor design concepts that are

_

both draft and find forms to the FTSB for PRB undergoing review. Unique technolcgy or
review and comment include in the written applicatir'is associated with_ designs will be
summation an analysis of applicable codes and matched to unreferenced codes and standards
standards endorsed in the EPRI Requirements where possible.
Document.

Step 6 Create a list of unreferenced codes and standards
Step 7 Resolve any comments received from the FTSB, tha: are potential candidates for.NRC

and repeat Step 6, if necessary, endorsetient with respect to nuclear plant
designs. Develop and submit to the PTSB a

Step 8 - Prepare Document Entry legs according to the report summarizing the results of this effort for '
guidance included in Procedure 2.1 for each code PRB review and comment.
or standard mecting the criteria included in that
procedure. Step 7 Prepare Document Entry legs (Procedure 2.1)

and impact Identificatior l'orms (Procedure 2.4),
Step 9 Complete Impact identification Forms according as required.

to the guidance included in Procedure 2.4 for
each' code or standard meeting the impact criteria Step 3 Future work related to regulations or research,
included in that procedure, whicu has been identified in the preceding steps,

should be documented using Procedure 7.0.
Step 10 For codes and standards that are not publicly

Os
available at a reasonable cost, the requirements Step 9 PRB responsen to each code and standard

- - cited therein will be identified and the need to evaluation will be entered in the SRP
replace them will be entered into the SRP Modification Database via die Comment /
Modification Database via Procedure 7.0. Rcwlution Form (Procedure 6.0). ,

' Step i1 Candidates for future work identified in the Directive 4: Identify needed standards that do not -.

preceding steps should be documented using currently exist.
- Procedure 7.0,' Future work may involve a need
to revise or expand the regulatory base or a need Step 1- Consider review aren, on an industry consensus
for future NRC research activities. group basis or an SRP section basis, to determine

areas in which adequate guidance is not provided
Step 12 PRB responses to each code and standard currentJy and for which the devekenent of a

evaluation will be entered in the SRP new code or standard would be reasonable; As

-Modification Database. - auignments are completed under the previous
directives,'the analysts will considet the need for

Directive 3:-Identify unreferenced codes and standards of new codes and standards for their specilie topic.
_

: interest. . identified needs will tr documented and entered
into the SRP Modification Database using the-

Step I Identify codes and standards referenced in the ' Comment / Resolution Form in Pro-edure 6.0 or
EPIst Requirements Doctanent that are not - the Research Regulatory Action Needs Fomt in
currently included in the NRC database. Procedure 7.0.

Step ? Identify codes and standards that are currently in Step 2 Evaluate unique technology and the unique
active use in the U.S. application of existing technology asso^iated with

_

_

reactor designs where a need for new codes or
_

Step 3 Obtain a copy of each cod: and standard standards could exist.
Identified in Steps I and 2.

2
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2.5 Industry Cmies and Standards

Step ? Contact code committees to ascertain industry Step 1 Review the EPRI Requirements Document and
plans for future cale and standard applicadons list all code and standard citadcas.

Step 4 ldentify any other aspect of nuclear plant design Step 2 For each item identified in Step 1, assess the
where additional codes and standards may be level of EPRI commitment to the panicular code

required. Concunence from recognized expens or standard.

or organizations may be solicited to validate
identified concerns. Step 3 Compare the EPRI emic and standard list with

the NRC database. Identify those codes or

Step 5 Evaluate the results of the foregoing steps and staratards cited by the NRC ind not by EPRI.
cansolidate the developed information in a report. Identify those codes or sLindards cited by EPRI

but not by NRC.
Provide the report to the l'TSB for PRB review
and comment. Impacts would be entered via Step 4 Identify those instances where EPRI endorse ,an
Procedure 2.4 at this time. ediuon of the code different from the current or

latest revision. Also, identify those instances
Step 6 Resolve any comments received from the IrTSB where EPRI cites a different editico than that

and repeat Step 5, as necessary, referenced by the NRC.2

Step 7 Future work related to regulabons or research, Step 5 Prepare a written summary of resulu. Provide
which is identified in the preceding steps, should the repott in both draft and fmal stages to the
be documented using Procedure 7.0. I'TSB for PRB review and comment.

Step 8 PRB responses to each cale and standard Step 6 Resolve any comments received from the F'ISB,
evaluation will be entered in the SitP and repeat Step 5, if necessary.

Modification Database via the Comment /
Resolution Fonn (Procedun: 6.0). Step 7 Prepare Document Entry Logs (Procedure 2.1)

and Impact identification Fonns (Procedure 2.4),
Directive 5: Review EPRI cornmitment to codes and as required,

standards.

i

|
t

2 De compledon of Dtrecuve 2. Code and Standard Comparunn will
also evaluate the appropnate EPRI code and standard ntauons withi

I respect to: (a) which edition of the code or stanbrd is most argipriate
to endorse, (b)in which situatiora the endorsenwnt of the latest revinon
is appropriate, and Ic) where conflicts exist between EPRI endorsements

| and 5RC citatiaru nu inf<rmauon will be summarized in step 6 of
I Directive 2.
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3.0 Update and Upgrade of the SRP for Future Reactor License Applications

Unresolved Safety issues and Generic Safety issuesThis chapter :xintains the procedures to be followed in +

updating and upgradmg the 3RP for use in the r view of documents are reviewed to determine their
futtne reactor license applications to renec'. existing applicability to evolationary and slvanced reactors
Agency requirements and guidance and to rdd new (Seedon 3.4).
review criteria to accommodate unique technok*6y or the
t nique application of existing technology in future tracW 'iRP impacts appUcable to evolutionary and advanced*

designs, reactor technology are identified and integrated
(Seedon 3.5).

Chapter 3 is organized as follows, and is summarized in
Table 4. The PRB d:termines the arcanization that will be.

assigned to perform impac evaluation and drafung of
Needed iew SRP sections are identified (Section 3.11 SRP sections (Section 3.6L.

NRC will priontire SRP sections for updating and Draft updates and upgrades are prepared through one -+ *

upgrading (Section 3.2). of three inanagement options selected by the PRB
(Sections 3.7 and 3.8).

For a given SRP section, SRP impacts that were*
# identified through Procedure 2.4 are integrated

(Section 3.3).

5
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3.0 SRP Update and UPFtrde

Table 4 Summary of Chapter 3

Chapter 3 Sectiom Pages Description of Section Content

Section 3.1: Identifying the Need for 31-1 Presents criteria for deciding whether to expand an+

New SRP Sections SRP section or create a new one.
Presents procedures for identifying potential new.

review areas that could result in new SRP secuons,
evaluating the potential review areas, and
developing a list of new SRP sections.

Section 3.2: Prioritizing SRP 3.2,1 Provales examples of safety categones..

Sections for Updating and Upgrading Presents procedures for determining the safety-

significance of SRP sections and ranking them
according to safety significance for purposes of
SRP updating and upgt:uling.
Presents pnwedures for assigning relative update.

and development priority to cXisting and newly
identified SRP sections.

Section 3.3: Integmting impacts 3.3-1 Presents pmcedures for integrating . impacts+

identified through Procedere 2.4.

Section 3A: Reviewing USts/GSIs 3.4- 1 Presents critena and procedures for identify:ng.

for Applicability to Future Reactor Unresolved Safety !ssues (USis) and Generic
Designs Safety issues (GSis) that should be evaluated in

reladon to future reactors.

.Section 3.5: Integrating Impacts for 3.5-1 Presents procedures for identifying and obtaining.

Future Reactor Designs documents that contain infonnation needed to
upgrade or devekip SRP sections for future reactor
designs.
Presents procedures for integrating SRP impacts.*

Section 3.6: Assigning Work by the 3.6-1 Presents procedures for obtaining PRB+

PRB determination of the organization that will be
assigned to perfonn impact evaluadon and drafting
of SRr'section updates and upgrades.

Section 3.7: Updating SRP Sections 3.7- 1 Presents procedures for determining the.

significance of identified impacts, characterizing
and assessing potential changes, and characterizing
potennal revisions as Type I or Type II.
Provides measures of impact significance..

Presents procedures for PRB detenninadon of the*

impacts to be incorporated in each SRP section.
Presents pmcedures for dmfung revised or newly.

identified SRP sections to reflect current
technology.
Includes guidance for drafting each subsection of.

an SRP section, including guidance for drafting
technical rationales for Accept:uice Criteria.

O
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3.0 SRP Update and Upgnule

Table 4. Summary of Chapter 3 (continued)
-A

Chapter 3 Sections Pages Description of Section Content

Section 31: Upgrading SRP Sections 3,8-1 Presents procedures for characterizing SRP*

for Future Reactor Designs impacts.
Presents procedures for identifying areas where*

current regulations are inadequate or where
additional research is required to establish a
licensing basis for future reactor designs.
Presents procedures for PRB determination of the*

impacts to be inewporated in each SRP section.
Presents procedures for generating Upgrade*

Outlines that will be used by the PRB in deciding
how SRP sections will be upgraded.
Presents procedures for drafting upgnules to*

existing SRP sections and for drafting newly
identified SRP sections to provide the review
guidance for evolutionary and advanced reactor
designs,

v

t
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' 3.1 Identifying the Need for New SRP SRP. A decision must then be made by NRR if the
Sections appropriate course of action is to expand the scope of

current sections or develop new sec60ns.
3.1.1 Approach

The decision whether to expand an SRP sec00n or create
Tbc SRP section is the fundamental unit of the SRP (see a new one will require evaluation on a case-by-case basis
Section 1.5, Definitions, of this implemen6ng Procedures and the following set of critena can help to make this
Documen0. Most of the work to be performed in determinadon. Topics or subjects meeting any of the
updating and upgrading the SRP will be accomplished on following criteria would generally be considered for a
a section-by-secuon basis. The term *section" is used in new section:
this procedure to represent either an actual SRP section or

The system or concept is so _nque relatne to currentsubsection, or some type of addendum to an existtng *

section or the entire SlJ, technology that it would be inappropriate or confusmg
to include its desenpuon in a current SRP section.

The current SRP consisung of 221 secuons, through years
The subject matter is sufficiently extensive that itof use and development, can reasonably be taken to .

represent the minimum set of sections needmg to be would justify separate treaunent.
considered.

The subject matter ts sufficiently different from the+

New SRP sections will only address future reactor most closely related SRP section that a different
technology, not current reactors. However, if a currently pnmary review branch would be needed to adequately
licensed plant wanted to incorporate future reactor review me subject.
technology into its design, i.e., a plant modification, then

The system uses exishng technology in such new orit would hase to sausfy the pertinent new SRP section. .

unconventional ways so as to require separate review.
Three sources of items that could result in the need for
althlional sections are: (1) the appendices and branch A number of generically applicable topics could be
technical positions (BTPs) contained in the SRP, (2) considered hir inclusion in the SRP as part of existing
review guidance for new systems, unique technology, or secuons or new secdons, including issues related to the
the unique application of existing technology in future following: probabilisde nsk assessment, accident
reactor license apphcations, and (3) generically applicable management, environmental impact, systems interaction,
topics which are not currently addressed. Each of the mamtenance, overall safety (connicting requirements),
three potential sources of new sections is discussed in *other-than.nonnal" conditions (including outages),
more detail below. There may also be cases where SRP amendments, deferred construction restart, and aging
sections could be combined. management for structures, systems, and components.

Other topics that could be added to this list should be
For the most part, the appendices and BTPs contained in idendfied, and the endre list should be evaluated to T
the SRP are supplementary to existing SRP sections, determine whether r.:w sections are warranted. The final
usually providing additional detailed information. Each list of topics will be subjected to the priantization
SRP appendix and BTP will be reviewed to deternnne activities described in Sections 3.2 and then evaluated for /

whether its contents would be more appropriately merged continued consideration. *

into exisung SRP sections or developed into a unique
section. Ordmanly, the supplementary information should A potendal topic for a new SRP section is related to plant
be merged into exisdng sections, llowever, where the layout considerations. The spatial connguration and the
amount of supplementary infonnation is so extensive that physical design and geometry of structures, systems, and
merging it with an exisung section would be confusing or components have been shown in evaluations of operatmg
signincantly difficult to use, estabhshing a new section expenence to have potential impacts on the reliability and
should be considered. safety of nuclear power plant operations. In particular,

plant layout issues should be considered in the design of
The evoluuonary and advanced reactor designs clearly future plants to minimize the potendal for adverse
contain some new systems relative to those contained in systems interactions.
current generation plants (e.g., the CANDU-3 horizonutlly
injected hquid pauon system). Also, future reactor it is also noted that the industry has taken steps to specify
applications are expected to incorporate unique design processes which will consider plant layout issues
technology or tbc ut,ique application of existing and related regulatory requirements. A primary focus of
technology that may not be adequately addrened in the industry efforts is to enhance maintainability and
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3.1 Idenufying New SRP Secuons

operabdity of the plant and to incorpotute human factors technology or the unique applicauon of existing
cortsideradons early in the design process. A new SRP technology developed for future reactor applications is not
section would specify the regulatory bases for plant yet available, the current status of this information will be
layout issues and discuss the related regulatory issues in noted as a " placeholder" in the revised SRP. When the
areas such as seistnic system analyses, high energy line necessary information becomes available, the SRP will be
break hazards, radiation protection, fire protection, upgraded accordingly.
internal thiodmg and water intrusion, inservice inspection
and testing, missile protection, and pipe rupture and Prerequisites for Performing This Procedure
impingement protection. Spaific teceptance criteria and
review procedures for these regulatory issues would be Technical Skills and Knowledge Levels. Persons
provided in the specific SRP secdons which cover diese perfonnmg tlus procedure should have a working
areas. knowledge of nuclear plant systems, design, construction,

operadons, and licensing requirements, and the current
As part of the integration of the SRP, the Environmental SRP.

Standard Review Plan (ESRP) will be incorporated in the
safety review SRP. The ESRP will be included as a new Dccument Arallability. In order to complete this
chapter. At a later date, licer.se renewal review will also procedure, documents must be available that adequately
be incorporated in the safety review SRP. The area of describe the designs of evolutionary and advanced
license renewal wdl be addressed in at least three new reactors ami associated staff safety evaluation reports (to
SRP chapters. One chapter will address license renewal the extent that they are available). The SRP is also
for current reacton. One chapter will address liccese required and is readdy available.
renewal for future reactor applications (to be developed).
One chapter wil! ack!ress environmental assestaient for Completion of Prior Prmedures. This is the first of the
hcense renewal (see NUREG-1425). Other standard procedures that apply specifically to updatmg and
review plans or SRP-like documents may aPo be upgrading SRP sccdons. No other procedures need to
incorporated in the NUREG400 SRP. T' ese various have been init ated or completed prior to perfuning this
standard review plan documents will have to be procedure,
considered in establishing new SRP chapten and sections.

Osersiew of This Procedure
Seeuons that are newly identified by NRR will be added
to the SRP. The resulung list oisecuons will form the The process of identifying potential new SRI uons

basis for the cubsequent tasks ri . ired to update and consists of several steps. First, the appendices ad BTPs
upgrade the SRP. Implementation of Procedure 3.1 may contained in the SRP are evaluated for mcorporadon in an
also identify areas where certain existing sections might crisung or new SRP section. Sectmd, new aspects of
need to be updated (e.g., to incorporate a BTP); these future reactor apphcations are reviewed against the SRP
potential updates are essentially "SRP impacts" as to identify areas that are not adequately covered. Third,
discussed m Section 2.4 and should be provided as inputs generic issues are considered to detennine if they merit
to Procedure 2.4. coverage in a sepamte secuon of the SRP. (In actuahty,

these first three steps may be performed in any onler or
3.1.2 Procedure for Identifying New SRP even simultaneously.) Finally, the new candidate secuons

Sections are added to the list of existing sections, and all of the
resulung secdons are then processed in accordance with

Purpme and Scope of This Procedure subsequent pnxedures. Potendal existing section updates
are also identified and used as input for Section 2.-l.

This procedure is intended to identify any potential new
review areas that could resuh in new SRP secuens, Results of This Procedure
evaluate the potendal review areas, and devchip a hst of
new secuons to be added to the current SRP secuon Written Nduct. Since the effort described in this
hsung. The scope of this procedure is limited to SRP procedure is performed off line (i.e., it is not performed
appendices and BTPs, new systems, unique technology, or using the SRP Nhwhfication Databasch the product of this
the unique appheation of existing technology developed pmcedure, the list of new SRP sections combined with
for future reactor applicauons for which SRP secuans do existing sections, may be taken as a written product to be
not currently exist, and generically applicable topics not entered into the SRP Moth 0 cation Database when it
adequately addressed in the current SRP. In those becomes available. A written justification for identifying
instances where pertinent informadon on unign new sections is also included.
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3.1- Identifying New SRP Sections

O~ Other. An additional output of this procedure b the
Directive 3: Identify potential new SRP sections based

identificadon of potential SRP section updates. The on generic licensing and safety issue..
V resuhs of this effort are used as input in Section 2.4.

Stcp 1 Beginning with the list of generic issues pmvided
Detailed Procedure in Section 3.1.1, convene a panel of experts to

expand the list by adding any other issues that
This section specifies the step-by-step sequence to be can be identined.
followed, groupcd by directives (major intermediate
outputs), to be accomplished through a series of specific Step 2 For each item on the Step i list, obtain from the
steps. panel an evaluation of the need for creating a

new SRP section to address the issue. Consider
Directive 1: Review appendices and BTPs to identify the possible incorporation of the issue in specific

potential new SRP secdons. exisung SRP sections. Document the results of
the evaluation, including justification for the

Step 1 Obtain a current copy of the SRP and review conclusions reached,

each appendix and BTP contained therein.
Directive 4: Obtain NRR approval for new SRP

Step 2 For each appendix and BTT, Jentify those SRP sections.
sections that nddress the sarr.e subject (s) as the
appendix or BTP, In general, there will be at Step 1 Compile the information resuldng from
least one SRP section that references the Directives I through 3, including the
appendix or BTP. ' Die analyst will attempt to recommendations regardmg the need for new
identify any additional sections dealing with sections and associated justifications.
related subject matter.

Step 2 Provide the information resuldng from Step I to
Step 3 Compare the material covered in the appendix or the IrTSB for NRR review and approval,

BTP with the subjects covered in tbc sections Typically, approvals will be obtained from thef.
( identified in Step 2. Evaluate whether it would appropriate associate director.
N be appropriate to merge the appendix or BTP

with a section or to maintain the integrity of the Step 3 Consistent with NRR approval, develop a list of
material in the appendix or BTP by creating a new sections.
new section.

Directive 5: Prepare information for project use.
Step 4 Develop and document the bases behind each

recommendation for each evaluation performed Step i Add the new sections resulting from Directive 4,
in Step 3. Step 3, to the current list of SRP sections. Add

the new sections in the appropriate locations,
Directive 2: Identify potential new SRP sections based using a numbering system consistent with the

on new systems and concepts in future current system. The resulting list will be an
reactor design. input to Procedure 3.2.

Step 1 Obtain documents describing evolutionary and Step 2 Compile the need for updates to existing sections
advanced reactor designs. resulting from implementation of Directives I

through 3. Enter each needed update into the
Step 2 Compare the evolutionary reactor designs against SRP Modification Database using forms and

the SRP on a system by-system basis. Identify directions specified in Procedure 2.4
any areas where the SRP is unable to adequately
support the staffs tecu.ical review (e.g., a Directive 6: Perform the pruious directives for otber
system is not addressed or, due to advances in a review areas.

- particular system, the SRP section needs to be
upgraded). For each area so ldentified, Step 1 la consultation with I'TSB, determine the
determine whether a new section is needed or an additional review areas (environmental, license

upgrade to an existing section would suffice. renewal, etc.) to be incorporated in the SRP.

( Develop and document a justification for each
recommendation, Step 2 For each of those review areas, repeat Directives

1-5.
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3.1 Identifying New SRP 3ections

Directive 7: Repeat the previous directives periodically Step 1. He scope of this step should be
to capttne new and ongoing developments, restricted to developments that have occurred

since the last time the process described in this
Step i Estabbsh a schedule for perfonning periodic procedure was exercised,

updates of the work described in this procedure.
More frequent updates may be pmferred as the l'ornu
project approaches cornletion,

No new fonns are used in this procedure,
Step 2 Perform the relevant ponions of Directives I

thnmgh 6 according to the schedule developed in

O

O
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3.2 Prioritizing SRP Sections for critena associated with them. Evaluanon critena provide

Updating and Upgrading a means of positioning an SRP section within the safety
hierarchy for a given category.

3.2.1 Approach
Finally, the safety significances in each category are

The effort to update and upgrade the SRP for future combined using a presenbed, weighted. average algorithm.

reactor license applications and the unique technology and A weighted-average algonthm is an algebraic equation

unique appbcation of existing technology in future reactor that provides the average of a number of values where

designs is expected to take several years. Clearly, different weights or importance are given to the various

however, work on all SRP sections carmot and should not values. As a simple example, the weighted average of I

be undertaken simultaneously. Limited resources will and 3 where 1 is five times as important as 3 is:

require that portions of this effort be completed in a
phased manner over the course of the SRP Update and ((5 x 1) + (1 x 3M5 + 1) = l-1/3.
Development Program. A phased approach is also
desirable because it will facilitate program enhancements in general, a weighted average algonthm would take the

over time through mid-course corrections based on form: _

lessons learned in applying the implementing procedures
and in using the SRP Modification Database. (ax + by + cz + . . )/t a + b + c + . . . )

To detennine a recommended sequence in which the where x, y, z, . . are the values to be averaged and a, b,

work should proceed, it will be beneficial to priontize the e, are the weights assigned to each va!ue. The result

SRP sections (both existing SRP sections and the new is a measure of the overall safety sigmncance of the SRP

SRP sections identified through implementation of secuon, his process is repeated for each SRP section.

Procedure 3.1). His prioritization will be based on two Then all of the sections are ranhed based on their safety

considerations: (1) safety significance, and (2) NRR signincance. Because the technique of determining safety

program prioritics, such as the review schedule for the significance is inherently imprecise, the results are

ABWR. It should be noted that this pnoritization of SRP typically presented in a semi-qualitative way; that is,

sections, including the determination of safety using a high-medtum-low measure or using percentile

significance, is only being done to support the SRP measures. De results are helpful in priorinzing sections.

Update and Development Program and is not intended to Again, it should be noted that they are not intended for

be used for any other purpose, it should also be noted any other use.

that work priorides are always subject to change due to
chaaging programmatic needs and the resolution of Some of the work required for this activity has aircady

technical issues, been accomplished; for example, a hierareby of safety -

systems has been developed, it is the intent that the -

The safety significance of SRP sections is determined by result of any previously performed work be used to the

establishing safety categories, evaluating the content of maximum extent pissible.
the section within the context of each safety category, and

appropriately combining the results of the evaluations in The product of this activity is envisioned to tv one or

each category. He results for each SRP section may be more matrices correlating SRP sections with safety

compared against the others, thereby lcadmg to a safety categones. De matrix will be filled with the evaluated

hierarchy that numerically ranks SRP sections accordmg safety significance within each category, work is expected

to safety significance, to be performed off-line. Only the fmal matrix or
matrices will be entered into the SRP Modificauon

Safety categories help charactenze the safety implications Database.

of SRP sections. He following are examples of safety
categories: rtfety system, safety function, operational NRR program prionties will reflect NRR's relative need

experience, and safety issues. Rese safety and other for up!ated or upgraded SRP sections in meeting its

potential categories result from various types of safety regulatory and safety responsibilities. For example, NRR

studies that have been perfonned, such as probabilistic is in the process of reviewing designs for such
risk assessment, LER case studies, severe accident evolutionary reactors as the ABWR and System 80+ and

insights, and analysis of significant operauonal the review schedule will affect the SRP revision schedule,

occurrences, as well as combinations of the various NRR program prionties vul be provided by PTSB. It is
studies. The categories define the perspectives from anticipated that programmaue prianties will change over
which each SRP section will be analyzed. Also inherent time.

in establishing the categones is establishing the evaluation ,
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3.2 Prioritizing SRP Sections

An addidonal consideration in the prioritization of SRP prionty than SRP sections with low NRR program
sections for evoludonary and advanced reactor designs is priority and high safety sigmficance. It should be noted
the completion of section updating to reflect current that safety signifiLmce is an important element of NRR
technology and NRC requirements. Evolutionary and progrunmatic prioridiadon.
advanced reactor SRP secdons will generally build on the
base SRP section (i.e., mothfy requirements from the set The pnontization methodology is illustrated in Table 5.
of current requin'mentst it is necessary, therefore, to This extanple assumes that NRR has determined that
ensure that base SRP sections are uplated before the cod.A and instrumentation SRP sections are of highest
evolutionary or advanced reactor secuans that depend on prognunmatic priority and human factors sections are of
them. second highest pnonty. Seven SRP sections are included

in SRP Chapter 7, Instrumen"Itton and Controls, and
Safety significance m,J NRR program priority three sections in SRP Chapter 18, iluman Factors
consideradons will be integrated through a simple Engineering. The example assumes that the sections have
ordering scheme. One likely candidate is an ordenng that a safety rankmg, from highest to lowest, of Secuons 7.4,
gives primacy to NRR program priondes. Under this 7.2, 7.3,18.2, 7.5, 7.6.18.0. 7.7, 7.1, and 18.1. With
approach, SRP sections with the most urgent NRR these assumpdons, Table 5 would indicate an overall SRP
program priority would be assigned the highest overall section priority of 7.4, 7.2. 7.3, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7, 7.1, 18.2,
priority; SRP sections within that group would be 18.0, and 18.1. This would then be the order in which to
prioritized according to their safety ranking. SRP recommend uplating the SRP sections. Of course, the
sections with the next most urgent NRR program priority actual pnoritizauon activity would address all of the SRP
would be assigned the next highest overall priority; again, sections.
SRP secdons within that group would be priontized by
safety ranking. Ordering would continue in this manner It is anticipated that prioritizations will be uniated
for each level of NRR program priority. Thus, using this penodically to reflect completion of work and changing
scheme, SRP sections with high NRR program pnority NRR prognun pnorities.
and low safety significance would have a higher overall

Table 5. Example of SRP Section Prioritization

NRR Programmatic Priority Safety Ranking (h erail ;'riority

Instrumentation and Controls 7.4 7.4
Human Factors Engineenng 7.2 7.2

7.3 7.3
18.2 7.5
7.5 7.6
7.6 77
1 S.0 7.1
7.7 18.2

7.1 18.0

18.1 18.1

3.2.2 Procedure for Prioritizing SRP compleuon of the SRP Uplate and Development
Sections Program. Included in this procedure is a process to be

used in determining the safety signincance of SRP
Purpose and Scope of This Procedure sections and ranking them accordmg to safety

significance. Also incluJed in this procedure is certain
This procedure specifies how existing and newly daelopmental work required for establishing the safety
identified SRP sections are to be assigned relauve prionly categories and associated evaluadon scales. Previously
for updating and upgrading. This prioritizadon +ill be performed work ie to be used whenever it is avtulable and
used in setting schedules and allocating resources for meets project needs.
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3.2 Prioritiring SRP Sections

Prerequisites for Performing This Procedure significance matrices and the SRP section priority listing
,

! / \ will also be entered into the SRP Modification Datanase.
j Technical Skills and Knowledge inels. Developmental

work regarding safety significance requires significant Detailed Procedure
technical and analyue experience, particularly in the areas
of probabilistic risk assessment, severe accident analysis, This section specines the step-by-step sequence to be
and operational experience. Actual evaluadon of SRP followed, gmuped by d recuves (major intermediate
sections will require a working knowledge of nuclear outputs), to be accomplished thmugh a series of specific
plant systems, design, construction, operations, and steps.

licensing requirements, and the current SRP.
Prioritization should be performed or closely directed by Directive 1: Develop safety categories, includmg
managers within the 5RP Update and Development evaluation enteria, for approval by NRR.
Program ws a-~'.ensive knowledge of and
responsibility for the SRP Update and Development Step 1 identify the documents that will be required and
Program and knowledge of NRR prog 1ammatic priorities, obtain them.

_

Jorument Availability. Perfonnance of this procedure Step 2 Identify the set of safety categories that will be
requires the availability of the following types of used. Document the rationale for the selection.
documents from sources outside the SRP Modification
Database: probabilistic risk assessments, analyses and Step 3 Establish the evaluation criteria for each safety
assessments of severe accident scenarios, and assessments category.
of operational experience and evre. Specific document
requirements will be estabhshed Sv the malysts Step 4 Establish the tagging system within each category
performing the work. Perfonnance of wts procedure also that will be used to indicate safety implications
requires a statement of program priorities regarding SRP in the completed matrix,
section update and development from PTSB.

Step 5 Prepare instructions for evaluating SRP sectionsn
[ Completion of Prior Procedures. This procedure may be and completing the safety matnx. Define the\

% initiated at any time. Any new SRP sections will have to algonthm to be used to combine the safety
be identified through implementadon of Procedure 3.1 significances in the individual categories, and
before they can be addressed by Procedure 3.2. prepare instructions for its use.

Osersiew of Steps in This Procedure Directive ?- Evaluate SRP sections for safety
significance. -

Safety categories and associated esaluation critena are -

first developed. Each SRP section is then evaluated Step 1 Obtain the list of SRP sections (current and new)
under each category, and the results are recorded in the from the implementation of Procedure 3.1. If
safety matrix. Overall safety significance is next Procedure 3.1 has not been completed at this
detennined by using a specified algorithm to combine the point, the steps in this directive will have to be
individual safety elements. The SRP sections are then iterated one or more times until it has been
ranked based on relative safety significance. NRR completed.
program priorities are next obtained from PTSB. Fir. ally,
these two sets of pnorities are integrated to yield Step 2 Evaluate each SRP section according to the
recommec 'ations for overall priorities for SRP section instructions prepared in Directive 1, Step 5.
updating and upgrading.

Step 3 Complete the safe y matrix by entering the
Results of This Procedure results of Step 2 for each evaluated SRP secdon.

The products of this procedure are matnces containing the Directive 3: Rank SRP sections accordmg to safety
safety significance determinations for SRP sections, significance.
includmg notes and exphmations regarding their
development, a lisung of relative priority assigned to each Step 1 Combine the safety significances in each

(O existing or newly identified SRP section. The safety
category for each SRP section according to the

V) specified algonthm. Enter the overall safety
significance in the safety matnx.
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3.2 Prioritizing SRP Sections

Step 2 Prepare an ordered list of SRP sections ranked section priorities will be to group sections in
by safety significance. The list should be accordance with NRR program priorities and to
presented in groups of sections, with the groups assign priority within those groups in accordance
indicated in order of decreasing safety with safety significance,
signincance.

Step 2 Prepare a draft priority listing in accordance with
Step 3 Enter the data in the safety matrix or matrices the procedure confirmed in Step 1.

into the SRP Modification Database.
Step 3 By conferring with those responsible for

Directive 4: Determine NRR program priorities, developing safety significance, identify any SRP
sections believed to be of such critical safety

Step 1 in consultation with I'TSB, establish the significance that they should be assigned a higher
appropriate measure of NRR program priority for overall priority,
the updating and upgrading of SRP sections.

Step 4 In consultation with PTSB, revise the draft of
Step 2 Confirm that frFSB has available a list that overall priorities as nppropriate.

includes all current SRP sections plus the new
sections identified as a result of Procedure 3.1. Step 5 Obtain NRR approval of the overall

prioritization. Enter it into the SRP Modification
Step 3 In consultation with frTSB, rank the list of Database.

existing and newly identified SRP sections in
accordance with the NRR program priority Step 6 Monitor changing NRR progranimatic prionties
measure established above. and adjust the prioritization scheme accordmgly.

Directive 5: Pnoritize SRP sections. i'ornts

Step I in consultation with PTSB, confirm that the No fonas are used in this procedure,
general procedure ict ordering overall SRP

O'
|

1

|
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3.3 Integrating InipactS The third objective of this procedum, determining the
,/ 3 significance of impacts, is accomplished through the use

(") 3.3.1 Approach of two measures. ne first measure addresses level of
detail; impacts may range from too broad to be addressed

The purpose of this activity is to establish the effectively in an SRP section to too detailed to be or
groundwork for further, detailed evaluation of impacts, it generic concern, including a segment of this spectum
is not the purpose of this activity to perform detailed where impacts are of the appropriate level of & tail for
evaluauons of impacts, nor to make any decisions treatment in the SRP. The second measurc concems the
regarding the need for revision or development of SRP amount of revision that would te required if a decision
secuans, or to actually revise or develop SRP sections, were made to revise a section, ranging from a minor
These activities are covered in subsequent procedures. change (change of a parameter value or sevend words or

sentences) to a major cSange (perhaps a complete
This activity serves the following objectives: rewriting of the section). In this activity, both of the

above measures of significance will be characterized in
Obtaining the list of potential impacts associated with terms of specific categories for each measure.'

the assigned SRP section. -

The level-of41etail measure includes three categories:
Integraung the informadon contained in the potential+

impacts by combining related impacts and identifying 1. Too broad to be useful -- the impact is stated with a
any con 0icts between impacts, thereby establishing lack of specificity that renders it unusable (e.g., the
actual impacts, maintenance program needs to be improved).

Determining the significance of identified impacts. 2. Consistent with SRP - the level-or* 'I is+

reasonably matched to that presented in the current
Each objective is described in more detail in the SRP and could be easily incorporated.
following paragraphs.

3. Too specific to be useful - the level-of-detail is so
(g) The first objective, obtaining the list of potendal impacts specific that the impact cannot be applied generically
Q/ related to each SRP section, is accomphshed by querying or would unduly restrict the reviewer's ability to

the SRP Modification Database. He SRP Modification consider reasonable alternatives.
Database already contains the assignment M potential
impacts to SRP sections (Procedure 2.4), and the analyst The amount-of-revision taeasure as related to each impact
need only request a list of potential impacts for the includes four categories:
section under consideration. The analyst may then, if -

necessary, consult the documents from which potential 1. Major revision -- the section will largely have to be -

impacts were identined for additional information, rewritten.

Once the potential impacts associated with the SRP 2. Significant revision - a major suhaection will have to
section under consideration have been obtained, the be rewntten.
second objecuve is met by integrating the infctmation
contained in the potential impacts. Relationships among 3. Moderate revision -- a number of minor revisions will
certain potenual impacts (for example, several potential be required throughout the section,.
impacts may address the same topical area) are likely and
there may be some conflicts between potential impacts. 4. Minor revision -- small word, sentence, or parameter
Related potential impacts are best handled by grouping value changes.
them, characterizing their combined implications,
identifying any contiicts among them, and proceedmg The results of the foregoing assessments will be
with the remaining steps by viewing the combined compiled, within the SRP Modificadon Database, on an
potential impacts as one actual impact. SRP section-by-section basis. The system will prompt

the analyst for each required piece of information through
A worksheet is provided in the procedure that follows the use of electronic forms desenbed in the procedure that
that will assist the analyst in perfonning the integration of follows.

O potendal impacts.
t t
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3.3 Integrating impacts J

I3.3.2 Procediere for Evalualitig Ittipacts 1(nults of Thh Procedure

Purpose and Scope of This Psoredure urirren Product. The pnxtuct of thk procnture k an
informat on package cornkung of applicable impacts

The purpose of this pnralare is to esess, based on completed impact /Section Consistency Fonns and Impact
specified entena, the potential impacts that have been Integration Worksheets, and Revision Optiom Checkhst
identified for each SRP section The results of this Fonns completed through Part D.
pwedure will Ic used as a starting g> int for the
imnlementauon of Procalure 3.7. This predure will be Detailed Procedure
applied to each potential impact relatal to die giveu SRP
sec%n. This secdon specifies the step-by stcp sequence to le

follown!, grouped by directnes (major intermediate
Prerequkites for Performing 1hh Procedure outputs), to be accomplkhed through a series of specific

steps
Technical Skish and Knowledge inels. The ;untysts
performing this procedure require a tecbsical background INrectke 1: Make auignments fresponubihty of Proic(t
nd experience in working with nuclear power plant Manager or Project Manager's designee).

Osigns and systems and with apphcable regulatory
materials, including the SRP. Personnel will be used Step 1 Identify the analysh who wdl be responsible for
most efficiently if they are match, ' . JRP secdons implementing this procedure.
addressing topics with which tby are familiar. It should
also be noted that analysta are encouraged to consult with Stcp 2 Record assignmtv s on the Work Anignment
technical experts on an avnceded kuis. Form (see Pni.r% 11 L

Document Amilability. It is anticipated that most of the Direcove 2: Perfonn preparatory functions.
ineeded documents will be available in the SRP Reference

Document Dathriase electronic hbrary or in a twd-copy Step 1 Hecome familiar with the contenis and subject
library c$.tablished to maintain such documents until their m:,,,cr of the auigned SRP section, and the
entry into the database. Specine reference documents enteria and requirements set forth in Secuon
that are not in the system may le requirni from Ume to 3.3.1 vpardmg the esahtadons to be perfonned,
time, and it will be the responsibdity of the analyst to
identify such needs, obtain the necessary documents, and Step 2 Obtun, from the SRP Mahfication Database, the
arrange for their entry into the SRP Reference Document potendal impacts , elated to the SRP section

Database (see Procedure 2.2). under consideration

Completion of Prior Procefures. Procedure 2.4 must be Directke 3: Perfonn impact latecration.
initiated before this procure may be initiated. The
effectivenen of this procedure will be enhanced by Step 1 Complete the impact /Section Consktency Fonn
completing as much of Pnwedure 2.4 as is pouible prior for each potential impa t. Indicate the need to
to Irginning this procedure, retain each potential innpact for further evaluation

t y answenng the questions on the Tonn.
Over iew of the Steps in Thk Procedure Potential impacts that were inconectly asugned

to the SRP section will be climinated from
Preparniory work, namely, assigning analysts to sectiour fuaher consideration at this point. Potential
and familianting analysts with their assigned sections, k impacts thr.t ne already consistent wilh the SRP
perfonned first. Section-related potenual impacts are or need not be considered further for other
identined, organized, and combined as necessary. Then reasons will be removed from considerahon af ter
the potential significance of each potentix revision is compledon of the impact Integration Worksheet.

| assessed, using a form specifs in this procedure. Potential impacts that will be used to develop
i Finally, information packages :re provided to the technical rationales for the acceptmcc criteria

orgardedons assigned to perfonn detailed impact will not be climtnact from further consideration;
evahiation and SRP section updating and upgradmg. all questions will be answered *No" for such

potential impacts.

NUREG-1447 3.3-2
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33 Integrating trnpacts

Step 2 Review the potential impnets and group thern by Step 7 Determine the significance of each impact (or
.

topical areas. The impact hegradon Worksheet group of related impacts) by compleung Part il !

t.hould be used to facilitec compicuon of this af **ie Revision Opuons Chedlist Fann 4
and the following steps.

;

Sicp 8 Indicate ar'y identified conflicts between
'

Step 3 Review the potential impacts within exh topical documents by completing the first three imes of 4

area group to idenufy impacts diat are closely Part E of the Revision Opdons Checklist Fonn. .

related and best treated as a single impact. Fill in the first three lines of a separate Part E
for each confilet idenufied.

Step 4 Identify anyconflice among potendal impxts in
each topical area group, and enswe that such Step 9 11 new documents or potential impacts are
conflicting potenti*' impacts are inchd*d as identified in the preceding steps, the analyst

'

closely related impacts to be ticated as k t, ingle should arrange for their entry into the SRP t

irupact. Reference Document Database (see Procedure
2.2). T

Step 5 Remove from further omsidetadoo any potential
;

impacts that are already incorporated in the SRP Forrm
(see Step !), except for diose that support
Acceptance Criteria technical radonales or are lhree fonns and a worksheet are used to implement this
associated with an idendfled conflict, ne SRP procedure. The Work Anignment Fonn is used to assign
Malificadon Database system will facihtate this analysts for each SRP sec00n. This form is discussed in
removal if .Le e suputerited version of the Procedure 2.1. The Itapact/Section Consistency Form is
Revision Options Checklist Foru. (Proauure 3.7) used to identify any potendal impacts that would not
is used. necessitate SRP section revisions. The impact integradon

Worksheet auists the analyst in combining the
Vep 6 Characterire the related potential impacts 0.c., inkrmation contained in the potential impxts. Theo .

; prepare a tvicf (several sentence) sumnuvy of the Revision Opuons Checklist Funn, consisdng of six parts,-
overall impact of the component impacts) and stuctures the analyst's review of impacts on, and the
enter the infonnation under Part A of the resolung potential revisions to, SRP sections and pmvides
Revision Op00ns Checklist Fonn. the SRP Modification Database with the infonnadon

needed to generate Opuon Papers and Type 11 Reports.
This form is descrited in Procedure 3.7.

,

t

I

i
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3.3 Integrating Impacts

Sample l'orms

impact /Section Cornhtency l'orm

Wak Assignment

Assigned Analyst

SRP Section No,

impact No.

Impact Source Document Acassion No. _

Impact Source Document Type

impact Source Document No.
,

impact Source Document Title

O
Publication / Revision Date Revision No.

Impact LocationN

Entire Documen; Block (s) as follows:,_ _

Frorn:

To:

Impact Summary

impact Criteria

O
NUREG-1447 3.34
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I
33 Integrating Irnpacts ;

i

Irnpacti:4ertion Consisterecy Form (continued)

1. Is this potential impact already ircarporated in the SRP7 Yes No

,

2. Was this potential impact incorrectly nnigned to this SP? wetion? Yes No

if yen,irxticate reason _ _ _ , .

|

3. Should this potential impact be climinatal from further consideration Yes No
for some other reason?

.-

If yea,itxlicate reason

.

-
.

.

Analyst .

Date of Amdysis

RcWwer

Date of Review

i

I

33-5 NUREG-1447
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3.3 Integrating Impacts

trapart Integration Worksheet

O
Topic

!

SRP Section No. ,

impact Number Notes

-_

O

Irppact Summary

O
NUREG 1447 3.3-6
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3.3 Integnning impacts

Enter the analyst's signature and date of analysis,llow to Complete the l'orms *

impacWSection Conshtency l'orm Reviewer:

If an independent review of this work is perfonnedThis prehminary review of all associated potential *

bpacts is intended to substantudly reduce the number of acrording to Procedure 6.0, enter the signature of
smpacts that the analyst will have to address in detail. the reviewer and the date that incorporation of all
The potential impacts that are already incorporated in the cornment resoluuons is completed,
cunent SRP will be so tagged by the SRP Modification

J
Database system, and, after impact integradon, should te Impact Integration Workshcrt i

removed from the set of impacts that the analyst needs to
consider further if the impacts are not involved in any This worksheet is provided for the convenience and use |
document conflicts or do not support Acceptance Ctiteria of the analyst in organiring and integrating the potential j
technical radonales. impacts relevant to the SRP sec00n under consideradon.

The analyst rnay use as many worbheets as necessary for |
Computerr each SRP section.

Consider the first potential impact. The potendal ). - The computer will provide the work auignment *

number, the name of the auigned analyst, die SRP impact will deal with a topic, and the analyst will
secdon nurnber, impact number, impact source provide a name for the topic and enter it on the first ;

- document accesskm number, document type, worksheet, along with the SRP secuon number,
document number and tide, publicadon/ revision

Enter the impact number along with any brief notesdate and revision number, the impact kicadon in *

the source document (refer to Procedure 2.4 for (e.g., an halicadon of the specine impact concern,
addidonal instruction in completing this entry), potential conflicts, Type iffype 11 information).
impact summary, and impact criteria if the antdyst

Consider the second potentialImpact. If the topic isis working on the SRP Modification Database *

system. the same as the first potentid impact, the secood
\

'

potendal impact number will te added to the first
The project clerk or the analyst will provide the worksheet along with pertinent notes. If tim topic is*

above information if the fonn is completed in hard different from the first potential impact, a new
copy, worksheet will be started with the second potential

impact as the first entry.
Analyst:

llandle the third potential impact in the same way,*

* - Enter ths answer to the three questions posed at and so forth, until all potential impa':ts have been
the bottom of Oc fann by placing an *X" after addressed,

each "Yes" or "No" response.
If necesi.ary, revise the topic name or a worksheet as*

If the potential impact will be used to develop the more potential impacts are reviewed and a kled to the i*

technical rationale for SRP Acceptance Criteria, worksheet.
answer all questions as "No." 1

Identify any conflicts among potential impacts.*

'

If the second or third question is answered "Yes,"*

provide the reason for not considering the potential Develop an impact summary that captures the essence*

impact further in the space provided. of the entire group of impacts for each worksheet; this
-- summary will be entered at the bottom of the -

Note: A *Yes* response to any of the three quesuons wor ksheet.
will set a flag in the SRP Modtlication Database that will

After compleung the worksheets for the assigned SRPcause the potential impact to be dmpped from further *

. consideration at the proptr time in Oc integradon process. section, fill out Parts A and B and the first thn e lines
For the first and third questions, that time it when the of Part E of the Revision Options Checklist Form.
Revision Options Checkli4 Form (Procedure 3.7) is filled This form is presented in Section 3.7.

I
in. For the second question, that time is after completion
of this form.

!
'
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3.3 Integrating impacts

Revision (1ptions Checklist l'orm (See l*rocedure 3.7) l' art I:

Coinplete the first three hnes of p:ut E. If nol'an A -

conflicts have been idenuned, place an "X" in the
Enter the impact number or set of related impxt "No" blioit and enter "N/A" on the wcorni and third*

numbers from the hnpact integration Worksheet. lines. If a conthet has been idenufied, place an "X"
in the "Yes" blank and indicate the nurnbers of the

Enter the summary de*cnpuon of the impact or group impacts involved on the second hne, and provide a*

of impacts frorn the worksheet. Frotn this punt on, description of the conniet on the third Ime,
the group of impxts will be considered as one impact.

If more than one con 0ict has been idenufied, coinplete*

l' art 11 a separate Part E for each confhet according to the
irlstrUchons flboVe.

Enter an *X" in the appropriate category under " Level*

of Detail." The remaming parts of this foru are cornpleted as
specined in Pmcedure 3.7

Enter an "X" in the appropriate category under*

" Amount of Revision."

O

O
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33 Integrating Impacts

Sample Fori.ra

Impact /Section Comistency Forrn
,

Work AssignmentJ716
'

i

Assigned Analyst Florence Andermn

"

SRP Section No, 5.2,4

Impact No. 342

Impact Source Document Accession No. 3386

Impact Source Document Type REG

Impact Source Document No.10 CFR 50 XXX

Impact Source Document Title Special Reauirements for Reactor Coolant Pressure lloundary Components

,

Publication / Revision Date 08/17/90 Revision No, N/A

Impict beation(s)

Entire Document X Illock(s) as follows: ,

From: 650.XXX(ax1)

To:

Impact Summary JCPR check valves are reacired to be tested everv six months. Tuis requirement was imrosed in -

restonse to a series of valve failures reported in operating tmwer plant.s.-
-

Itupact Criteria 1 Applicant or licensee requirement or staff rosition.
- --

2 33-9 NUREG 1447
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3.3 Integating Impacts

Irnpact/Section Consistency Form (tuntinued)

O
1, is this potential impact already mcorpcwated in the SRP7 Yes No _L

2. Was this potenttal impact incorrectly assigned to this SRP section? Yes No X

If yes, indicate renan j

i
|

|

|

3. Should this potential ingcet le climinated from further consideration Yes No N i

for some other reason? |

If yes, indicate reason
1

I

!

O
Analyst thence Anderson

Date of Analysis 05/22/92

Revi:wcr N/A

Date of Review N/A

O
NUREG-1447 3.3-10
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3.3 , tegrating impacts !

Impact Integration Worksheet

Topic RCPit Check Valve Testinc
_

SRP Section No. 5.2 4
'

!

Impact Number Notes i

342 6-month test conniet with 126

126 3 month test ekindict with 342

21X0 Die.cmbly of valve succested

+

. _ . . . -

Impact Summary,RCPB check valves should be tested every six months due to high failure rates. Disawmbly and

inspection of components is required at the time of,!; 31ne because functional testine alone has proven to be inadequate,

,

3.3. I 1 NUREG-1447
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3.4 Reviewina USIs/GSIs for 3A.2 Procedure for Iteviewing USis/GSIs
Applicability to Future Reactor
Designs Purpme and Scope of This Procedure,,

i

3A.1 Approach This procedure is inttnded to identify USIs or GSis that

: were previously identified and evalua*.:d based on
| Unresolved Safety issues (USls) and Generic Safety convendonal reactor needs and which could have safety

| Issues (GSis) have been prioritized atxt evaluated in the impacts on future reactor designs.
past based on conventional reactor design and operation.
Inasmuch as future (evolutionary and advanced) reactors Prerequisites for Performing This Procedure j

|
use design amcepts that have some radical departures j

| from current generation plants USIs and 051s will be Trehnical SAills and Knowledge Inclr. This procedure l
'

reviewed to establish potential applicability to future will require working knowledge of reactor systems, safety |

reactor designs. In cases where a USl or GC is found to functions, and NRC r:gulatory instnnnents.
he uh applicability, it is not intended that further
: valuation will be conducted as a part of the SRP Update l>ocument Arallability. Documents required to perform
and Development Program. Rather, such issues will be this procedure include those that provide a suf0cient

; identified as candidates for future work (see Procedure descripdon of the future tractor designs and those that
7.0). describe GSIs and USIs and/or their status.'

I
t

| The process envisioned for revisiting issues is largely Completion of Prior Prmrdures. No prior procedures
l judgmental. -In order to facilitate the proecss and make it need be completed before initiaung this procedure.

as objective as possible, a series of criteria have been
developed; these are presented below lo a checklist Oserview of the Steps in his Procedure j

! format. For each criterion, a "Yes" answer means that -

the next enterion needs to be considered. A complete Issues are Drst iden00ed. For each future reactor design. |L

| series of "Yes" answe s leads to the conclusion that the and each issue, the criteria desenbed in Section 3A.1 are
issue needs to be reconsidered. Any "No" answer applied. De results of each test and the associated
terminates the analysis. The following criteria should be rationale are documented. A reconunendation is then

,
applied to each reactor design under consideradon and for made as to whether any issues are possible candidates for

| each issue: future work in accordance with Procedure 7.0, and such

issues are reported to the l'rSB.;

1, is the issue related to any structure, system, or'

component included in the future reactor design or to itesults of This Procedure
any anticipated facility operations?

Written ProAct. This procedure will provide
2. Does the issue bear on any salcty function associated documented recommendations regarding the applicability

with the facility design, any occupational radiation of previously identified USIs and GSIs to the various
protection concern, or any safeguards or security future reactor designs. 'this infonnadon will be captured

| issue 7 m the SRP Modi 0 cation Database.

|
j 3. Is the rationale for originally rejecting or downgrading Other. This procedure may result in the identincadon of

(if rejected or downgraded) the priority of the issue potendal future work (regulatory or researcht'

insufficient for taking the same aedon with the
advanced design? Detailed Procedure

Any issue that passes the above test will become a This section specines the step by-step sequence to be
candidate for further evaluation in reladon to future followed, grouped by directives (major intermediate
reactors. outputs), to be accomplished through a series of specine

steps.

USIs and GSis are desenbed in NUREG 0933 and in
other documents indexed in NUDOCS, Of panicular Directive 1: Make assignments (responsibility of Project
concern are those issues that have been dropped with Manager or Project Manager's designeet
respect to conventional reactor designs. Such issues may
have relevance to future reactor designs. Step 1: Identify the analysts who will be responsible for

implementing this procedure.

3 A-1 NUREG-1447
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3.4 Reviewing USis/GSis

Step 2: Record ass gnments on the Work Assigrunent applicable portions of lYocedure 2.4, includmg ai

Form (see Procedure 2.1). supplemental descripuve word search of the SRP
on RECALL.

Directise 2: Obtain necessary documents.
Step 3 Consider all applicable issues as candidates for

Step 1 Obtain documents that provide a sufficient future work Complete a Resurch/ Regulatory
description of the advanced reactor designs. Action Needs Fonn (Pnwedure 7.0) for those
These documents will be the same as the issues that require research, regulatory action, or
documents obtained through Procedure 3.1, codeshtandards development to resolve the
Dircedve 2, Step 1. issues.

Step 2 Obtain NUT.EG-0933. Fortns

Step 3 Obtain eiher needed supporting documents. This Two fonns are used to implement this pnwedure. The
step will be perfonned on an as-needed tusis. Work Assignment Fonn is used to assign analysts for

perfonnance of the work. This form is discussed in
Directive 3: Perfonn applicability evaluadon. Pnwedure 2.1. The issue Apphcability Fonn is used to

structure the review of each GS! and USl with respect to
Step i For each bsue, apply the criteria set forth in each reactor design. The fonn may be filled out

Section 3.4.1 widi respect to each future reactor electronically or marmally depending on the availability of
design by compkung an Issue Applicability the SRP Modification Databaw.
Fonn. Provide a discussion on the scope and
results of the seview. Include the bases for the All organitations implementing this procedure must
answers to the three questions, record ti.eir work on the indicated forms and forward the

completed fonns to the PTSil upon completion of the
Step 2 Detennine the SRP sections to which the issue is work,

applicable. To make this determination, use

:

O
NUREG 1447 3.4 -2
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3A Reviewing USIs/GSis

Sample l'orm

issue Applicability I'orm

GSI/USl Number

GSI/USI Title

Reference

Reactor Design

1. Is the issue in any way related to any structure, system, or component included in the future reactor design or to any
andcipated facihty operauons?

Yer, No

2. Does the issue in any way bear on any safety funcdon associated wi'h the facility design, any occupational r;uhauon
protectiori concern, or any safeguards or security issue?

Yes No

3. Is the radonale for originally rejecung or downgrading Of originally rejected or assigned low pnonty) the pnonly of
the issue insufficient for taking the same ac6on with the advanced design?

Yes No

Discussion

.

.

.

Affected SRP Sections (only for issues with "Yes" answers for all three quesdons)

Analyst Date

Reviewer Date

3A 3 NUREG-1447
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3A Reviewing IISis/GSis

flow to Complete the form will tenninate the analysis, and the computer will !
accept no additional entries except for discussion. '

Charact rire the USI or GSI by title and issue number Provide a diession on the smpe and the rrsults of '*

in the first two blanks of the fonn. The reference the review ar' explain the answers to the questions.
blank is included to indicate a report number on

If all three questions are answered with a "Yes," entersimilar infonnation regarding the source of the issue. *

the SRP sections detennined to be affected by the
Enter the reactor design concept issue.*

Fmally, the analyst's name and date as well as thoseAnswer the three questions by indicating a "Yes" or a* *

"No" with an "X" after the appropriate response, of the reviewer (if assigned per Procedure 6.0) should
Answer question 3 with a *Yes" if it is not applicable be entered.
to the issue under considera3on. Any "No" answer

O

.

O
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3.4 Reviewing USIs/GSis

Sample Comptsted l'orm

issue Applicability l'orm

GSI/USI Number G-5x i

GSI/USl Titic Generic Consideration in the Use of Electne holation Devices la Safety.Related Cereutts

Reference NUREG-XXXX

Reactor Design PRISM
i

1. Is the issue in any way related to any structure, system, or cornponent included in the future reactor design or to any
anticipate i facility operations?

Yes X i40

2. Does the issue in any way bea on any safety function a,sociated with the facihty design, any occupational radiation
protection cornem, or ary safeguards or security issue?

Yes X No

3. Is the rationalv for originally rejecting er downgrading (if originally rejected or assigned low prionty) the priority of
the issue insufficient for taking die same action with the advanced design?

Yes X No

Discussion (Pravide a discussion of the scope and results of the nonlicability review includine the bases for the answers

__t_o the three uucstions.)

L

|

|

|
|

Affected SRP Sections (only for issues with "Yes" answers for all three questions) f4.1. 74.2,183

| i

1
t

!
- Analyst John Smith Da'a 09/NN2

Reviewer Mary Jones Date 10MxN2
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3.5 Integrating impacts for Future by the anaytt. Therefore, it may u to the analyst's
Reactor Designs interesi io denne topics mare broadly than might be done

for impacts perwining to conventiomd reactor technokgy.
3.5.1 Approach Identifying a smaller numter of inose broadly denned

topics may facilitate devehipment of new sechons. In any
The purpose of this aethity is to establish the basis for case, impacts will be identified using pertinent portions of
revising or developing SRP secdons to accommodate Procedure 2.4 and forms contuned therein.

|review needs for futuru (evolutionary and ?dvanced)
reactor designs.- The third objective, organising the impxts, is the

combination of impacts by subject matter to facilitate
The objecuers as@d with this procedure are as further upgtading of the SRP.
follows: '

The results of this pneedure are used as the suirting point
Identifying and obtaining documents that contain in the implementation of Procedure 3.8.*

information needed to upgrMe the section;
3.5.2 Procedure for Integrating impacts for

Identifying impacts; and Future Reactor Designs*

Organiring the itapacts. Purpme and Scope of This Procedure*

The nrst objective, identifying and obuining needed The purpose of tids procedure is to identify and organiic
documents is accomplished by oataining draft and Gnal informadon pcaentially useful in upgrading SRP sections
staff Safety Evaluauon Repons fot future reactor design for future reactor designs. Tip.s procedure applies to
approval applications, any perdnent documents referenced thoso SRP sections identined in the implementauon of
in the Safety Evaluation Reports, and peninent Procedae 3.1.
Commission policy guidance. An example of a peninent
referenced document is the EPRI Requirements Document Prerequi ites for Perfarming This Procedure
for Advanced Light Water Reactors. Examples of

( pertinent Commission guidance include, in SECY 90-016 Technical Skilk and Knowledge Levels. The analysts ;

"Evoluuonary Light Water Reactor (LWR) Certificanon performing this procedure require a technical background
issues and their Relationship to Current Regulatory and experience in working with nuclear power plant
Requirements;" in SECY 91078, " Chapter 1i of the designs and systems, and a thorough understanding of the
Electric Power Research Institute's (EPRis) Requiremen:s use and anplicanon of NRC regulatory documents.
Document and / dditional Evolutionary Light Water Personnel will be used most ef0ciently if they are
Reactor 0.M' * 1 rtification Issues;" and in SECY 91 matched to SRP sections addressing topics with which
229. - + jent Mitigation Design Alternatives for they are most familiar. It should also be noted that
Cers J 'hP c Designs (SAMDASL" Similar papers analysts t.re encouraged to consult with technical experts

are e w 6 he future far passive designs. Any on an as needed basis,

documec . mned and used for devehipment of sections
will be entered into the SRP Reference Document Document Arallability. Documents of the type desenbed
Database using the pertinent portions of Procedures 2.1 in Section 3.5.1 will need to be available, or at least
and 2.3. obtainable, in or&r to best accomplish this acuvity.

Unavailability of the needed documents will redt in the
The second objective, identifying impacts, requtres some identificadon of more future work items. Also, Pnal or
explanadon of the use of the term " impacts" with regard preliminary drafts of corresponding secuon updates for
to tids activity. The strict definition of " impact" is conventional reactor technology, and the rationales behind

- basically the same as that employed in implementing them, would greatly Jacilitate the work to be performed
Procedures Document Section 2.4. However, an impact here.
here will be that pardon of the definition that pertains to
criteria 3,4, and 5, i.e., design or analysis information, or completion of Prior Procedures. Comp!enon of
evaluadon of design or analysis information, that could be Procedures 3.1 and 3.2 wou;d be verv helpful; initiauon
helpfulin establishing licensing n tements for future of these procedures is requiiul. Completion ofs
reactor designs, or information tha' muld be helpful in Procedures 3.3 and 3.7 for correspond ng SRP sections
establishing the techniccd rationales kir SRP Acceptance for conventiomd reactor technology would facilitate
Criteria. An impact is a portion of a document that accomplishment of this procedure,
pertains to a single topic, and topic definition is provhled

3.5-1 NUREU 1447
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3.5 Integniting Future Design impacts

thenlew of the Steps in Thh Procedure Step 2 Enter bibbograp'iic infonnation regardmg die
documents m the SRP Modihcation Database by

Assignment of analysts and obtaining infonnat on from implementmp pertinent ponions of Procedure 2.1,
work already performed for consentional reactor mcludmg completion of the Document Entry
technology are perfonned fust Then a set of generally Log. Enter the documents into the SRP
applicable .locuments is idennfied and obtained. Impacts Reference ibcurnent Database by implementing
are identified and organized to facilitate implementation penment portions of ihrdure 2.3.
of Procedure 3.8.

Directne 4: Budd Int of impacts.
Results of ihh Procedure

Step 1 Review the combined impacts asuiated with the
Written Product. The written product resu' ting from base sectmn for convendonal reactor technology
implementation of this procedure is a set of unpict (see Procedure 3.4). Particularly, review any
infonnation packages, one for each SRP secdon. for use discounted impacts that could be applicable to
in performing Procedure 3.8. future reactors. Identity the impacts to be

considered for the upgr:ule.
Other. Other results include inputs to Procedure 7.0
(needs for future work). Step 2 Review the documents obtained under Directive

3. Identify infonnanon pertinent to the SRP
Detailed Procedure section under considerabon and record such

peninent infonnanon on impact idenufication
This secuon specifies the stepby-step sequence to be Forms (see Procedure 2.4).
followed, grouped by directives (major intennediate
outputs), to be accomphshed through a series of specific Step 3 Review the results of Steps 1 and 2 to detennine
steps. the adequacy of the collected infonnation to

uppnule an SRP section, invoke Pnicedure 7.0
Directive 1: Male assigtunents (resp bility of Project for any arcas where required infonnation cannot

Manager or Project Mang 's destroce). be located, or needed regulatory requirements or
guidance is not available.

Step 1 identify the artdysts who will be respmible for
implemenung this procedure. Directhe 5: Assess impacts.

Step 2 Record assignments on the Work Asurnment Step i Review impacts and group them by topical areas.
For n (see Procedure 2.1). The Impact Integration Worksheet of Procedure

3.4 should be used to facditate completion of this
Dires tivej Perform preparatory functions. and the followmg steps.

Step 1 Assess the status of work performed for Step 2 Review the impacts within each topical trea
consentiorud reactor te4hnology under Procedures group to identify impacts that are closely related
3.3 and 3.7. Obtain copies of pnxlutt,s of d ose and best treated as a smgle impact,
procedures for use in performing this procedure.

Step 3 Idendfy any conflicts between impacts in each
Step 2 Maintain cognitance of on going Pnicedures 3.3 topical area group and ensure that such

ar'd 3.7 work and incorporate pnslucts and confheting impacts are included as closely
insights pained from that work. related impacts to be treated as a single impact.

Directive 3: Obtain needed documents and identify Step 4 Characterire the related impacts (i.e., prepare a
impacts. brief summary of the overall impact of the

component impacts) and enter the information
Step 1 Obtain draft and final staff Saicty Evaluation under Part A of the Upgrade impact Assessment

Repon.s related to applications for dcsign Fonn.
approvah for future reactor designs. Obtain any
pertinent domuents referenced in the staff Safety Step 5 If any document conthets are idenufied, complete
Evahtation Reports. the first three hnes of Part C of the Upgrade

Impact Awewmen t Forn.
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3.5 Integrating Future Design impacts

Directive 6: Develop impact infonnation packages. Enter the impact summary description (from the*

Impact Integradon Workshec0.
Step 1 Collect infonnadon (impact descripuons,

The new im' pact number will be assigned by thecompleted impact integration Worksheets, and *
,

Part A and Part C, if applicable, of Upgrade cornputer system at the Ome of data entry.
Impact Assessment Form) to be included in the
SitP section-by-secuon infonnation packages. From this point on, the group of impacts will be*1

comidered as a new, single impact.
Step 2 Provide the infonnadon packages to the assigned

organizadons. Parr C

Forna If a potential conflict i 3 been idenutied, place an *X"*

in the "Yes" blank on the first line if no conflicts
One f(tm and a worksheet are used to implement this have been identified, place an "X" in the *No" blank
prxedure, and skip the next three bullets.

The impact Integradon Worksheet (presented in Indicate the impact numbers of the impacts asmclated-

Procedure 3.3) assists the analyst in organiring the with the conflict.
Infonnation contained in the impacts.

Enter a desenpuon of the nature of the c(mflict.*

- The Upgnule Impact Assessment Fonn a ;ists the analyst
Complete an additional Part C (first three lines) forin evaluadng irnpacts (r.ec Procedure 3.8). *

each addidonal conflict identified.
All organitations implementing this procedure must
record their work on the indicated forms and forward the Parts B and C (except for the first three lines) are
completed fonns to the PTSB upon compledon of the completed per the imtnictions in Pmeedure 3.8.
work.

.

Ilow to Complete the Fornu

Upgrale impact Assessment Form 6ee hvcedure 3.8)

PartA
.

Enter the SFtP section number and the impact number*

or numbers of related impacts (from the completed
Impact Integration Workshee0. ,

|'

|
.
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3.6 Assigailrig Work by the Pillt vocument uadailiif. Supportmg documentation dut is
not already m die posseuion of the PRll will be made

3.6.1 Approach auulable in electronic fonn of available) or as a
hard-copy pnntout from the SRP hiothficauen Database

In the revision imd development of SRP sections, it is or SRP Reference Document Dat:Juse.
necessary that the PiB decide which resmrees that it will
use in evaluating impacts and preparing draft sections and Completion of Prior Procedures. Procedure 3.1 needs to
resolving comments on the drafts, it should be noted that be completed before diis procedure is completed.
all SRP sections will require revision to include at least
technical rationales for the Acceptance Cnteria. The PRIl Oserslew of the Steps in 'Ihk Procedure
may select fnun three options that are available to
accomplish the work: The PRD selects contractors of its choosmg to autst in

evaluating impacts and dndung SRP section remiont
1. The PRB may perfonn the work in house. The PRB records os decislom on the prosided form, and

the infonnanon is tramfened to *he SRP Modification
2. The PRIl may enlist a contractor of its choosing to Database.

assist in perfonning the work.
Results of This Procedure

3. The PRil may request that PTSin arrang for the work
to be done, anisted by PNL. If this option is used. Written Product. De wntien pusluct is the completed
I'TSB will provhic the PRB with the initial draft of PRii SRP Sretion Awignment Fonn for the sections for
the revised SRP section for their review and approval. which the PRB h responsible,

it should be noted that the Drud draf t of a revised or new other. Infonnation frotn die completed forms described
SRP secdon will only be accepted from the PRD and, above is entered into die SRP Mothfication Database and
independent of which of the above options is chosen, the ret:oned there for future use.
final draft will be considered a PRB pnxtuct.

Detailed Procedure
in genemi. for each SRP section Procedures 3.7 and 3.8
should be assigned to a work group such that the analyst This sec6on specifies the step-by step sequence to be
that perfonns the update per Procedure 3.7 will have a followed, grouped by directives (major intennediate
close working relationship with the analyst (s) diat outputs), to be accomphshed through a serb of specific
perfonn upgrades for future reactor designs per Pnwedure steps.
3.8. In this way, the updating of an SRP secuon can be
closely coordinated with the upgradmg of the same Directive I: PRB to detennine resources to be used.
section. Also, section upgradmg will be performed after
the updating is completed. Step 1 Select the resource opuon to be used to

implement Procedures 3.7 mul 3.8. For the
3.6.2 Procedure for Determining itevisions review of evoluuonary and advanced reactors, the

PRB may also use this procedure for assigning
Purpose and S ope of This Procedure poruons of Procedures 3.1,3.4, and 3.5 for

sarious reactor designs.
The purpose of this procedure is to obt:un PRB
determination of the organirauon they will assign to Step 2 Complete a PRB SRP S-enon Awignment Fonn
evaluate impacts and prepare draft SRP secdon revisions. for each SRP section f > which the PRB is
Regardless of the organuation used, the PRB will be responsible.
respotuible for the draft remions.

Step 3 Forward completed PRB SRP Section
Prerequhites for Performing '! hh Procedure Assignment Fonus to the PTSB for entry mto the

SRP Motbrication Datalme.
Technical Skills and Knowledge Inch. The PRB stait
will perfonn this procedure.
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3.6 Assigning W(ak

I'ornu 3.7 and 3.8. The funn will hLely be praluced and filled
out in tuird copy.

The single fonn used to implement this paredure is the
PRB SRP Section Assignment Fonn. Its purpose is to All organizations implementing this procedure must
provide a vehicle for 0>e PRB to record its decisions record their work on the indicated fonm and forward the
regarding the resouwes to ta: uwd to perfonn ihredures completed fonus to the l'r$D.

O

,

9
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|

3.6 Assigning WmL

@ Sample l'<*m >

PRit SRP Sect;on Awignment l'orm

!

PRIl .

+

i

i

SRP Secuon Number ,

6

Assigned Organization
i

Assigned Tasks

,

!

@ Autinrited Signature Date

, ,

i

f

@,
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3.6 Assigning Work

llow to Complete Se l'orm Enter the name of the organtration being assigned to*

'

Enter the name of the PRil.*

Describe the tasks being assigned.*

Enter the number of the SRP section to which the*

assigiunent pertains. Enter the signature arxl date of the PRil person*

authorized to approve assignrnents.

!

L

O
|

|

O
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3.6 Assigning Work

Sample Form

I- PRil SRP Section Aulgnment form

PRIl Plant Systems Branch (SPLB)

SRP Section Nutnter 9.43

Assigned Organizatkm PNL

Assigned Tasks .Arfonn all irnpact evahntion and SRP wetion draftinc specified in Proceduret 3.7 and 3.R.
l

i

I

|
,

!

Authorized Signature Date

,

[
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3.7 Updating SRP Sections stipulates that areas containing localiced J

combustible rnaterials be evaluated based on local
3.7.1 Approach fire loaditgs and the efects on localfire barriers,

Also, it provides criteria to characteri:e situations
This section contains the procedute to te followed in where this methodology should be applied and
evaluating impacts, determining the SRP revisions that Acceptance Criteria to reflect the higher
will be made, and drafting revised or testy idenufked temperatures and posssbly longer durations.
SRP secuons to teficct current technology. Procedure 3.7 Alternatives, such as separation of concentrated
should be followed regardless of which resource opuon combustibles or provision oflocalfire barriers,
the PRB has selected for accomplishing the revision (that could also be used. The Acceptance Criteria,
is, the PRB itself, a contractor of the PRD's choosing. or Review Procedures, and baluation Findings
the P'TSB). (See Procedure 3.6.) would be changed to reflect the indicated changes.

This procedure can be viewed as acannplishing three An analysis, similar to the one shown above, will be
distinct tasks. First, an evaluation of SRP impacts is prepared for each identified impact.
perfonned based on infonnation packages developed in
Procedure 3.3. This activity results in the development of Evaluaung the suggested changes involves the
Option Papers. Second, the PRD reviews the Option development of options and pro and con arguments
Papers and decides which revisions to the SRP will be regarding each opdon. In cases where impacts suggest
made. In the course of its review, the PRB may several attemadve actions, each reasonable opdon should
incorporate other document impacts based on its be briefly desented. In all cases, when the opdons are
experience. Third, an actual SRP section revision is evaluated, maintaining the status quo st.ould be
drafted. These three tasks are twiefly discussed, in turn, considered as one of the opuons. No specific criteria are
in the following paragraphs. called for or presented for evaluaung alternadve actions.

The analyst must retain objectivity in perfonning this
Evaluation of impacts consists of the following four steps: function. Pros and cons may be suggested within the >

current SRP secdon, the documents referenced in the SRP
Characteriting the types of changes suggested by section, or the document suggesting the change; if so,*

impacts, i.e., developing a brief description of the these arguments should be indicated and referenced. The
actual changes that would te required to be made to analyst will also have to devekip arguments based on
an SRP section. judgment and experience. The pro and con arguments

should te presented fairly and objectively so that they
Developing revision options and associated pro and may be used in subsequent NRC decision making. An*

con arguments for each option. evaluation of suggested changes will be prepared for each
identified impact.

Identifying con 111 cts between SRP.affecung*

documenta. Confhets between impacts are to be expected; they can
arise because of differing opinions, changing conditions

Characterking potential revisions as Type I or Type over time, or other reasons. Resolution of conflicts can*

11. be facilitated by several means; the bierarchy among
documents will te taken into consideration when

- Suggested changes are characterired in a brief narrative suggesdng which will control. Usually, impacts derived
summariting what would be revised and hcw the revision from more current documents will supersede older
would be accomplished. The following example impacts; newer documents better reflect current thinking.
(fictional) illustrates what is intended: These and other considera00ns must be used on a

ca+c-by-case basis to attempt to determine the impact t%t
Ihr SRP currently sucgests calt lating the entire will prevail. Initially, the analyst will te called upon to
combustible loadingfor an area and then dividing indicate how the conflict might be resolved. The
by the total area to develop an averagefire analyst's work will be accompanied by arguments pro and
loading.1he averagefire loading is then used to con.1he conflict will be brought to the attendon of the

*

developfire intensities and durationsfor the area. PRB, as part of the Opuan Paper descrited in this
lhe Regulatory Guide states that, in areas where pmcedure. In some cases, it may not be possible to
combustible materials are concentrated in a small resolve the conflict, given existing information, and the
portion of the overall area, an areal averagefire conflict may become a sore of potendal new work per
loading grossly underrates the deleterious efects Procedure 1.0.
on localfire barriers. Jhe Regulatory Guide
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3,7 Updating SRP Secuons

All revisions added to the SRP to cover future reactor For updatmg the SRP, Type I revisiom will be handled
designs are Type !! revisions and will be handled by the Ohat is, Neorporated into the SRP) by the SRP Upla'e
SRP Update and Development Program. Type 11 and Development Program. New SRP sec00ns relaur.g to
revisions that affect cunent technology generally will not future reactor designs identified under Pr icedure 3.1 that
be handled by the LRP Update and Development Progr:un reficct current, appmved requirements will be handled by
but will be separated from the program and dealt with by *he SRP Uplate and Development 1% gram as Type 11
existing means, i.e., the Backfit Rule. revisions. Other potendal Type !! revisiom will be

identified, but such potential revisiom, if they relate to
Characterizing proposed revisions as Type 1 or Type 11 uplatmg SRP sectiom for current technology, will be
requires an assessment of previous NRC approvals and provided as input to other emting NRC programs. As
justification for including each suggested revision in one the Type 11 revisions are resolved by other programs, they
of the two categories. De categones are defined in eventually will be addressed by the SRP Update and
Encimure I to NRR Of fice Ixtter No. 800, dated Development Program, as the resoludon documentauon is
November 24,1987, as follows: iwued, and processed as a Type I revision.

Type I Resisiom to the SRP Without Public Responsibility for uptaung each SRP secuon rests with
Comments the PRB The PRD is also responsible for detennimng

which SRP impacts will be incorpirated m the SRP and
Revisions that incorporate new or revised requirements which will not.*

or guidance tlutt have received public comment and
have been approved by the Director, NRR, and for This determinadon is accomplished 'ising an Option
which additional public comments are not necessary Paper. The Option Paper summarucs idenutied impacts.
(e.g., implementation or referepriny " t MP of suggests various ways hipuon0 to lumdle the impacts,
Commission Policy Statements or instruedom, and provides pro and con arguments related to each
Regulatory Guides, Standards and Resoludon of opdon. The Option Paper is also used to allow the PRB
Generic issues includmg approved Three Mile Ishuid io indice.c its decisions regarding SRP section uplates.
(TMD Acdon Plan itemst

~

The inf ormation idenutied, processed, evaluated, and
Revisions that incorporate new posidons that have organi/ed by previous steps and pmcedures assists the*

been approved by the Director, NRR, and by the PRil in determining the need for SRP scenon uniates.
Committee to RevPw Generic Requirements (CRGR) All of these activities result in the preparation of Opuon
and the Executive Director of Operations WDO) as Papers that summarite proposed changes from the many
being so clearly needed that a public comment period documents reviewed and present recommendations
would cause an unacceptable delay in implementag regarding die actwns that could be taken. He Opdon
them. Papers will be provided to de PRBs by the awigned

organi/auon and will be used by the PRfh, along with
Clanficadom, conecuans, changes in names or the extensive knowledge and experience contamed within*

assignments of branches, deledons of unused the PRB staff, to determine which changes need to be
references or other simibt minor changes. made and which do not.

Type H - Resisions to the SRP With Public Comments Opuon Papers will address entire SRP sections, but each
individual impact resulting in a proposed change will be

Revisiom that incorporam proposed new or revised reported separately. This will allow the PRB not only to*

requirements, posidons, or guidance that have not detenninc whether a section needs revismn, but also to

been reviewed and approved by the Direc! w, NitR. select from & proposed changes.
CRGR and the EDO, or include proposed new
sections for the SRP. Decismns of N Ph % will need to be recorded in the

SRP Mothficanon Datalme. To this end, de PRBs will
De definitions are Jaled in tenns of criteria, and these be asked to record dicir decisions on comment httnks that
criteria will form de asis for the Type Iffype !! will be included in the Option Paper. The completed

,

detenninadon. Howe,cr, a ratiunale will also be fonm will be returned to the PTSB, and data entry will
j developed by the analy.st to assist decision makers in be accomplished by PNL on behalf of the PTSB.

assessing the results provided. De rationale will be a
brief description of how and why the proposed resision it is expected that each PRB will have its own specific
meets the Type I or 11 criteria. criteria for deciding whether revisions are justified. In

i

general, for SRP umlates, it would be expected that'

|
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3.7 Updaung SRP Sections

approved regulatory changes should be incorpaated in The Anal tak of Procedure 3.7 is to translate impacts into
the SRP, since the SRP serves as a definitive. complete draft SRP sections that follow the standard

s comprehensive source of NRC licensing requirements. fonnat for SRP secdons, to consist of six subsections.,

The SRP maintains consistency of review for PRBs as The general approach set forth here follows these
staff changes occur and serves as a r,ource of agency subsecnons.
requirements and posidons for the regulated industry.

Sevend of the Environmental Standard Review Plan
it shoulJ be noted that one of the premises of the SRP subsecuons will have to be refonnatted to match the
Update and Development Prognun is that technical Standard fonnat (see Detailed Procedure of this section),

radonales will be devehiped to support the Acceptance Such refonnatting will not reyaire any technical changes.
Criteria contained in each SRP r,ecdon. %crefore, even W :melations between SRP and ESRP subsecdons are
if no other technical revisions will be made to a section, shown in Table 6, and the required refonnatting of ESRP
Acceptance Criteria technical rationales, along with sections is discussed in the paragraphs that follow. He
supporung bibliographies, vill still be developed and ESRP will be incorporated as a separate chapter (or
added.' As a result, all sections will be modined as part chapters) in the SRP.
of this prognun.

Table 6. SRP/ESRP Subsection Correlations
1

SRP ESRP

1. Areas of Review Review Inputs. Environmental Report Secthms, |

Environmental Resiews, and Other !
i

Review Outputs

I. Purpose and Scope
V. Input to Environmental Statement (Portions)

11. Acceptance Criteria Review Inputs. Standards and Guides

IV. Evaluation

111. Review Procedures 11. Required Data and Infonnation
Ill. Analysis Procedures

IV,: Evaluauon Findings V. Input to Environmental Statement (Portions)

V, Implementation None

VI. References VI. References

In order to implement the Commission's metrification reviewed by the PRB. His subsec00n also specifies the
policy, all parameter values in the SRP will he presented informadon needed or review expected from other
in toth metric and English 11ts. The correct format is to branches to enable the PRB to complete its review. For
present the value in metric t .ts first, then present the ESRP sectiot ; section will specify interacdons
English equivalent immediately following in parentheses. between review groups, including development arni use of
The following sentence illustratet this format: _ Nearby infermation (this information is typically available in
industrial and militaryfacilities located within 8 km (5 current _ introductory subsections, Review Inputs and

miles) of the plant should be identified. Review Outputs, and Subsecdon V, loput to
Environmental Statement).

The general approach for preparing draft SRP sections is
presented below for each of the subsections. The Areas of Review subsections in the current SRP vary

quite substantially in their level of detail. At a minimum,
Areas of Review new or revised Areas of RcGew subsections should

contain the following:
This subsection describes the scope of the review for ;

The objecuves of the review--that is, thewhich the SRP section provides guidance-that is, the .

structures, systems, components, or other topics being determinations regarding the systems, structures,
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3.7 Uplanng SRP Sections,

components, or other topics to be made by the proposed designs. Second, they will aulst apphcants in
teviewers understandmg NRC requirements and how and why dicy

are apphed. In addition, they inay be tched uptm to
The scope of the review--that is, the partwular support the indicated Acceptance Cntena in heanngs and*

systems, structures, components, or other area to be other licensing related activities. Therefore, it is essential
reviewed that the bases contain stJDcient techmcal reasoning,

including references to supporting documents, to justify
Review interfaces with other branches-that is, the the stated Acceptance Criteria.*

reladonship of other related reviews to the review
conducted under this section The following exampic illustrates a rather comprehensise

technical rationale. This example pertains to a
in addition, the following items should be inchided where hypothetical SRP Acceptance Criterion that requires a
they would help clanfy the scope of the review: BWR Standby laquid Control System to be able to safely

shut down the reactor without the aid of control nxts.
An exphmadon of the review topic- that is, a general*

descripuon of the systems, structures, components, or Grneral Design Criterion 26 requires th a two
other topics under revnew and thett function independent reactinty control systems of dilferent

design principles shall be provided. 7he standhv
The infonnation on which the review is based -that is, liquid control system is used in the llWR as the*

the particular inaterials submitted by the apphcant sectmd such system. the first beine the control rods
(typically, in the Safety Analysis Report) that the and their drive system. General Electric Company
reviewers will rely on in NI:DH-XXX presented the results of core

reactivity calculations assuming various mjection
The considerations that go into the revicw--that is, the rates of sodium peraaborate solution of various
factors that the reviewers will talc into account in concentrations. It was reported that injection of
determining whether the objectives of the review are .U gallons per minute of sodium pentaborate at a
met concentrati<m ofI2m parts per million would

provide $22 of negator reac;ivity, more than
Acceptance Criteria enough to shut down the reactor and mairuain it in

shutdown. In fact, the $22 of negative reactivity
This subsection tells the reviewer how to determine the represents a 2tM margin considerme that the total
acceptabihty of the applicant's submission with respect to core reactivity is approaimately $/8.
the topic under renew. This subsection generally
idenuncs the applicable NRC requirements (10 CFR in the staffs safety evaluation of the NEDO report
sections and General Design Cntena), rcfets to the (NURIXi-XXXX), the stajJ concluded through an
guidance to be followed in meeting the requirements independent analysts that the calculations were
(such as Regulatory Guides, NUREG reports, and correct, but wished to provide an additional safety
industry mdes and standards), and provides narratise margin to allowfor potential sodium pentaborate
statements cf how the applicant may demonstrate that the plateout in the storage tanks. 7herefore, a was
requirements havc been met. determined that 43 gallons per minute would

satisfy the shutdown requirements with adequate
A significant objective of the SRP Update and margin. Two parallel systems using redundant
Development Program is the development of technical active components and red. ndant sodium
rationales for the Acceptance Cnteria in cach SRP peruaborate storage tanks are required to provide
section. De technical rationales will be narradve adequate atsurance t/ut the requiredflow rate
explanations of the identified requirements and the - would be delisered assuming a single active
solutions and approaches determined to be acceptable in failure. NUREG-XXXX also concluded that
the past by the statt. They proude the technical basis for appropriate technical specifications need to be
detennining the acceptabihty of the design or the incorporated to assure Ilut the sodium pentaborate

! progntms within the scope of the area of resicw of the solution m the storage tankt be inaintained at a
SRP sec6on, tem;>erature of greater than 957 to avoid platrout

and to include a moruhly surveillance test of actual
Tlm technical rationales to be developed will serve sodium pensaborate solution concentration. It was
several potendal uses. First, they will preside pertinent determined that the storage tad heaters did not
background infonnat on to the staff reviewer that will hair to be safety grade, due to the safety margira
assist the reviewer in determining anertability of included in system design and the relatively high
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3.7 Updating SRP Sectiom

ar.abient Irmperatures maintained at the storage Review Vrocedures
tank locations, n hich would prevent signipcant
sodium pentaboraft plarrout errn (f tanA heaters This subsecuon indrates how the review is accomplished.

were to fail. In the current SRP, this discussion usually begins by i

indicating that the procedures that follow are uwd dunng ,

!As shown by this example, enough technical detail should the construction permit review to detennine that the
be provided to succinctly explain why the Acceptance design or plam as set forth in the Preliminary Safety
Cnterion is con idered applicable and adequate. Specific Analysis Report meet the Acceptance Criteria and during i

references to supporting documents are to be proviGed, the operaung liceme review to verify that the design or
and a separate reference list for the Acceptance Cnteria plans have been appropriately implemented as set forth in
technical rationales included. the Fmal Safety Analysis P.cport. De subsection then

specifies a sequence of numbered steps to be followed by
in some cases, as appropnate, the technical radonales the reviewer. Each step tells the reviewer to review a
could be more general in nature, and the deudis of particular body of infonnadon in order to reach a
solutions and acceptable apptoaches could be left to the particular detenninadon. Some steps also te!! the
reference documents or the subsecdon dealing with the reviewer to obtain advice or arudysis from some other
review procedures. In fact, existing review procedures branch responsible for a related aspect of the review.
may already contain discussions of the approaches and The concluding steps typically 'cIl the reviewer how to
solutions that have been found acceptable to the staff in integrate the conclustom of the initial steps in order to
the past. determine whether the Acceptance Critena have becu rnet

,

Because of the need to clearly represent the Acceptance For ESRP sectmns, the Required Data and Infonnation
Criteria, a new fonmit has been adopted within the subsection and the Analysis Pmeedures subsec00n will be
Acceptance Criteria subsection. First, the applicable merged to fonn the Review Procedures subsection.
requirements and guidance are presented in tabular Required data will be presented first so that the reviewer
fonnat. Then the Acceptance Criteria are stated. Finally, will be able to immediately detennine if the review may
the technical mtionale is psesented and technical ratioeale proceed. Then the review procedures will be provided.
references are provided. The reference list for No technical changes will result from the refonnatung. r

Acceptance Criteria technical rationales should list die
materials relied on in establishing the technical radonales Esaluation Findings
for the Acceptance Criteria. Ilecause Acceptance Criteria
technical ratiomdes are being added to all SRP secdons, This section presents the type of conclusion expected to
this reference list must be created for each SRP section, result from the review, which is generally published in
as the technical radonales are deveioped. the staff's Safety Evaluation Report.

The new Acceptance Criteria format is illustrated in the in the current SRP, this subsection typically begins with
Draft SRP Section Fonn described at the end of this an introductory statement to the effect that the reviewer
procedure, verines that the applicant has provided sufficient

information and that the reviewer's evaluation is
For ESRP sections, the requirements and guidance will sufficiently complete to support conclusions of the
generally be available from the Review Inputs Standards following type, to be included in the Safety Evaluation
and Guides subsection. Rese tend to be federal, state, Report. The subsection then provides what an essentially
and kicallaws and ordmances, unlike SRP sections, model concimions or findings--language of the type that
which tend to rely on Commission reguladons. the reviewer is expected to include in the Safety
Acceptance Criteria will pnmarily be taken from the Evaluation Report (or Environmental Statement for ESRP

; Evahiation subsection. The Evaluations subsection will sections), stating that the infonnation provided by the
be reformatted (and renamed) to more closely match the applicant enabled the reviewer to conclude that the
structure of the SRP Acceptance Critena subsection. system, structure, component, or other topic under review
Other subsecdons of the ESRP section may also have to meets the applicable Acceptance Criteria. If nndings are
be reviewed to identify regulatory guides or other required from an SRB, anodel language for that purpose is
references that establish environmental Accepumee also provided. R ; background infonnadon on the
Criteria. facility under reuew would assist the reader in

understanding the nndings, the subsection indicates that
such infonnation should be provided along with the
findmgs themselves.
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3.7 Updating SRP Suora

For ESRP utiw, the reformamng required here will be References
quite straightforward. Interfaces with other reviewers wnl
already have bw.i . Neated in the Areas of Review This is the last sur section. It contains a reference list for
subsection. The 7 wining informadon will be the SRP s(ction. At present, the completeness of the
me e.iac" mer.. dly intact, relerence list appears to vary among SRP sections..

Ideally, all generally applicable matevials on which the
When an ew w SRP secuan is tsmg revised, the staff relies in reaching its findings should be included,
Evaluation Findiugs subsection will need to be revised provided that the use of the reference materials is obvious
only to the extent part cuiar findings aie affected by or made evident in the SRP section text. The referencei

applW 5p'~ approved for incosporation by the lisi should also be kept current (for example, by referring
PP S W- * SRP section is being developed, a to the latest revisions of the cit 1 materials.)
4 1 w will need to be developed.

When an existing SRP section i bemg revised, the
,4 References subsection will need to be revised only to the
'

extent particolar references are affected, although a check
This nuect. ay conotms the following standard of the cunency of all references shouiu ,* tmule. Ct rcat
larguage: references shon;d also be checked for ah r mr.teness and

to ensure that their use will be evident to tne reader.
7he ph r.ded to provide guidance to When a new SRP section is being developed, a complete'

applicars ana nsees regarding the NRC staffs rcference list will need to be constructed.
plansfn tving th SRP sectMn.

3.7.2 Procedure for Updating and
a in those cases in which the applicant Developing SRY Sections= w

proposes an accepteble alternative methodfor
comply:ng with specyied portions of the Purpose and Scope of This Procedure
t'ommission's regulations, the method described
hetin will be used by & staffin its evaluation of This pmcedure specifies how to evaluate impacts,
conprmance with C-nmission regulations, determine which revisions will be made, and draft SRP

section updates or new SRP sections. This procedurc
Implementation sched.desfor m/brrmve to parts applies regardless of which management option is chosen
of the method discussed ha w eined in by the PRB for performance of the work,'

the reference 1ic gulatory Gs..- ., or ther

materials.1 Prerquisites for Performing This Procedure

This language will already be in wnent SP.P sections an i Tech %al Skille and Knowledge levels. The analysts
should bc ;ncluded in inw sectiona as well. pe forming this procedure require a techical backpund

and a working knowledge of nuclear power plant designs
EStiP sectur* cunently do not contain an and systems and applicable regulatory materials, including
implementation subsection. In erd:t to facilitate the SRP. Personnel should possess detailed knowledge of
translation of ESRP sections into the SRP format, the the systems, stru< n res, compvents, or processes covered
rollowing standard language has been developed for by the assigned SRP section. Analysts will "onsult with
inclusion on the Draft SRP Section Form for ESRP other technical experts on an as-nenied basis,
sections:

Document Availability. W .idyst sbould have access
Ilefallowh.g is intended to provide guidance to to impact Identification Forms and the supportmg
applicants and literuees regarding the NRC staffs portions of source documents for the SRP section belag
plans for using this SPP section. updated or developed. These materials will be available

in the SRP Mc<lification Database and the SRP Reference
The method described herein will be used by the Document Database. I( additkomtl documents are
stagin its evaluation of conformance with necessary, it will be the analyst's responsibility to identify
applicaNe enr:ronmental regu!.'tions. Inasmuch and obtain them.

as the review method setforth in this section
represents current staffpractice, M,lementation Cnmpletion of Prior Procedures. Initiation of this
will be immediately efective. pmcedure requires the completion of Pmcedures 3.3 and

3.6 for the 3RP section being updated or developed.
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3.7 Updating SRP Sections

Overview of Steps in This Procedure perfonned outside of the PRB), who may be
. _

contacted when questions arise.

( After obtaining and reviewing pertinent infonnation, an
1 evaluation of impacts is performed by identification and Step 3 If, during section updating, the analyst identines
assessment of revision options, identification of conflicts, impacts on other SRP sections that have not
and determinadon as to SRP revision type (Type I or areviously been identined, prepare an Impact

. Type II). Eva'undon information is provided to the PRB ttificauon Fonn from Procedure 2.4 using the
on the Opdon Paper Report. The PRB uses this - instructions contained in that procedure,
information to determine those SRP revisions that will be
incorporated. Then each of the subsections in an SRP Step 4 If, during section updating. the analyst discovers
section is updad or developed.- Finally, the analyst a need for research, regulatory aedon, or
reviews the completed draft for internal consistency and codes / standards development, identify such needs
c 'nformance with requirements. by implementing Procedure 7.0.

Results of This Procedure Directive 3: Evaluate impacts (Assigned organization
responsibility).

- Written Product. The wri en product resulting fromtt
implementadon of this p ocedure includes completed Step 1 Obtain impact information packages from
forms, Option Papers with PRB decisions indicated on ibplementation of Procedure 3.3.
them, and a draft SRP wtian.

Step 2 Characteri/.e the changes suggested by impacts
Other. If in drafting the SRP section the analyst by completing Part C of the Revision Options
identifies impacts on other sections, an impact Checklist Form.
Identification Fomi (from Procedure 2.4) is completed
and entered into the SRP Modification Database so that Step 3 Assess the suggested changes by completing Part

' the impact will be reflected in those sections. D of the Revision Options Checklist Fonn.

tailed Procedure Step 4 Report conflicts among impacts (identined in
V Procedure 3.3, Directive 3, S:. 3 4), reggested

This secdon specifies the step-by-step sequence to be resolutions, and rationale by cam,0,;ong Part E af
. followed, grouped by directives (major intermediate the Revision Options Checklist Form.
outputs), to be accomplished by a series of specific steps.
Each of Directives 7 through 13 addresses preparation of Step 5 Recommend whether revisions are Type 1 or
a separate SRP subsection. In the Implementation of . Type 11 by completing Part F of the Revision -

Directives 7 through 13, provide all parameter values in Options Checklist Form.
metric and English equivalent units and present both
values accordirig to the format precibed in Section Directive 4: Produce Type 11 Reports, (To be performed
3.7.1. - by appropriate task manager.)

Directive i. Make assignments (responsibility of Project Step 1 Use the SRP Modification Database to produce
Manager or Project Manager's designect Type 11 reports.

Step 1_ ldentify the analysts who will be responsible for Sten 2 Provide the reports to the F"B for approval and
_

implementing this procedure, transmittal to the appropriate NRC organizations.

Step 2. Record assignments on the Work Assignment Directive L Obtain PRB decisions as to the updates to
Form (see Procedure 2.1), be implemented.

Directive 2: Perform preparatory activitit Step i Forward the Option Papers to the responsible
PRBs, includmg notification of response date and

Step i Obtain and review the current version of this any other explanatory instrucdons,
dRP sectioni

:( ap 2 The PRB will review the Option Paper and

( Step 2 Determine expert contacts, including a contact determine which updates should be incorporated
within the PRB (when d. aft preparation is in the SRP section. The PRB will indicate its
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3.7 Updating SRP Sections

decisions by catering comments in the cornm:nt to make the subsechon consistent with stand?cd
blanks in the Option Paper. SRP subsection content.

Step 3 The PRB will return the completed Option Paper SLep 2 If this SRP section already exists, determine
to the organization assigned to dntft the SRP whether any PRB-approved updates affect the
section. Acceptance Criteria.

Step 4 The PRB will resolve any identified document Step 3 If this SRP section already exists, convert the
conflicts in the manner it deems appropriate. In description of requirements and guidance into
cases where the resolution of a conflict involves tabular format and rnodify the desenpuon
other Ni C organizations, the PRB will be appropriately. For new sections, develop the
responsible for providing coordinadon. requirements and guidance in tabular fonnat.

The tabular form- % as indicated on the Draft
Directive 6: Refonnat the SRP section fperformed for SRP Section Fort

existing SRP sections only).
Step 4 For existing sections, review the Review

Step 1 Review the ir. formation in the exisung SRP Procedures subsection and identify any
section and reoiganize that information into the Acceptance Critena that are contained therein,
format prescribed in the Draft SRP Section
Ferm. Step 5 Revise (or develop) the Acceptance Criteria in

consideration of PRB-approved updates and any
Step 2 Convert all parameter values to metric and Acceptance Cnteria idenufied in Step 4,

English equivalent units and present both values
according to the format prescribed in Section Step 6 For existing SRP secuons, remose any
3.7.1. Acceptmce Criteria Odentified in Step 4) fmm

the Review Procedures subsection. Replace such
Step 3 Update the refonnatted section as specified in enteria with a requirement to review against the

Directives 7 through 13. enterion which is now located in the Acceptance
Criteria subsection.

Directive 7: Draft Arcas of Review subsection.
Directive ,: Drait technical rationales for Acceptance

Step 1 'i this SRP secton already exists, deternnne Criteria subsection..

whether any PRB-approved update af fects Areas
of Review, Step 1 Review requirements and guidance applicable to

the Acceptance Criteria 6.c., the Genend Design
Step 2 If the answer to the question in Step is "Yes" Criteria, Regulatory Guides, or die like) specified

or if this is a new SRP sechon, complete the in the Acceptance Critena subsection.
Areas of Review portion of the Draft SRP
Section Fonn. Step 2 If the refertnced requirements or guidance state

or imply a technical raaonale, determine whether
Step 3 If the section is from the ESRP, retitle the the rationale is adequate. The standard to be

subsection and perfonn any editorial revision used in determining adequxy is that the rationale
necessary to be consistent with the standard SRP clearly shows how the Acceptance Cnteria
content of this section. Remove from the implernern the underlying requirements, and that
Review Inputs and Review Outputs Subsections I tbc radonale could not be substantidly impmved
and V, any inter .tecs between different based on existing infonnation. If the rationale isr

remwers, and incorporate such interfaces in this adequate, go to Step 6.
subsection.

Step 3 If the referenced requirements or guidance do not
Directise 8: Draft Acceptance Criteria subsection. state or imply a technical rationale, obtain and

review any documents cited therein from the
Step 1 If this is an ESRP section, use the Review Input SRP Reference Document Database, detennine

- Standards and Guides subsection to estabhsh whether they state or imply a technical rauonale,
*he bases and die Evaluation subsection to and,if so, whether it is adequate. If the rr.tionale.

estabhsh the Acceptance Cntena. Perform any is adequate. go to Step 6.
nyessary format or editorial changes recessary

NUREC-1447 3.7-8
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3.7 Updating SRP Sections

Step 4 If neither Step 2 nor Step 3 has yielded an
_

Evaluation Report conclusions suggested in this

g adequate technical rationale, develop a rationale - subsection. -

based on. best professional judgment; if
necessary, consulting documents in the topic area Step 2 For ESRP sections, use the portion of the Input
from the SRP Reference Document Database, if to Env.ronmental Statement subsection that is left
an adequate rationale is developed, go to Step 6. after the interface requirements have been

removed to fonn this subsection. Perfonn any ;

Step 5 If none of the above steps has yielded an necessary editorial corrections needed to
- adequate technical tationale, invoke Pmeedure accommodate the new fonnat.

7.0 to either develop additional information
through research activities or modify Acceptance Step 3 For all sections, including the ESRP, update or

'

Criteria bases through regulatory action. develop this subsecuou bawd on updates
_ _

approved by the PRB.
- Step 6 Develop the technical radonale for the -

Acceptance Criteria by summarizing the Directive 1-2: Draft implementation subsection.
infonnation idendfied in Step 2,3,4. or 5 or
provide appropnate references. (See

_

Step 1 Ensure that the correct implementation
| Implementing Procedures Document Secdon paragraphs (see Section 3.7.1 of this

3.7.1 for guidance regarding developing the implerwating Procedures Documen0 already
' technical rationale.) Enter the technical rationale exist or are added.

Ion the Draft SRP Section Form.
Directive 13: Draft the References subsection.

Step 4 Develop a separate reference list for those
documents referenced in the technical rationale Step i For existing SRP and ESRP sections, check the
for the Acceptance Criteria and include this list list of references to ensure that all entries are
under the Technical Rationale References appropriately referenced in the text of the
heading. section if any reference is not indicated in the

text, attempt to reconstruct the reason for its
Directive 10: DraP Peview Procedures subsection. inclusion and correct accordingly. If the reasons

for inclusion cannot be determined, delete the
Step 1 If this SRP secdon already exists, determine reference. If a eries of documents of a

whether any PRB-approved updates affect the . site-specific type are included (e.g., a series of
- review procedures. United States Geological Service maps),

consolidate them into a single entcy, if at all
Step 2 - if the answer to the quesdon in Step i is "Yes" possible, and make any necessary correcdons to

or if this is a new SRP secdon, complete the references in the text. ?

Review Procedures portion of the Draft SRP -
Section Form. Step 2 For existing SRP sections, verify that all-

_ _ _

currendy listed references still exist and update
_ Step 3 _ Add steps in the review procedure for any . references, including dates of more recent

Acceptarre Criteria added under Directive 8. revisions, as appropriate. Note that a munber of
. The steps should direct the reviewn to check for Regulatory Guides have been withdrawn and, in
L conformance with the new crite6a. many cams, replaced by other documents.s

Step 4 For ESRP sections, use die Required Data and Step 3 Add all documents used in the updatWg of the
Infonnation subsectbn and the Analysis other subsections to the reference listc Make sure
subsection, in that order, to generate this SRP that all such documents have been properly
s*cetion. Perform any necessary editorial referenced in the section text,

'
corrections to accommodate the new fonnat.

_

Directive 14: Review the work perforned under
Directive 11: Draft the Evaluation Findings subsecdon. Directives 6 through 13 for compliance with

requirements stated in this procedure and
,

,
Step i For existing sections, ensure that all Acceptance proper fonnat.

. ), Criteria, including those added as part of thi
* upd:ue, are appropriately addressed in the Safety Step 1 Review the draft SRP section for internal

consistency. In particular, when something is
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3.7 Updating SRP Sections

added to one subsection, make sure that other structures the analyst's review of he. pacts and the
subsections that are also affected have been resulting potential revisions to SRP sections and provides
appropriately uplated. For exan ple, the audiFon the SRP Modification Database with the infonnation
of an Acceptance Criterion will usually require needed to generate Opnon Papers and Type 11 Regirts.
the addition of a review step to ensure
compliance, a finding that compliance was The Option Paper provides the PRB with the infonnadon
determined, and appropriate references. needed to decide if and how an SRP section will be

modified. Type 11 Reports are used to identify any Type
Step 2 Make sure that all PRB-approved updates have !! impacts that will or may be pursued outside of the

been appropriately incorporated, scope of the SRP Update and Development Program.

Step 3 Review each subsection to ensure compliance The Draft SRP Section Fonn provides a vehicle for the
with the stated requirements in this procedure, analyst from the PRB-assigned organization to use in

drafting trw or revised SRP sections. Electronic versions
Step 4 Ensure that all parameter values have been stated of the currt t SRP section will be made available to the

in both metric and English units, analyst The Dmft SRP Section Fonn, and, hence, the
draft SRP section should be prepared in electronic format.

Step 5 Perform or hase performed an editorial review of Note that all values included in each new or revised
the completed draft. section will be presented in metric and English units.

Step 6 For drafts prepared by contractors at the direcuon All organizations implementmg this procedure must
of the PRB, provide the completed draft to the record their work on the indicated forms and forward the
PRB fcr review per Procedure 4.1. completed fonus to the PTSB upon completion of the

work.
Forms

Two fonc.s and two reports are used to implement this
procedure. The Revision Options Checklist Fenn

9
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33 Updating SRP Secdons

'

- Sample Forms

Revision Optiom Checklist Forms

Part A - Impact Identification

SRP Secdon N
_

Enter impact No. or.Related Impact Nos.

New Impact No.

Enter Brief Descripdon of the Impact -

.

Part B - Determination of Impact Significance

(Note: Only one blank may be checked in each column)

- ( Too Broad hiajor

Adequate Significant

Too Sgcific h w ierate

hiinor

Part C . Characterization of Type and Nature of Change
3.

.

Enter Brief Narradve _

.

k

.
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3.7 Updating SRP Seedons

ResLsion Options Checklist Form (continued)

Part D Discussion of Possible Changes

Statement of Option

Pros

Cons

._

- O

Is potential research indicated? Yes No

Is potentM miemaking, regulatory guide Yes No
revi%n, or other regulatory action indicated?

Is potential codes / standards development indicated? Yes No

Are there additional options? Yes No

|
(Note: "Yes" to " additional options" will require completion of another Part D.)

l
|

9
r

t
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3.7 Updating SRP Sections

.

I

Restsion Options Checklist Form (continued)
'

- Part E . Identification of Conflicts

Conflict identified? - Yes No

Conflicting impact Nos.

|
I

Description of Conflict j
i

|
1

.,

,-.

I

|
!
,

Potential Resolution |

|

Rationalei

Is potential research indicated? Yes No

is potential rulemaking, regulatory guide Yes No
remton, or other regulatory action hdicated?e

c-

is potential codes / standards development indicated? Yes No'

Are them additional options? Yes No

- (Note: "Yes" to " additional options" will require completion of another Part E.)
i

!

!'

!

L

-
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3.7 Updating SRP Sections.

Revision Options Checklist l'orm (continued)

Part l' . Type 1/l~ype 11 Ddermination

Type I - Revisions to the SRP Without Pubhc Comments

1. Do the suggested revisions incorporate new or revised requirements or guidance that have received pubhc comment
and have been approved by the Director, NRR, and therefore do not require addiuonal public comments?

Yes No

2. Do the suggested revisions incorporate new positions that have been approved by the Director, NRR, and by CRGR
and EDO as being so clearly needed that a publie comment period would cause an unacceptable delay in -

implementing them?

Yes No

3. Do the suggested revisions involve only minor changes, such as clarifications, corrections, changes in names ar
assigtunents of branches, or deletions of unused references?

Yes No
.

Type II - Revisions to the SRP with Pubhc Comments

1. Do the suggerted revisions incorporate proposed new or revised requirements, positions, or guid.mee that have not
been reviewed and approved by the Director, NRR, CRGR and the EDO, or wl.ich could result in new sections for
the SRp?

Yes No

Pro 6de Rationale for Above Determination

9
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3.7 Updating SRP Sections

Option Paper for SRP 9ection

SRP Sec6on Tide

Primary Review Branch

ne SRP Update and Development Program has identdal documents that have a potential impact on SRP Section
Provided below are descripnons of each impact, options for handling the impact, and a discussion of the pros and cons

: associated with each op60n. These itupacts and discussions are offered for your consideration in determining how the
SRP section should be updated.

Please review the options for cach potential impact and indicate your decisions in the applicable blanks provided in'this
Option Paper. Return the completed Option Papes to the FTSB at the time you send your completed draft SRP Section

.

1. Imtuct Description:

Irnpact No:

[ Description of impact from Revision Options Checklist Form, Part A, Procedure 3.31

Type and Natu;c of Indicated Change:

[Brief narradve from Revision Opdons Checklist Form, Part C, Procedure 3.71

PRB Comments:

Impact Sienincance:

The level of detail appears to be (too broadWadequate)(too specific) to be used in i:pdating the SRP section. The
.

amount of revision associated with this impact is anticipated to be (majorXsignificantXmoderateXminor). (Selections
- made from Revision Options Checidist Form, Part B, Procedure 3.3.]

Type 1/ Type 11 Determination:

-This impact has been categonzed as a Type (IXII) change based on the critena contained in NRR Of6ce Letter No.
800. The rationale for this determination is as follows: [from Revision Options Check:ist Form, Part F, Procedure
3.71-

PRB Comments:

_..

.

..

'
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3.7 Updating SRP Sections

Option Paper for SRP Section (continued)

OPTIONS

Option A:
[from Revision Options Checklist Form, Part D, Procedure 3.7)

Pros:

Cons:

PRB Comments:

Option R:
[from Revision Options Checklist Form, Part D, Procedure 3.7i

Pros:

Cons:

PRR Comments:

. _ _ _ _ ..

2. Impact Description: [as above)
...

3. Impact Description: [as abovel

O
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3.7 Updating SRP Sections

Option Paper for SRP Section _ (continued)

\
CONI'I.ICI'S

(No conflicts have)(The following connict(s) has(have)) been identified in this review area.

Conflict No.

Impact No.

'

Source Document Accecsion ido.

Source Document Type

Source Document No.

Source Document Title

. .

Publication / Revision Date Revision No.

O
Impact Location (s)

Entire Document Block (s) as follows:

From:
__._

To:

[ Nature of conRict and potential resolution from isevision Options Checklist Form, P.ut E, Procedure 3.7]

Potential research, regulatory action, or need for code or standard development (isXis not) indicated for this conflict.

PRB Comments
i.

Conflict No.
._

(Repeat, as above, for each identified conflict.)

\
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3,7 Updating SRP Sections -

Ty pe 11 Report

O
e

To: i

From:
_

Date:

Subject: Identificanon of Potendal Type 11 SRP Change Outside the Scope of the SRP Update and Development Program

The SRP Update and Development Program has identified a potential SRP change that has been classified as Type 11
ba ux! on the definition provided in NRR Office Letter 800. This potential change pertains to an SRP modificadon thas
v ,ald apply to future license applications not involving evoludonary or advanced reactor designs, and therefore is outside -

of the scope of the SRP Update and Development Program. The following information is provided for your use in
determining the appmpriate disposition for the pote : .hange.

SRP Section No.

SRP Secdon Title

Source Doc mient(s):
.

(Document number, title, and date, und page and line numbers of start and end points of impact desenption in the
document)

Ratmnale for Type 11 Determir. 4 don:

(Paragraph from Pan F of Revision Cptions Checklist Fea e, Procedure 3.7)

Description of Potential Change:

(Two paragraphs, taken from the narratives included in Parts A and C of the Revision Opnons Checkhst Fonn,
Procedures 3.3 and 3.7)

O
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3.7 Updating SRP Sections

Draft SRP Section Form

:. 's
Section No. __ Section Title

Review Responsibilities

I. Areas of Review

Objectives of the Review .

Scope

Review Interfaces

II. Acceptance Criteria

Requirements and Guidance
n

(
- Table (SRP Section Numberb1

Affected Structures,
Systems, Components, or Failure Mechanisms

Requirements Guidance Processes or Issues
.

..

Technical Rationale

.

-- Technical Rationale References

- A,
.

.-

C. '

3.7 19 NUREG-1447
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3.7 Updating SRP Secdons

Draft SRP Section Form (continued)

OIll. Review Procedures

l'urpose

Procedure

IV. Evaluation Findings

V. Implenientation

The following is intended to provide guidance to applicants and licensees regarding the NRC stalf's pktns for using
this SRP section.

Except in those cases in which the applicant proposes an acceptable alternative method for complying with specined
portions of the commission's regulations, the method desenhed herein will be used by the + f in its evaluation of
conlonnance with Conunission regulations.

Implementation schedules for confonnance to parts of the method discussed herein are co ctained in the referenced
[ regulatory guides or other materials.]

[or, for ESRP sections!

The following is intended to provide guidance to apphcants and licensees regarding the NRC stalTs plans for using
this SRP sectior..

The method described herein will be used by the staff in its evaluation of confonnance with Commission
environmental regulations. Inasmuch as the review method set forth in this section represents current staff practice,
implementation will be immediately effective.

VI. References

1.

2.

3.

O
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3,7 Updaung SRP Sectionsa

flow to Complete the Form
'

Indicate the need for additional research or regulatory+

. action by placing an "X" in the appropriate blanks.
^

^ Revision Options Checklist Formy
Indicate if anott et conflict has been identified, If so,*

Parts A and B (and possibly the first three lines of Part repeat de foregoing steps. If not, proceed to Part F.
E) will have already been completed per the instructions

.

in Procedure 3.3. Pan F '

Part C Answer the four questions by placing an "X" in the+

appropriate blanks. There should be one "Yes" and
+ - Enter a brief but complete narrative description of the three "No" answers,

type and nature of the change suggested by the
impact. Provide a brief desenption of how and why the above*

questions were answered in the way they were.
Part D

Option Papers
Enter a brief statement of the first option.*

Option Papers are generated by the SRP Modification
Provide pro emd con arguments regarding the opuon Database system or the assigned organization based,*

under consideration. primarily, on the infonnation provided on the Revision
Options ChNilist Form. An Option Paper is generated

Indicate the potential need for research, regulatory for each SRP section. It contains a description of the+

action, or codes / standards development associated with impacts associatal with the SRP section, options for
the option by pixing an "X" in the appropriate "Yes" handling the impact, pro and con statemems for each
or "No" responses, if the answer is "Yes," perfonn option, and a description of any document conflicts that
the requirements of Procedure 7.0c have been identified.

Indicate "Yes" in respanse to the question regarding (pe 11 Reports+

A. additional options. (The option to leave the SRP
section as is should alwr.ys be included.) Type 11 Reports are generated by the SRP Modification

Database system bised on the information provided on
Enter the next option and die other information the Revision Options Checklist Form. These reports*

indicated above identify SRP impacts related to future applications not
incolving evolutionary or advanced reactor designs that

Indicate "Yes" or "No" as to whether there are cny have been categorized as Type II. They do not include+

more options to be considered. new SRP sections addressing 3cnerically applicable
topics.1 Reports are generated periodically as required by

Continue to enter options until there are none the FTSB and are forwarded by the FTSB to the-+

remaining. cognizant NRC organization for disposition in accordance
with established NRC procedures.

Pan E.

I.
. Draft SRP Section Form>

The first three lines of Part E may have already been+

:-completed per the instructions in Procedure 3.3. Cotaplete the initial portion of the fonn by indicating+

Review the indicated results and make any necessary the SRP section number and title.
conections. =

The computer provides the remainder of the form as a+

Indicate with an "X" as to whether a conflic; has been template for use by the analyst in drafting the SRP+

identified. If the answer is "No," p40cced to Part F. section in the appropriate format (for example SRP as
opposed to ESRP). The computer will also provide

Enter the impact numbers of the conflicting impacts, the table number under Subsection II by adding a "-1"*

to the SRP section number. Otherwise, the form will
+ - Enter a description of the conflict, suggested potential be available in hard-copy format.

resolutions, and rationales.
\. ,

3.7-21 NUREG-1447
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3,7 Updating SRP Sections

Use the template to revise or create an updated or Appendit A also includes a separate Acceptance Criteria*

developed SRP section. % example of an SRP subsection for applicants seeking a 60-year design life
section in correct format is provided in Appendix A of review. His subsection is discussed in Procedure 3.8)
this Implementing Procedures Document. (Note that

t

==

#

O
,

,

su

9
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3.7 Updating SRP Sections

Sample Completed Forms

Revision Options Checklist Form (first example)

Part A - Impact Identification

SRP Section No. 6.2.5

Enter impact No. or Related Impact Nos. 165

New Impact No. 3160

Enter Brief Description of the Impact ,BWR plants that use extemal recombiners for test-accident consumable cas

control should provide containment penetrations dedicated to that service or shared with other systems which meet 50 4 _

~

requirements. Any additional va*ves shouhl be subiccted to Appendtx I leak testine and the technical speci6 cations

motlified acc rdmnly. {

Part B - Determhation of impact Significance

(Note: Only one blank may be checked in each column)

Too Broad Major

Adequar X Signincant
.

Too Specific Moderate X.

Minor -

.,

Part C - Charactesiration of Type and Nature of Chaage

Enter Brief Namitive A new general Acceptance Critenon (related to 10 CFR SOAD wouhl be added to include a

requirement that dedicated penetrations be added or that penetrations shared with other systems (in accordance wna

# 50.M) be used on BWR plants that use external recombmers or purxe-repressurization systems for post-accident

combustible cas control. Correspondinn review pmcedures and evaluation 6ndines would also be added.
,

3.7-23 NUREG- 147
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3.7 Updating SRP Sections

Resision Options Checklist l'orm (first example, continued)

l'att I) - 1)iscussion of IWihle Changes

] Statement of Opuon Revise the SRP as inthrated alwe.

Pros ,This impact h ts been etwhfied in Pan 50 at 550 44(c)(3)(in and, therefore, represents a leeal requirement. If this

opuon is not implemented the SRP will not renect the NRC"s current rules.

_

_.

Cons No con arcuments have been identined.

. _

is potential research indicated? Yes No X
.

Is potential rulemaking, regulatory guide Yes No X
revision, or other regulatory action indicated?

Is potential codes / standards development intheated? Yes No X

Are there addiuonal options? Yes X No

(Note: "Yes" to " additional options" will require completion at another Part D.)

9
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3.7 Updating $dP Sections

Resision Options Checklist l'orm (first example, continued)

Part D . Discussion of Pmsible Changes

Statement of Option Do not revise the SRP.

Pros None identined.

Cons The impact represents a cmlined NRC requirement. If the SRP is not revised, the SRP uill fail to achieve its coal

of accurately reflectine current NRC requirements and cuidance.

-

Is potential research indicated? Yes No X

is potential rulenutking, regulatory guide Yes No X

revision, or other regvbtory action indicated?

Is potential codes / standards development indicated? Yes No X

Are there additional options? Yes No X

(Note: "Yes" to " additional options" will require compteuon of another Part D.)

3.7-3 NUREG-1447
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3.7 Updating SRP Sections

Revision Options Checklist Form (first example, continued)

Part E . Identification of Conflicts

Conniet idenuned? Yes No X

Connicting Impact Nos.

Description of Conflict

- - - _ --_

Potential Resolution

.

Rationale

is potenbal research i.idicated? Yes No

Is potendal rulemaking, regulatory guide Yes No
revision, or other regulatory action indicated?

Is potential codes /starklards development indicated? Yes No

Are there addinonal options? Yes No

(Note: "Yes* to 'addidonal op* ions" will equire compledon of another Part E.)

O
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3.7 Updating SRP Sections

Resision Options Checklist For n (first example, continued)

Part F Type I/I')pe Il Determinations

Type I Revisions to the SRP Without l%blic Comments

1. Do the suggested revisions incorporate new or revised requirements or guidance that have receivtJ public comment
and have been approved by the Director, NRR, and therefore do not require additional public comments?

Yes X No

2. Do the suggested revisions incorporate new positions that have been approved by the Director, NRR, and by CRGR
and EDO as being so clearly needed that a public comment period would cause an unacceptable delay in
implementing them? -

Yes No X

3. Do the suggested revisions involve only minor changes, such as clari0 cations, corrections, changes in names or
assignments of branchts, or deletions of unused references?

Yes No X

Type 11 - Revisions to the SRP with Public Comments

1. Do the suggested revisions incorporate proposed new or revised requirements, positions, or guidance that have not
been reviewed and approved by the Director, NRR, CRGR and the EDO, or which could rc^ ult in new sections for

'

the SRP?

Yes No X

ereone a formal rulemaking.Provide Rationale for Above Determination The impact is melnded in Patt 50 and has ut d

Thereforei all pertinent NRC approvals have been obtained, includine 'm opportunity for pubhe comments.

-_

3.7-27 NUREG-1447
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3.7 Updating SRP Secbons

Resision Options Checklist Form (second example)

l' art A - Impact identification

O

SRP Section No. 6.2.5

Enter impact No. or Related Impact Nos. 3m7

New Impact No. 5667

Enter Brief Desenption of the Impact The impact requires the licensee to provide operatine instructions for operatine the

hydrocen recombiners became the combustible pas control system is ufety related

_

l' art 11 - Determination of impact Significance -

(Note: Only one blank nwy be checked in each column)

Too Broad hiajor

Adequate X Significant

Too Specific \1oderate _X_

hiinor

w

l' art C - Characterisation of T3pe and Nature of Change

Enter Brief Narrative A specific Acceptance Cnterion trelated to GDC-41) would 5e added to require deveh,pment of
a

'

hydro.4en recombiner opemtine instrucins accordme to guidance provided in ANSI N18.7-1976/ANS-3.?
*

,

Corresp(mdinn review procedures and evaluation findmes would also be added.

O
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3.7 Updanng SRP Seedons
,

Revision Options Checklist Form (second example, continuM)

-( Part D Discussion e s'- sible Changes

Statement of Option Revise the SRP as indicated above.

Pros The indicated chsnee would make this SRP section consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.33. There currently is no

cuidance in Section 6.2.5 to ensure that necessary operatine instmetions are develc.ed. Such instructions are an

essential 1 art of successful systern operation when needed.

Cons None identified.

\

Is potendal research indicated? Yes No X

is potential rulemaking, regulatory guide Yes No X
revision, or other regulatory action indicated?

Is potential codes / standards development indicated? Yes No X

Are there addidonal opdons? Yes X No

.

(Note: "Yes" to "addtdonal options" will require comptedon of another Part D.)

G
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3.7 Updating SRP Secdons

Ralslon Options Checklist Form (second example, continued)

Part D - Discussion of Possible Changes

Statement of Option Do not revise the SRP.

Pros Nonc identified.

Cons Failure to revise the SRP would cause an aariroved Reculatory Guide position not to be reflected in the SRP.

O

Is potential research inotcated? Yes No X

Is potential rulemaking, regulatory guide Yes No X
revision, or other regulatory action indiered?

Is potential coder / standards development indicated? Yes No X

Are there additional opdons? Yes No X

(Note: "Yes" to " additional options" will require completion of another Part D.)

i

i

G:
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't ' 3.7 Updaung SRP Secuons . '

,.y /,.s\ _ --
. RetWon Opuom Checklist Form (second esemple, continued) , -|.,

,

.

'

i'

_f 4.

- N,), -(vf0 Part E Identincation of Conflicts -
.

_ #

k

Conniet ide:Wified? .Yes. No' X *

1
! Conflicting impact Nos.

,

^

'
t. .

Description of Conniet ,,

4
$

5

s -

1

,' -
<+ -

|
,

! Potential Resolution 4

y:

i

h

.y;:

- { f ) Rationale"
j

>

-
''N ,

q ,

4

- -

4

Is potential research indicated? Yes No
,

is potential rulemaking, regulatory guide - Yes No
- revision. or odier regulatory action indicated?s

.

w.
~

. Is potential codes / standards development indicated? Yes - No

Tare there additional options? Yes No

- '(Note; 'Yei" to " additional options" will require completion of another Part E )
''

. .

.c.

{ $)\
:t,

h
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3,7 Upittmg SRP Sections

.

Rethion Options Checklist form (second example, continued)

Part F . Type 1/f3pe 11 Determination

Ltic 1 - Revisions to the SRP Withcut Public Comments

1 Do the suggested resistons incorporate new or resised requirements or guid mce that hnve received pubhc comment
and have been approved by the Director, NRR, and therefore do not require ackhtional pubbe comments?

Yes X No

2. Do the suggested revisions incorporate new positions that have been approved by the Director, NRR. and by CRGR
and ELX) as being so clearly needed that a public comment period would cause an unacceptable delay m -

implementmg them?

Yes No X

3. Do the suggested revisions involve only minor ct" ages, such as cLtnfications. corrections, (hanges m n:unes or
assignments of branches or deletions of unused references?s

Yes No X

T<re II Revisians to the SRP with Pubhe Comments
B

1. Do the suggested revisiom incorporate propmed new or restsed requirements, positions, or puutmee that hase not
been reviewed and approved by the Director, NRR, CRGR and the EIX). or which could result in new sections for
the SRP?

-

Yes No X- =

Provide Rationale for Above Detennination The SRP chance wouhl be consistent with an approved Reculatory Guute

tvwition.

O
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3.7 Updatmg SRP Sectium

Restsion Optiom Checklist l'orm (third example)

Part A - Impact identincation

SRP Section No 615 -

Enter impact No. or Related impact Nos. 19813

New Impact No. 4130

Enter Brief Description of the Impact Requirer, licensees of Westmthouse PWRs to review operatinn males a;nt
,

procedures with ferard to their ability to hatkile sienificant amounts of hvchocan ras followine a plant transient or

'
accident.

i

!

Part B - Determination of Impact Significance i

(Note: Only one blank may be checked in each column)

.

Too Broad X Major

Adequate Significant X

Too Specine Moderate

Minor

Part C Characterization of Type and Nature of Change

Enter Brief Narrative The impact would require the addition of review procedures to asscu the anaines perfonned by

Westinehouse PWR licensect recardine the ability of their facihties to hand!e post-accident combustibic cases An
,

Acceptance Critenon and an associated evalu..tum findme would also have to be established.

,

d

3.7-33 NUREG-1447
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3,7 Updating SRP Sec60ns

Resision Optiom Checklist Form (third etumple, continued)

Part D Piscussion of Pmsible Changes

Statement of Op6on Reme the SRP as indicated abose.

Pros The action indicated in this Bulleon has since been codified in Part M al h<uieb with more specifkity. Therefore,t

3 ' SRP should be uniated

|

Cons The specific requirtments in Part 50 shouhl be a&lrewd directiv (see other impacto ~ Die direction prosided in

the Rnlletin was preliminary and dxs not adequately represent cunent requirements

O

Is potential research in hcated? Yes No X

Is potential rulemaking, regulatory guide Yes No X
revision, or other regulatory accon indicated?

Is potentLd codes /stmdards deselopment mdicated? Yes No X

Are there addidonal opuons? - Yes X No

(Note: "Yes" to "addiuoned options" will require compicunn of another Part D.)

O
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3.7 Updaung SRP Satiam

Reshion Optiom Checklist Forrn (third etarnple, continued)

Part D Dbcussion of Pmsible Changes

Statement of Op60n Make no SRP revisiom, me other imroctt
i

Pros Other impacts are approved reculatiom and will form a bener basis for SRP chancet Other minacts are ako more

specific in their trauirements.
__

i

1

e

,

1 ,

|
.

Cons None identified.
'

i.

!

,

I -

4

I
t

'
is potendal research indicated? Yes No X ;

,

i . Is potenual rulemaking, regulatory guide Yes No X

| revision, or other regulatory action indicated?
!

-

- h potenual cales/ standards development indicated! Yes No X ,

I

Are there addidonal opdons? Yes No X,'

(Note: "Yes" to "addidonal opuons' will require comp!cdon of another Part D.) i

|- |
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3.7 Uplating SRP Secuons

Resision Options Checklist l'orm (third esample, contiraved)

Part E Identification of Conflids

Confhet identined? Yes No N

Connicting Impact Nos.
,

Desenption of Confhet

Potential Resoludon

Ratiornle

is potential research indicated? Yes No

is potential rulemaking, regulatory guide Yes No
revision, or other regulatory acdon indicated?

Is potential codeVstandards development indicated? Ye3 No '

Are there addidonal opdons? Yes No

(Note: "Yes" to "addinonal options" will require coinpleuon of another Part E,)

|

O
|
|

1
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3.7 Updatmg SRP Seictiom

Resision Optiom Checklist l'ortn (third esample, continued)

Part F Type L/lype 11 Iktermination

Type I - Revisiom to the SRP Without PuNic Comments

1. Do the suggested revisions incorporate new or resised requirements or puntuice that have recened pubbe comment
and have been a;3 proved by the Directar, NRR, and therefore do not require atkhuou:d pubhe conunents?

Yes No X

2. Do the suprested restsions incorporaic new positions that line been approsed by the Director. AR, and by CRGR
and EDO as being so ci aily needed that a pubhc comment pernwl would cause an unacceptaNe delay m -

implemenung them?

Yes X No

3. Do the suggested revisions imolse only minor changes, sut h as clanficatiom, correcnom, changes m n.unes or
assignments of br:mches, or deletions of unused references?

Yes No X

Tvoc II - Revnions to the SRP with Pubhc Comments

1. Do the su. gested revisions mcorporate [voposed new or resised requiremer.ts, pmittom, or guntmcc that hae not
been reviered and approved by the Diiector, NRR CRGR and the EDO, or w!uth could result in new sections for
the SRP?

-

Yes ___ _ No X '

Provide Rationale for Abose Determinauon This reamrement was nsued as a Bulieun and. therefore, represents an NRC-

approved requirement. Furthennore, the essence of thn reumrement has smce been cahfkd m Part 50

_

__

3.7-37 NUREG-1447
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3.7 Untating SRP bections

Option Pagwr for SRP Section 6.2.5

~

O
| NOTE: The following example of a co upleted Option Paper is provided solely to Iaeshtatc understamtmg of die 6[0EE
| Paper Fonnat. Re three example impacts (from the Resision Opuons Checklist examples) are real, but represent a sery
|small sample of the many actaal impacts that affect SRP Sectmn 6.2.5-

. -2___.__._m

SRP Section Title Combustible Gas Control in Containment

Pnmary Renew Bnmeh Plant Systems Bmnch SPI B)
_

!

The SRP Update and Deselopment Program lus idenu6ed documents that base a potenual impact on SRP Section 6.2 5.
! Provided below are desenpuons of each impact, opuons for handhng the impact, and a do.cuwion of the pros and cons

associated with each option, Rese impacts and discussions are of fered for your consideration in detennimng how the
SRP secdon should te uniated.

Picase renew the opdons for each potential tmpact and mdicate your decisions in the apphcable blanks prosided in this
Opdon Paper Return the completed Opuan Paper to the l'TSB at the time you send your completed draf t SRP Section
6.2.5.

1. Immet Desenpunn:

1 Impact No: 3160!

BWR plants that use external recombiners for post-acadent combusuble gas control should proside contamment
I penetradons dedicated to that sernce or shared with other systems which meet }$0.41 requirements. Any additional

vahes should be subjected to Appendit J leak testing and the techrucal spmlicahons modified accordmyly.

!
'

Tvre and Nature of InJicated Chance:

, A new general acceptance criterion (related to 10 CFR 50.44) would be added to include a requirement that dedicated
! penetradons be added or that penetrabons shared with other systems On accord.tnce with $50.4h he used on BWR

plants that use external i .mbiners or purge-repressunzauon systems for post-accident combustible gas control
Corresponding review procedures and evaluation findtngs would aho be addedr

l
,

PRB Comments:
t

|

|
r

i
l impact Sh?nificance:

The level of detail appears to be adequate to be used in updatmg the SRP section. The arnount of reusion assocrated
with this impact is anticipated to be moderate.

O
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3.7 Up?aung SRP Sections
;

Opdon Paper for SRP Section 6.2.3 (continued)

: @
Type 1/ Type 11 Detennination:

j This impact has been categorized as a Type I change tused on the criteria coutsined in NRR Orrice Lciter No. 800,
The rationale for this determination is as follows:

.

The impact is included in Part 50 and has undergone a formal rulemaking. Therefor , all pertinent NRC appmvah =

have been obtained, includmg an opponunity for public comments. ;

1 |

PRB Comments: ;

,

I

! i

'

|___

i'
! i

| Ol'IIONS
:
'

Option A:
I'

i, ,

Reme the SRP as indicated atwe. !

|
'

Pros: This impact has Vn codined in Part 50 at $50.44(ch3)Oi) and, therefore, represents a legal requirement. If
this option is not imple:aented, the SRP will not reflect the NRC current rules.

Cons: No con arguments have been identified.

PRB Comments,

i
:

i

|
,

i

!Option B:

Do not revi.se the SRP.

Pros: None Idcritified.

Cons: The impact represents a codified Ni regt. ' ment, if the SRP is not revised.. the SRP will fail to achieve its
goal of accurately reflectmg current NRC requirements and guid.mce, [

PRB Comments:

,

@
.

3.7-39 NUREG-1447
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3.7 Updating 3RP Sections !

Option Paper for SRP Section 6.2.5 (continued)

O
2. Imrnet Dewnnnon:

1

Impact No: 5667

The impat requires the lictnsee to proside operating instructions for operatmg the hydrogen recombines s tecauw the
combustible ea< control system is safety related.

s

Tvrie and Nature of Indicated Chaneg:

A specific acceptance criterion trelated to GDC41) would le added ta require desclapment of hydrogen re ornbmer
operatmg instructions accordmg to guidance pronded in ANSI NIX.7/ANSd.2. Cartespondmg review pro: edures
and ev;duation findings would also be added.

PRB Comments:
_

.-

Impact Sicmficang:

The level of detail appears to be adequate to be uwd in updating the SRP section, The amount of reusion awociated
with this impact is anticipated to be moderate.

Type I/ Type 11 Determination:

iltis impact has been catecorimi as a Type I change based on the cntern contained in NRR Offke Letter No. 800
The rationale for thts determination is as follows:

The SR change would be consistent with an approved Regulatory Guide positen.

PRB Comments:

Ol'I IONS

Optien A:

Revise the SRP as indicated above.

Pros: The indicated change would make this SRP secnon consistent with Regulatory Gunie 1.33. There currently is
no guidance in Section 615 to ensure tuat necessary operating mstructions are developed. Such instructions are an
essential part of successful system operation wben needed.

NUREG-1447 3.740
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3.7 Updatmg SRP Sections
:
( --1

%1 Option Paper for SRP Section 6.2.5 (continued)
7

|

- Cons: No con arguments have been identified.

!

| PRB Comments:
i
p.

h.
-

i.
,

; _

;-

k! Option B:

L

| Do not revise the SRP.
i

I

; Pros: None idenuned,

!
! Cons: Failure to revise the SRP would cause an approved Regulatory Guide position not to be reflected in the SRP. ;

l' i
P

j.- PRB Comments:
>

; :
! ;
i

!

| t
i.

t
|-
i i

t-_

3, Imnact DesTintion: ;
_

i

!. .

1

-

Impact No: 4130
:

i- ,

8

[ The impact requires licensees of Westinghouse PWRs to review operaung modes and procedurr> with regard to their
I ability to handle significant amounts of hydrogen gas following a plant transient or accident. !
| |
! i
L i

![ Tvoc and Nature of Indicated Chance:

|| '

[. The impact would require the addidon of review procedures to assess the analyscs performed by Westinghouw PWR j

l- liccasees regarding the ability of their facilities to handle post-accident combustible gases An Acceptance Cnterion
and an associated evaluation findmg would also have to be established.'

i' !
i

PRB Comments:
*

! 'i
1

! |
1

[
t .L

1mpact Signincance:
L

i The level of detail appears to be too broad to be used in updating the SRP section. The amount of revision !

[ associated with this impact is anticipated to be significant. |
!:
! |

1 .
, ,
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3.7 Updating SRP Sections

Option Paper for SRP Section 6.2.5 (continued)

Tvre lffvoc 11 Detenmnation:

This impact has been categoriicd as a Type I change based on the entena cont uned in NRR Office letter No. Mo.
The rationale for this detenmnation is as follows:

This requirement was issued as a Bulletin and, therefore, represents an NRC-approsed requirement. Furthennore, die
ec.sence of this requirement has since been owhfied in Part 50.

PRB Comments:

.

Ol'lIONN
Option A:

Revise the SRP as mdicatal atme.

Pros: The acuon indicated in this Bulletm has sux.e been oxfified tr. Part 50, aldioup.h in more specificity.
Therefore, the SRP should be updated.

Cons: The specific requirement.s in Part 50 stax;ld be aabcswd direcdy isce other impactst The threctmn prouded
in the vulletm was preliminary and does not adequately reptrsent current regoirements.

PRB Comments:
,

_

Opunn B:

Make no SRP revisions; use other impacts.

Pros: Other impact.s are approsed regulanons and will fenn a better b.uis for SRP changes. Other impacts are aho
more speci0c in their requirements.

Cons: None idenuned.

PRB Comments:

CONFIKIS
i

l

No wnfhcts have been identined in this reviev. area. !

|
|

l
i

l
NUREG-1447 3.7-42 |
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|
3.7 Uplating SRP Sections i

|

Draft SRP Section form ;

@ A completed wunple Draft SRP Sution Form is pranded in Appendit A to this implementing Pnredures Ihument.;
-

:

:

i

f

i

!

!

4

I

I

i

i
t

i

?

,

e

j

@ ;
;

I'

i +

,

- t

I

'

|

i
,

!

,

.

|
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3.8 Upgrading SRP Sections for use of new technology wiii necessitate devekipment of
Future Reactor Designs new Acceptance Crueria or review pmcedures to

supplement custing criteria and procedures. In thme
3.8.1 Approach cases where new criteria or pncedures need to be

developed, the smalyst will require specific, peruncut
This section contams the procedure to be followed in mformanon (such as staf f Safety Evaluation Reports on

evaluanng impacts, determining which impacts will be the reactor design under consideradon). Obtammg such

incorpomted in the SRP, and dntftmg upgrades to existing information is included as a part of this pmcedure.
'

SRP secuons or drafting newly i&nufied SRP sections to
I

provide the review guidance for future fevoluuonary and The objecoves associated with ths procedure are as
advanced) reactor designt Procedure 3.8 should be follow s:

followed regardless of which resource op6on the PRB has
Charactenting the infonnational content of the impact:selected for accomplishing the revision (that is, the PRB -

itself, a contractor of the PRB's choosir.g. or the PTSB).
Idenufymg any areas where current regulanons are*

Because future reactor designs aic not complete, the SRP inadequate or where addiuonal research h required to

upgrades addressing such a design are not intended to be estabbsh a heensmg basis for future reactor r

complete undi after a design resiew for the reactor type technology;
has been perfortned.

Obtaming PRB deciuons as to which impacts are to-

For those structures, systems, and components 01 future be mcorporated in the SRP upgnutes and
reactor designs u'at use etmvendonal reactor technology,

Drafung the SRP upgrates m accordance with PRilthis acuvity requires preparation of an outline to *

summante changes to current SRP sections. For the decisions

future reactor structures, systems, and components that
are truly revolunonary, this activity supports new sec60n Characteritmg the informational content of impacts is the
development. Whether an exisung SRP section is being determinadon cf how the informauon can be used to
upgraded or a new one is being deseloped, the basic develop a hcensing basis. Assessment of the pertment
approach is the same, lacts, and their correlauon with current requiuments or'-

the estabhament of new regmrement.s, is the primary
This procedure assumes that SRP sectiocs that will be pmdoct of thn acuvity.
upgraded will bave already been processed accordmg to
Procedures 3.3 and 33 with regard to updatmg to current identifymg needs for regulatory development or research
technology, Therefore, impacts regarding convenuonal ifuture wod) will be accomphshed by idenufying the
reactor technology will have already been considered and " holes' left after relevant informanon has been evahjated

Opuon Papers will have been prepared and will have for the deselopment of the SRP secdon. It is anucipated
received PRB approval. that, in certain cases, adequate bases for secuan

deselopment will not be asailable. These bases will have
For future reactor SRP secnons that will be upgnaled to be estabhshed based on regulatory and/or information ,

from existing SRP secnons, the approach will be to obtain development Such items will be handled in accordance
the 'mpact assessments performed for conventional wnh Procedure 7.0.t

reactor technology (resulting from Pmeedures 3.3 and
3,7), reassess these impacts in view of the specific reactor Responsibility for upgradmg each SRP secunn rests with
design, and then consider additional information as the PRB. The PRR is also responsible for determining
desenbed in the following pangraphs, which SRP impacts wdl be incorporated m the SRP and

which -ill not.
SRP secuons that need to be developed (where no
exisung sections cover the review area) will rely heavily This detenmnanon is accomphshed using an Upgnute
on existing requirements and guidance to the extent that Outline Report. This repon summarizes idenufied
such requirements and guidance apply to the reactor impacts that would a%ist in establishing licensing
design under considerauon. It is anticipated that much of requiretnents. The Upgrade Outline Report has spaces to
the technology used in future reactor designs will be the allow the PRB to indicate its decisions.
applicauon of current technology in ways that are

i different in scope from their application to current The information identified, processed, evaluated, and

| designs. The new applications of this technology. organized by previous steps and pmcedures assist the

; applicanons of current technology in a unique numner, or PRR in determming the need for SRP section upgrades.

311 NUREG-1447
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3.8 Upgrathng for Future Designs

All of these aedvities result in the preparabon of Upgrade hazards, raihation protection, fire protection, mternal
Outhne Reports that smnmarize proposed changes from Goahnf and water mtruuon, inscruce impecuan and
the many documents reviewed and present testmg missde protecuon. and pipe mpture and -

recommendations regarding the actions that could be impmgement protection. As an example, SRP section
taken. Upgrade Outhne Repons will be prouded to the 3Al on thul protecnen will need to be reused to
PRBs by the assigned organitauon and will be used by incorporate results from the resolution of Unremhed
the PRBs, along with the extensive knowledge and Safety issue A-17 on atherse sy stems interactions. De
experience contained within the PRR staff, to detennine resoluuon document, Genenc 1 etter NW18, stated that the
which changes need to be made and w hich do not. staff plans to deselop an SRP lor future plants whsch

would melu& specinc guidance regardmg protecuan from
Upgrade Outlme Repons will address entire SRP sections, intencd thwhng and water intmsion events
but each mdindual impact resulting in a propwed change
will be reported separately. His will n!!ow the pRB not An import.mt topie dut will be addressed in the
only to detennine whether a section needs revismn, but upgradmg of SRP sections for future reactor designs is
also to select from the proposed changes. 60-year dcstgn hfe resiew. As stated m SECY 84013.

dated January 19, IW, for apphcanom propmmg a to
Decisions of the PRBs will need to be recorded in the year design hfe, the staff wdl renew the desigm her a
SRP Modification Datalme. To this end, the PRBs will Nbyear hfe notwithstxxhng the fact that a 40-year hcense
be asked to record their decisions on comment blanks that tenn hmitation is presently specified m the Atomic
will be included tn the Upgrade Outhne Report packages. Energy Act and de NRCN regulanont it w di he the
The completed fonns will be retumed to the PTSB, and appheant's respmsibihty to idenufy the compments and
data entry will be accomphshed by PNL on behrdf of de systems that are ;dfected. Apphcations for design
FISB. ceruncauon will hase to proude mfonnanon and

programs to support destyn hfe, and die reuews for such
It is expected that each PRB will hase its own specine issues as fangue, corrosion, and themnd armg. In those
entena for decidmg whether revisiom are justined, in SRP secuons for whwh apphcat.om propnmg a Nbyear
genend, for SRP upgrades, it would be expected diat any design hfe will regmre such addittoral stiff renew, the ,

inputs useful m establishing requirements for future reused SRP will mclude a separate Acceptmce Cntena
reactor becming should be incorporated. subsection for 60-> car design hfe reuew.

It should be noted that development of new sec6ons, and The fmal task of Procedure 33 n to tramlate appro,cd
in most cases, the rension of existmg sec00nm w cover and required corwepts mto complete draf t SRP secuons
future reactor designs results m the development or that follow the stamlard format for SRP secuons.
apphcauon of new requirements. Accordmgly, it would
be expected that most a.spects of secuon upgradmg or It should be noted that ESRP sectiom are updated m
development wotdd fall under the Type 11 category. Pnwedure 31 Smcc the ESRP secuons are almost
Future reactor SRP sections will be resiewed m completely independent of the type of f acihty to le
accordance with NRC pohey, and the review will in hicated at a site, no adJmonal upgrade is anucipated for
large part, deal with the estabbshment of adequate safety f uture reactor designs. Only SRP secuom nonnally
requirements for new types of plants. associated w nh the stalfN safety reuew are addressed m

dos procedure.
In upgradmg SRP secuom, special emphasis will be
plxed on ensuring that plant layout consideranons are in order to implement the CommisuonN metnncanon
appropriately considered in the revision process. The pohcy, all parameter values m the SRP will be presented
spatial con 0guradon and physical design and geometry of m both metne and Enghsh umts. The correct format a to
structures, systems, and components have been shown m present the value in memc uruts first, then present the
esaluations of op ranng expenence to have paential Enghsh equivalent monedately followmg m parentheses.
impacts on the reliabihty and safety of nuclear power The follow mg sentence illustrates this fonnat: Nearhv
plant operations. mdustna! and mihrary faalities ixated wahm b in 6

mHes) of the plant should be identzlied.
As discussed in Secuon 3.1, the development of a new
SRP section on the generic implica00ns of plant layout The general approach for prepanng dra!I SRP sect om is
issues is being evaluated. Results of that evaluation will presented below for each subsecunn.i

| provide document impacts for tbc revnion of indindual
SRP secuom which cover regulatory issues m areas such
as seismic system analyses, high energy hne break

NUREG-1447 3&:
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33 Upgralng for Future Dengm

~

Areas of Rniew A significant objective of the SRP Update and

~
_ ,

Development Program is the development of technical |
This subsection desenbes the scope of the review for . mtionales for the Acceptance Criteria in each SRP |

4

which the SRP section provides guidance--that is, the section, ne technical rationales will be narrative
structures, systems, canponents or other topics being explanations of the identdied requirements and the-
reviewed by the PRB, his subsection also specifies the solutions and approaches deternmied to be acceptable in
information needed or review expected frorn other the past by the staff. They provide the technical basis for.
branches to enable the PRB to complete its review. determining the acceptability of the design n the

programs within the scope of the area of review of the
The Areas of Review subsections in the current SRP vary SRP section.
quite substantially in their level of detail. At a mmimum,
new or revised Areas of Review subsections should ne technical tationales to be developed will serve
contain the following: - several potential uses. First, they will provide pertinent

,

background information to the staff reviewer that will
The objectives of the review--that is, the assist the reviewer in determining nenptabihty of '-

determinations regardmg the systems, structures, proposed designs. Second, they will assist applic:mts in
components, or other topics to be made by the understanding NRC requirements and how and why they
reviewers are applied. In addition, they may be relied upon to

'

;

support the indicated Acceptance Criteria m hearings and
~

The scope of the review--that is the particular other liceming related activities. Therefore, it is essential- * -

systems, structures, components, or odier area to be that the inses contain sufficient technical reasoning,
reviewed including references to supporting documents, to justify

, ;

the stated Acceptance Critena.
Review interfaces with other branches--that is, the*

relationship of other related reviews to the review The following example illustrates a rather comprehemive
conducted under this section tecanical rationale. His example pertams to a

bypothetical SRP Acceptance Cnterion that requires a
In addition, the following items should be included where BWR Standby Liquid Control System to be able to safely
they would help clanfy the scope of the review: shut down the reactor without the aid of control ruis.

'

An exphmation of the review topic--that is, a general General Design Cnterion 26 requires that two*

descriptnan of the systems; structures, components, or independent reactivity co~ trol systems of different
other topics undet review and their function design principles shfl be provided. The standby

itquid control system is used in the llWR as the
The information on which the review is based--that is, second such system, the first being the control rot*

the particular matenals submitted by the applicant and their drive system. General Electric Company
(typically, in the Safety Analysis Report) that the in NEDOMX presented the results of core
resiewers will rely on reactivity calculations asst,mine various injection

rates of sodium pentaborate solusson of various

| r The considerations that go into the review--that is the concentrations. It was :eponed that injectinn of
| facto's that the reviewers will take into account in -35 gallora per minute of sodium pentaborate at a
j determining shether the objectives of the review are concentration of 1200 parts per million would
'

met provide $22 of negc*ive reactivity, more than
enough to shut dawn the reactor and maintain it in

Acceptance Criteria shutdosn. In fact, the $22 of negatwe reactivity
! represents a 2tFK margin considering that the total
'

This subsecuon tells the reviewer how to determine the core reactivity is approximately $18. In the staff's
acceptability of the: applicant's submission with respect to safety evaluation of the NEDD report

- the topic under teview. This subsection generally (NUREG-XXXX), the staf concluded through an
identilles the applicable NRC requin nents (l') CFR independent analysis that the calculations were
sections and General Design Cnteria), refers to the correct, but wished to provide an additiorud safety
guidance to be followed in meeting the requirements margin to allow for potential sodiurh pentaborate
(such as Regulatory Guidess NUREG reports, and platevut in the storage tanks. Therefore, it was
industry codes and standards), and provides narrative determined that 43 gallons per minute would
statements of how the applicant may demonstrate that the satisfy the shutdown requirements with adequate
requirements have been met. margin. Two parallel systems using reduruhmt

,
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3.8 Upgradmg for Future Designs

active components and redundant sodium Resteu Yrocedures
pentaborate storage tanks are required to pronde
adequate assurance that the requiredflow rate This subsection indicates how the neuew n accomphshed.
would be delitered assuming a single active in the orrent SRP, thn discusuon usually bertns by
faih,re. NUREG.XUY also concluded that indicatmg thnt the procedures that lollow are used dunny
appropriate technical specifications need to be the com.tructson penut review to deternune that the
incorporated to ensure that the sodium pentaborate destn or plans as set forth in the Prehminary Safety
solution in the storage tanks be maintamed at a Analysn Report meet the Acceptance Cntena and dunng
temperature of greater than 9,PF to avoid plarecut the operating beense review to senly that the design or
and to include a monthly suncillance test of actual phun have been appnynately implemented as x .' orth in
sodium pentaborate solution concentration. It was the Fmal Safety Analysis Report. It should he noted that
determined that the storage tank heaters did not for future reactor designs the review pnwedare wdl have
have to be safety-grade due to the safety margms to reDect de one step renew procew enusioned m the
included in svitem design and the relatively high new Part 52 for a combined construction pennit/operaung

- ambient temperatures inmntained at the storage license. The subsection tien specifies a sequence of
tank locationr, which would prevera significant numbered steps to be followed by the teuewcr. kh
sodium peruaborate platrout eten if tard heaters step tells the reuewer to resicw a particular body of
were to f' il, informadon m order to reach a panicular detenninatwn.a

Some steps also tell the reuewer to obtun aduce or
As shown by this example, enough techmcal det ut should analyus from some other bramh responsible for a related
be provided to succinctly explam why the Acceptance aspect of the renew. De condudmg steps typically tell
Cntenon is considered applicable and adequate. Specific the reviewer how to mtegrate the conduwns of the
references to supportmg documents are to be prosided, imtial steps in order to deterimne whether the Acceptance
and a separate reference hst for the Acceptance Cntena Cntena have been met
technical rationales included.

When an SRP section is bemg upymded, the Review
in some cases, as appropriate, the technical rauonales Pmcedures subsectmn wdl need to be rettsed only to the
could be more general in nature, and the details of extent particular steps are affected by idenuned impacts
solutions and acceptable appmaches could be lef t to the approved for implementanon by the PRB. When a new
reference documents or the subsection deahng with the SRP secuan is bemg developed, a complete sequence of
review procedures. In fact, exisung review procedures steps wtil need to be developed.
may already contain discussions of the approaches and
solutions that have been found acceptable in the past. It is the mtenuon to estabbsh a plant layout secuon in the

SRP and to address plant layout concerns in cusung SRP
Because of the need to clearly repreent the Acceptance sections, as appropnate. The spanal configuration or
Criteria, a new format has been adopted within Qe arrangement of structures. systems, and components
Acceptance Cntena subsection. First, the applicaNe welun a nuclear power plant can greatly munence the
requirements and guidance are presented in tabular safe operadon of the facihty. The design objectne is to
fonnat. Then the Acceptmee Cnteria are stated. Finally, acineve a balance between separanon and interacuon of
the techrucal rationale is presented and the techniad the vital and non-vital structures, systems, and
rationale references are provided. The referer.cc list for components of the facihty, while ensunng the capahihty
Acceptance Cntena technical rauerules should list the to operate and mamtain each item commensurate w th its
matenals relied on in establishing the technical rauonales lesel of safety. De approach to this topte is m
for the Acceptance Critena. Because Acceptance Critena deselopment and will be more completely speciGed in the
technical rationales are teing added to all SRP secuans, next reushm to this implemenung Procedures Document.
this reference list must be created for each SRP secuon,
as the technical rauonales are developed. SRP sections Inaluation l'indings
that will require additional infonnation from applicants
and additional staff review if 60 year design hfe renew is This secdon presents the type of concluuon evected to
requested will include an addidonal Acceptance Cntena result from the review, which is generally pubhshed in
subsection in the same format. The new Acceptance the staff's Safety Evaluauon Regort
Criteria format is illustrated in the Draft SRP Sec6on
Form described at the end of Procedure 3.7. In the current SRP, this subsectmo typically begms wuh

an mtnxluctory stuement to the effect that the reuewer '

venfies that the a;givant has prouded suf Gcient
odormanon and Out the reuewet's evaluauon is

NUREG-1447 3&4
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3E Upgralmg for Futuse Designs

suf0ciently complete to support conclusions of the example, by refernng to the latest revisions of the cited
i

following type, to be included in the Saftty Evaluauon matenals.) When an existmg SRP sectum is being - |

Report.' The subsection then provides what are essentially revised, the References subsection will need to be revised |
- model conclusions or findmgs.-language of the type that only to the extent particular references are affected. j

the reviewer is espected to include in the Safety References should alw te checked for appropriateness !

Evaluation Repon, staung that the information provided and to ensure thu their use will be esident to the reader.
by the applicant enabled the reviewer to conclude timt the When a new SRP section is bemg developed, a complete
system,5:ructure, component, or other topic under review reference list will need to be constituted,
meets the apphcable Acceptance Criteria. If findings are
required imm a Secondary Review Branch, model 3.8.2 Procedure for Upgrading and
language for that purpose is also provided. Where Deseloping SRP Sections for Future '

background information on the facility under review Reactor Technology
would assist die reader in understandmg the findmgs the
subsection indicate:. that such information should be Purpme and Scope of This Procedure ;

provided along whh the findings themselves.
This procedure specifies how to enaluate SRP impacts,

-When an existmg SRP secdon is being upgraled, tie decide which impacts u inevree in the SRP, and draft
Evaluadon Findings subsection will need to be revised SRP section upgrales or new SRP sectics This
only to the extent panicular findmgs are affected by procedure apphes reganticas of which management opuon ,

applicable impacts npproved for incorporadon by the is chosen by the PRB for perfonning the work. I

PRB. When a new SRP sectiun is being developed, a
- complete set of ftndings will need to be developed. Prerequisites for Performing This Procedure

I

implementation Technical Skillr and Knomledge incis. 'te analysts
performing this procedure requue a techne a backgrotad

This subsecuan generally contains the following standard and a working knoaledge of nu. lear powe- , ant designs
- language: and systems and applicable regulatory taaterials, includmg

the SRP. Personnel shonid possess detuled knowledge of
The following is intended to provide guidance to the systems structurescomponeuts, or purtmes cc,vered '

applicants and licensers regardmg the NRC stafs by tw aseigned SRP secuan. Analysts wdl amsuit with
plans for using this SRP section, other technical experts on rn as-needed tmis.

Except in those cases in which the ap;>hcant Dccument Availahdity. he analyst should have access ,

proposes an acceptable alternathe methodfor to impact idennfication Fonns and Subpart A of the
complying wah specified portions of the Upgrale Outline input Form for the SRP seconn being
Commission's regulations, the method described upgraded or developed as well as to the daeuments
herein will be used by the stag in its evaluation of teferetsced in each. A draft of the uptlated version of the
cor;formance with Commission regulations. corresponding SRP section (Procedure 17) should alw be

obtained. These materials will be evadable in the
Implementation schedules for conforrmmce to parts inforrmtuon package resulting from implementation of
of the method discussed herein are contamed in Procedure 3.5, the SRP Morblicadon Dmbase and the
the referenced (Reg:datory Guides or o'her SRP Reference Documeu Database ki additmnal,

materialy./ docmneau are necessary, it wdl be the analyst's,

responsibility to idenuly and otstam them.
This language wil; already be m currut SRP secuans and

- should be included in new sections as well Completion of Prior Procedures. Initiation of this e

procedure requires the compicuon of Procedures 3.5 and
References 34 for the SRP secti<m being upgrated. Compledon of

Procedure 3.7 for the corresptmdmg SRP sectmn would .

This is the last subsection, and it will contain a reference be very helpful.
- list for the SRP secuan. ' ideally, all generally applicable
materials on which the staff relies in reaching its findings Oserview of Steps in This Procedim
should be included in the reference list for the SRP

I ( section generally, provided that the use of the reference The irtformation package from Procedure 3.5 is evalua'ed.
'

materials is obvious or made evident in the SRP secuan and an Upgrade Outlme is developed. The PRB uses the
text. The reference li, should also be kept current (for Upgrade Outhne to detenmne the upgrades that will be

i 3&5 NUREG-1447
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3.8 Upptafog for Futur; besigns

made, Each of the subsecuens in an SRP section is Step 6 Query the SRP Modificauon Database to
upgraded. The analyst then reviews the compteted daft detennine the appropnate exper1 contact widun

- for internal consistency and conformance with the PRB (when draft prep ranon is performed
requirements. outside of the PRIO, who may be contacted when

quesuons arise.
Results of This Procedure

Step 7 If, during section upgrahng, the analyst identines
Written Product The wTitten prt duct resulung fnim impacts on other SRP ucuotn that base not
itnplementation of this proecdure is a draft SRP secuort presiously been idendGed, prepare an impact

iden*ification Form from Procedure 2.4 usmg the
Other, if in dntfung the SRP secuao the analyst instruenons contained in Out procedure.
identtFes impacts on other sectums, an Impact
ideati0 cation Form (from Pnxedure 2.4) is mmpletn Directne 3: Desclop upgrade outhnes.
and entered irta the SRP Mod!Genbon Database so that
the iupact will be ::Dected it' those sections. Step 1 Characterire the types of requirements suggested

by impacts (or groups of rela:cd impacts) by
Detailed Prncedure completing Part B of the Upgrade Irapact

As,cssment Fonn.

This secuon speciGes the step-bpstep segtmoce ta be
followed, gmuped by directives (marr immeWate Step 2 Report any conthcts in impat ts on Part C of the
outputs'), to be accomplished by a senes t f specific steps. Upgrade Impact Auessment Fonn.
Each of Duecuves 5 through t i aJdresses preptracon of
a separate SRP subsectm. In the m,plementauon of Step 3 Develop mfunnation needed to generate upgrade
Directives 5 thmugh 11. pravide all parameter values m outhnes by compleung the Upgrade Outhne loput
rnerne an( Enghsh equivalent unir and present both Fonn.
values accordmg to the formal presenbed in Secuon
311. Step 4 Prepare ae Uppmde Outhne Repirt through use

of the SRP Mahncauon Database system or
Directive I: Make assigmacats (responsibility of Project manually by using mput from the Upgrade

Mruger or Project Maracer's designee.) Outhne input Form.

Step 1 Identify the analysts who will be responsible for Direcove 4: Obtun PRB decismns as to the upgrades to
implemenung tMs pmcedure. be implemented.

Step 2 Record assigruoents v.n the Work Assignmem Step i Forward the Upgrade Outhne Report to the
Fonn (see Paredure 2.lt responsible PRBs, mcludmg noti 0 cation of

response date and any other explanatory
Directise 2: Review p:-uner.t matenals. instructions.

Step 1 Obtun and revu De current updated draf t, if Step 2 The PRR will reuew the Upgrade Outhne Retort
any, of inis SRE wction. This draft will resuu and determine which upgrades should be
from implementation of Procedure 3.7. incorporated in the SRP section. The PRB will

indicate its decisions by entenng comments in
Step 2 Obtain and review design mformadon relevant to the comment blants m tLe Upgrade Outhne

the SRP section. If auitabic, a Safety Analysis Report.
Report is a good source of such mformanon.

Step 3 The PRB will return the completed Upgrade
Step 3 Obtain and review the PRB-completed Opuon Outhne Report to the organuation assigned to

Paper for this SRP section (from Proccdure 3.7). dratt the SRP section.
,

Step 4 Obtain and Leview the impact Idcaufication Dirrctive 5: Draft Areas of Review subsection.
Fonnfs) (from Procedure 2.4) and reference

j documents for this SRP section, as required. Step ! If dus SRP secoon already exists, resiew the '

Pmcedure 3.7 updated draf t to d< ennme
Step 5 Obtain the mfonnauon padage resulung from apphcabihty to the alvacd. e:.ctor design.

impletnentition of Procedure 3.5.

NUREG 1447 3M
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3.8 Upgralmg for Future Designs
.

Step 2 l'f this SRP section already exists, use the results1 improved based on existing infonnathn if the
of Step I and any PRB approved upgrades to r tionale is sicquate, go to Step 6.
appropriately upgrade the existing section.

_. _

Complete the Areas of Review portion of the Step 3 . If the referenced requirements or guidance do not
. Draft SRP Section Fonn state or imply a technical rationale, obtain and

resiew any documents cited therein from the
Step 3 If this is a new section, develop a new draft SRP Reference Document Database, detennine

section. Complete the Areas of Review portion whether they state or imply a technical rationale,
- of the Draft SRP Section Form. and, if so, whether it is adegoate. _lf the rationale

'

is adequate, go to Step 6.
Step 4 Determine whether plant layout elements should

'

be considered in upgrading the SRP sechon. Step 4 If neither Step 2 nor Step 3 has yielded an '
(This step is in development and will be more adequate technical rationale, develop a radona ei

completely speafied in the next revision of this based on best professional judgment, if necessary
implementing Procedures Document.) consulung documents in the b3pic area from the i

SRP Reference Document Datahaw. If an -

~ Directive 6: Draft Acceptance Criteria subsecuen. ndequaie radonale is developed, go to Step 6.

Step ! -If this SRP section already exists, review the Step 5 If none of the above steps has yielded an4

Procedure 3.7 updated draft to detertnine adequate technical rationale, either develop the
.pplicability to the evolutionary or advanced opuan of revising the Accepumce Cntena, or.

reactor design. Also identify PRB-approved - invoke Procedure 7.0 to either develop ndJidonal
upgrades to be incorporated, information through research activiues or mod fy

Acceptance Criteria bases through regulatorym
Step 2 a If this SRP sec6cn already e.rists, convert the action.,

: Acceptance Criteria requirements and guidance>

e into tabular format and delete the desenption. Step 6 Develop the technical rationale for the
'

t Foi new secuons, develop the requirements and Acceptance Critena by summarizing the '

\ ; guidance in tabular fcemat. The tabular format , informadon identified in Step 2,3,4, os 5 or
as indicated on the Draft SRP Secuon Fonn. provide appropriate references. (See

implementing Procedures Document Section
Step 31 Upgrade the Acceptance Cc;tena in consideranon 3.8.1 for guidance regarding the development of

of PRB-approved upgrades. the technical rationales.) tnter the technical
radonale on the Draft SRP Section Form.

Step 4 : If this SRP rection will require ad6tional
- informauon from applicants and additional staff Step 7 Develop a separate reference list for those

. _ review to support a 60-year design life review, documents referenced in the technical rationak r

repeat steps 13 to draft an additional Acceptance for the Acceptance Cnteria and include thi. list
,

I Critena for_60-year design life review. under the Technical Rationale References
L - headmg.

Directive 7: Draft technical rationalt s for Acceptance
Criteria subsection. Directive 8: Draft Review Procedures subsection.

Step 1 -Review the Acceptance Criteria requuements and Step 1 If this SRP secdon already exists, review the
guidance fi.e., the General Design Criteria, Procedure 3.7 updated draft to deternurr
Regulatory Guides, or the P" e) specified in the applicability to the advanced reactor design.
Acceptance Criteria subsection. Also identify PRB. approved upgnkles to be

_ . . _

incorporated in the upgrade.
Step 2 ? If the referenced requirements or guidance state

or imply a technical radonale, determine whether Step 2 Upgrade t% review procedures m coesideration
the rationale is adequate. The criterion to be ' of the results of Yep 1.
used in determining adequacy is that the rationale
clearly shows how the Acceptance Criteria Step 3 Include steps in the Review Pmcedures for any
implement their uederlying requirements, and Acceptance Cnteria added under Drdve 6.
that the ranonale could not be substantially

3a7 NUREG.1447 ;
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3.8 Upgrnhng for Future Designs

Directive 9: Draft the Evaluation Fmdings subsection. addition of an Acceptance Cnterion will usually
require addmg a review step to ensure

Step 1 If this SRP section already exists, review the compliance, a finding that comphance was
Procedure 3.7 updated draft to determine determined, and appropriate neferences.
applicability to tbc future reactor design. Also
identify PRB-approved upgrades to be Step 2 klake sure that all PRB approved upgra&s base
incorport,ted in the upgnW, been appropriately incorporated.

Step 2 Upgrade the Evaluations Fmdings subsecuan in Step 3 Review each subsection to ensure comphance
consideration of the results of Step 1. with the stated requirements in this procedure.

Step 3 Ensure that all Acceptance Cnteria, including Step 4 Ensum that all parameter values have been stated
those added as part of this upgrade, are in both metric and Enghsh units.
appropriately addressed in the Safety Evaluation
Report Conclunons suggested in this subsecuon. Ster 5 Perfonn of have perfonned an edt'orial resiew of

the completed draft.
Direcove 10: Draft Imp!cmentation subsecuon.

Step 6 For drafts prep:ued by contractors at the direc:mn
Step i Ensure that the correct implementation of the PRB, provide the completed draft to the

paragraphs (see Section 311 of this PRB for review per Procedure 4.1.
Puplementing Procedures Documend already
exist or are added. Forms

Duective 11: Draft the References subsection. Three fonns and a report are used m implementing t!us
procedure. The Upgrade Impact Assessment Fonn is

Step 1 Add all documents used in the upgradmg of the used to characterire potentia' SRP section changes and n
other subsections to the reference hst. Make sure tauitify any conflets between docuenents. Thc Upgrade
that all such documents have been property Outline input Form assi<ts the analyst in organizing the
referenced in the section text. impacts to facih. ate drafting SRP section upgrades or

developments. This form also provides the input needed
Step 2 Delete any references nc: applicable to the to allow computer generation of Upp,,'e Outlines for the

reactor design, Alse, remove any such testual use of the PRB, Re Upgrade Ovine Report is a report
references. that summan7es the poteatsal upgrades / developments for

the PRB and allows the PRB to decide on the
Directive 12: Review the work performed under upgrades / developments to be used in drafting SRP-

Directives 5 through Ii for compliance with sections. The Draft SRP Section Fonn is described m
requirements stated in this procedure and in Procedure 3.7. Note that allparameter values included m
proper format, each new or revised SRP section will be preser.ted in

metisc and English units.
Step 1 Review the draft rection upgrade for internal

consistenc3. In particular, when something is All organizations implemenung this procedure must
added to one subsection, make sure that other record their work on the ind lated forms and forward the
subsections that are also affected have been completed forms to the PTSB upon completion of the
appropnately upgraded. For example, the work.

O
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3.8 _Upgraling for Future Designs |

Sample Fornis -:-

t "N ,

Upgrade impart Aswssment Form ,

- Part A Impact identification

SRP Section No,
,

Enter Impact or Related Impact Nos.

' New Impact No.

Enter Brief Desenp6cn

+

t

I

Part B . Characterization of Type and Nature of Upgrade

- Enter Brict Narradve

,

Is potential research indicated? Yes No

It potential rulemaking, regulatory guide -
rension, or other regulatoiy acthm. indicated? ' Yes No' :

,

Is potential codes / standards development indicated? Yes No

,

d

4

U

!

<
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3A Upgrading for Future Designs
i
'

Upgrade Inspact Assewment l'erm (continued)

l' art C Identincation of Connicts

Condict Identified? Yes No

|Connictmg impact Numbers __

Description of Conflict

1

I

I
!
1

Potential Resolution _

. -
,

|

Rationale

.

Is potenuai research iridicated ? Yes No

is poteatnl rulenattag, regulatory guide
revision, or other regulatory action indicated? Yes No

Is potential codes / mdards development indicated? Yes No

Are there additis a.nflicts? Yes No

(Note: "Yes" to " additional conflicts" will require compienon of another Part C.)

O
NUREG-1447 3.8-10
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3.8 Upgrmling for Future Designs-

Upgrade Outline input l'orrn

"
SRP Section No.

SRP Section Title

SRP Subsection

Action

,

,

,

Impact No. ____

SRP Subsection

Action

'
.

h impact No.

SRP Subsection

Ac60s,
,

s

_

f

Impact No.

SRP Subsection
.

Action

-

Impact No.

Page of

(

3.8-11 NUREG-1447
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3.8 Upgrading hir Future Designs

Upgrade Outline Reguirt

O
Pnmary Review Branch

SRP Secuon Number

SRP Section Title

SRP Section (provided by computer) is (a new SRP section) tan existing SRP sectnin reqmring an upgrale) in suppxt of
the ( ABWR) (PRISM) (etc.) reactor concept. Please review the following outline to detennine whether it will support
your rrsiew needs in this review area. Indicate your comments in the spaces provided, preside an authoriicd signature at
the bottom of this repirt, and return the completed rcpirt to the assigned organization. Copies of referenced impun are
attached to this report.

Part 1 Areas of Resiew

(1)

impact Reference (s),

i

PRB Comments
_

Part 2 - Amptance Criteria Reiluirements and Guidance

(2)

Impact Reference;s)
_ _ . _ _

PRB Comments
_ _ _ _ _ . .

Part 3. Acceptance Criteria Technical Rationale

(3)

Impact Reference (s)

PRB Comments

O
NUREG-1447 3.k- 12
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j 3.8 Upgrwting for Future Designs:
,

.

'

Upgrade Outline Report (continued),

@ i
' Part 4 - Resiew Procedures

!
.. ,

| (4) '

'
i

8 .

J- }

i1mpact Reference (s)

PRB Comments '

,

' Part 5. Esaluation Findir. 4

f

(5) !i

!

,

,

Impact Reference (s)
,

;
,

, - PRB Comments

i ,i

'
?

.

Part 6 Implenwntation

| (6)

| i
. ,

!
i ,

'

Impact Reference (s)- i

>,

I 5

PRB Comments !
,

I
,

,

Part 7 - References
4

.(7)

. . I

impact Reference (s)
!
r
*

PRD Comments

-

9
:

i

3.8-13 NUREG-1447
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3,8 UpgrMing for Future Designs
,

; Upgrade Outline Report (continued)

01'

j Part H Future Work and Comments '

Need For Future Regulatory Action /Research (lus) (has not) been identified.
,

i

General Comments i

I-.

l
,

|
PRB General Comments'

j

i

|

Part 9 - Cunthets
,

(No confhets haveXThe following conRictis) has(hase)) been idenufied in this resiew area

Confhet (Conflict number assigned by computer)
i

Confheting impacts (Impact numbers)

Confheting impacts (Document Titles and Nmnber0

|

O
!

'

[ Nature of confhet and potentul resoluuon from Upgrade Impact Asessment Form, Part C, Paredure 3 Al

|
- Potential research or regulatory action (is)fis not) indicated f or this confhet.

,

PRE Comments:
i ,

i ;

t,

!
|

Conniet (Conniet number assigned by computer):

Authorned PRB Signature Date i

! !
,

.

O'
,

NUREG-1447 3 L 14 ,
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3.8 Upgnshng for Future Designs

llow to Complete the Form Upgrade Outline 1 ut Form

1

( Urgrade Impact Assessment form Enter the SRP ruon number and titic.*

Enter the name of the SRP subsecuon (e.g.,Part A will have already been completed per the *

instructions in Procedure 3.5. De first three items of " Acceptance Critertn and the action statement for the
Part C may also have been completed previously, first impact. Action statements should begin with

" Add," * Delete ~ or "Peme" and should desenbe the
Part B change in sufficient detail to allow a PRB staf f

member to understand w hat is ' mended. The reasonsi

Enter a narrative descnptum charactertring the nature for the action should alw tx provided in a sentence or-

and type of the proposed upgrade. Although ha "ity two. Provide the impact mm.berts).
is highly valued, the analyst may use as many lines as

Repeat the previous mstrocuons for the remainingare required. -

impacts,
Indicate the potential need for research, regulatory.

Number all of the pages uwd by completmg theaction, or codes / standards desclopment by placing an a

"X" after the correct response. "page of __" entries e.t the tuttom of the fonn.

i Part C Upgrade Outline Report

Indicate if a conflict has been identified by plactng t.n This report is generated in its entirety by the SRP+

"X" after the "Yes" or "No" response. A "No" Modification Database upon request or by the assigned
response will complete this fonn. organiration. All referenced impacts asswiated with the

report will also be provided by the computer system or by
Enter the impact numbers of the conflictmg impacts. the assigned orgamianon (m electronic or hard copy*

fonn).
Provule a bnef descuptmn includmg the nature of the| j\ *\ conflict, potential resolution, and rationale. All blanks on the report are provided for the uve of the

PRB. The PRB wdl indicate chotces and guidance in the
Indicate a potential need for research, regulatory comment fields provided. An empty ec.mment field will*

action, or codes / standards development by placing an be interpreted to indicate approval of the indicated acuon
"X" after the correct response. statements. After the PRB completes its evaluauon of the

report, the Branch Ca..ef or other designated
If there are any other conflicts to report, place an "X" representatne should sign and date the report.+ -

after tbc "Yes" response to the last question. This
will prompt the computer to provide another Part C.
A "No" response will complete the form.

.

N
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3.8 Upgrating for l'uture Designs

Nample Completed l'orrns

Upgrade linpact Awowmtrit l'tv,m

Part A . linpatt Idtntifkation
!
,

)

SRP Secuon No. 4 2K
|

Enter Imp at Related imprt Nos. 24.144.'. 7x7x !

.ww Impact No. 4102

Etster Brief Dewription These impacts succest that pausve air cmhne_ systems o.uld he urni6cantly affected by

meteorolonical condtfions, panicularly wind, at the time the sysicms arv needed Terram afil destrnapecine scale tests

are sucrested to detennine systern efficacy,

9

|

I
Part 11. Characterliation of Type and Nature of Upgrade

Enter Enef Narratise __ he impacts surrest that pauive air emime mtetos may he affected by pres alent wind condit'"'b

in runicular, if wind is in such a <brection and of suc h a niarmtode th.tt natural convectisc wr(es are munteracted

The implication is that this SRP section should require a v alc rnodel test, taktginto consideration the terrain and
,

de(irn This will be nn interface pnsblem that will have to be resolved on a sitc4pecine b:ius

-

Is potential resarch itxheated? Yes X No

is potential rulemaking, regulatory guide
revision, or other regulatory action mdicated? Yes No X

Is potential codes /standar6 development indicated? Yes No X
_,

O
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|
|

| 3.8 Upst:nting for Future Designs;

i

| Upgrade Irnpart Aweument l'orin (continual)
!
! Part C . Idintification of Cortf1 kin

'

Conflict identified? Yes No X

:
!
' Conflicting impact Numbers
|-

Description of Conflict

|

|
|

|

i

Potential Resolution

i
i

)
|

|

I Rationalej

|

|

!
r
i _

!

4

j -- Is potential research indicated? Yes. No

e

is potential rulemaking, regulatory guide'

j revision, or other regulatory action Indicated? Yes No

i

| Is potential codeshtandards development indicated? Yes No _,_

Are there additional conflicts? Yes No
_

(Note: "Yes" to "fulditional conflicts" will require completion of another Part C.)

!
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4.0 Review and Approval of SRP Revisions,

a

This chapter contains the pnicedures to be followed in PRil approsed revisions are veuewed for consistencya

; reviewing and approsing revisions of the SRP developed with fonnat and procedural seguirrinents established
. ;

,

through implementation of the procedures prewnted in by this Implementmg Procedures thument (Sectmn
Chapter 3. 4 2). |,

'

i
| Chapter 4 h crganized as follows, and k sumtrwired in I urther NRC resiew necessary for the luuance of* '

Table 7. SRP revistom is accornphshed (section 43).
'

<

!
Draft SRP sections are reviewed by the PRil (Sectne !*

4. 0. j
|-

:
* ,

Table 7. Summary of Chapter 4 |
; -

'

_ - - - .- |-

Chapter 4 Sectiom Pages Description of Section Content |

Presents recomincuded pnicedures for me by the |Section M PRB Review of Draft 4.114 +

; Sections PRB in review mg drafi SRP sections for w hkh the !

PRH is responuble. i

Provith general guulance for the PRil's resiew.+ ,

i

| Section 4.2: Comistency Resiew 4.2-1 Presents pnredures for review of draft SRP*

: sections to ensure wmistency with the procedural i
I and fonnat requirernents of this implemenung i
I Procedur< . Document. |

PresentA pnwedures for editonal resicw of exh !=

draft SRP section. .

f

Proshb direction on how proposed SRP reusiom |; Section 43: NRC Review and 4.31 -

Approval are to be reviewed and approved iri accordancea

! with cuntut NRC pracuce
,

j _ - - __- ._.

i J

!
'

n

:

i !
'

!

I
.

!
t

I
!

1

!

i

, t

I
'

.

,

). l

!
t

:
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4.1 1>itti iceview or 1)rari siti> sections comrieram of resor r,ocedure,. Proceaure 3.7 or 3.8 ;

inmt be nunpleted for a particular SRP section before
,

4.1.1 Apprtmth this procedure tuay be implemented for that section. |

Draft SRP sections for inclusion in the SRP will only be Oieniew nf the Steps in 'Ihh Procedure
accepted from the PRB anNor omsidered a PRin paduet,
independent of who the PRil assigned to assist it in Different steps are ud 4r drafts prepared with
wriung the draft. Th-rde, the PRB must approve all contractor auistance ana drafts prepued by PRB or other
dntits before Owy are submitted for intimion in the SRP. NRC staff. liv enher case, the draft is rniewed for I

comittency. Costunents are appmpnately rewived, the i

11 should 'c noted that the intent of this section b to draft n te ised amadmply, the dntit h reviewed and
provide for ?RB review of draft SRP sectiom; where appoved by PRB management, and the draf t is
other procedures that require such a review currend) transmitted to the PTSB with all the required fonm
etkt, those procedures may be used in lieu of thn cornpleted. The primary thfferen(c between wntractor
procedure. The guidance provided in this procedure n aukted drafts and internally prepared drafts is in the f

genend in nature, recogninng that the PRih have resoludon of PRil comments. Although there may be '

developed their own methods based on the specific docusdon between PRil staff and contractors, PR11 staff
requirements associated with thett review areas, will make all decisions which are then impicmented by

,

_ _ contractor personnel, in the case of NRC stadf. prepared i

lt should be also noted that, in order to implement the draf tA, comments are resolved between reviewers and
Commiuion's Interim Pohey Statemera on hnproving preparers with the resuhing resolutiom being inwrporated

- Technical SpeciBcatiom iuued in February 1987, the in the draf t Fmally, the canpleted dialt is forwarded to
PRBs should comult the Technical Specificadom Branch the ITSB, it should be noted that a draf t SRP secuon
when the Acceptance Cnteria or review pnedurn of an mmt be accompmied by the appropriate completed i

SRP secdon could rdfect the plant's te(hnical forms,
speci6 canons. "

Hesults of ihh Procedure
4.1.2 Procedure for l'Illi iteview of Draft

SRP Sections The wrinen pnduct resuldng fmm the implementauon of
tM procedure is a PRB. approved draf t of an SRP-

Purpme and Scope of 'I hk Procedure uplated or upgraded secuan. Any intennediate iniew
drafts, comments, or conunent resoludom resulung fnen

The purpose of this procedure is to reownmend a review the review are the respomshihty of the PRil and are not
process for the PRB to review SRP drr.ft sections for mamtuned as part of the SRP Update and Development
which the PRD is respomible, and to provide general Prognim.
guidance for that review his procedure applies to
updated and upgraded SRP sections resulting from the Detailed Prmedure
SRP Update and De clopment Prornun, and it apphes to
a PRB only for those section for which it futs primary This secdon specifies the step by-step sequence to be i
responsibility. Obviously, the appheadon of this sec6on followed, grouped by directives (maior intermediate
by the PRB is a PRB dension. He caly pmgram output 0, to h: accomplished through a series of speofic

,

requirernent on the PRB is that it approve all draft SRP steps. Any or all of the following steps may be
secthm that it forwards to the PTSB for inclusion in die superseded by exhting pmcedurn that accomphsh the
revised SRP ar ! that all relevant evaluanon fonns in same goah. For any given SRP section, either Direc0ve
Chapters 3. 4,6, and 7 that are completed by the PRB 1 or 2 will apply, dependmg on the resources used in
assignee accompany the submitted draft. preparmg the draft section.

,

Prerequkites for Performing 'Ihh Procedure pirective 1: Perfonn rniew of draf ts prepared with
contractor assistance.

Technical Gilk and Knowledge Levels. The PRB wilt
perform this procedure, Step 1 Asugn the PRB staff member (s) resposible for

! tevicwing the dntf t and resolving comments,
Document Amitability. Supporting documentadon will
already have been provided to the PRB as a result of Step 2 Review the draft to emure that PRB objectives
implementation of Procedures 3.7 and 3,8. Addioonal are met Venry that the draft provides adequate
copies will be made available upon request. review guidarne, is technically antect, and is

4 1-1 NURIIG-1447
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4.1 I"(Il Reuew

consotent widi NRC and NRR pibcy and Step 4 Reuse the draf t, as necesury, to inturpsate
pros edures. Ensure that all appopnate fonns (oinment resolutiont
base been included.

Step 5 Reuew the reused draf t to ensure protwr
Step 3 Revne the draft, as necessary, to meorsvate die unplementation of reuew resultt !! crate Steps 4

results of the sniew. Reusions ...ay be inade by and 5 until the draf t n in a satnf actory fonn.
PRil staff, or the PRIl staf f may direct the
contractor to do so. Step b Proude the dntf t se(uon to thf Branth Ch6cl or

deuynated indnidu.d for appros al reuew.
$tep 4 Review the reused draft to ensure proper

implementation of reuew results. Iterate Steps 3 Step 7 Obt;un the tiranth Ciners or deugnated
and 4 until the draft is in a sausfactory lonn. mdniduali urnature aint date ori the SRP Draf t

Sc(tton T rarnmittal l'onn.
Step 5 Proude the draf t section to the tiranch Chief or

deugnated individual for appnmtl resiew. INettive 3: Fonuttd SRP sectmn drafI and awociated
fonns to the irlSB. -

Step 6 Obtrun the Branch Chief % or deugnated
individuars signature and the date on the SRP Step 1 Awetnble the f onns that were completed in
Draft Section Tranumttal Fonn. esahutmp unpasis an i draf tmp of the section

reuuon. the the Fonns Cheskhst to awure Out
Directive ?- Perfonn review of drafts prepared by PRB all fonns b:nc becn awcmbled

stall.
Sitp 2 Forward the draf t sectmn to the PISil, along

Step 1 Asugn the PRB stati member (s) respinsible for with the wmpleted Fonus Che(Lbst and all
renewing the drafi and resolung comments forna indicated on the Chettlist
The awigned renewer should not h:nc had
sigmficant irnolvement with the preparation of I orrns
the portion of the document being rnlewed.

Two fonns are awociated with the unplementation of this
Step 2 Renew the draf t to ensure that PRB objectives procedure. The SRP Draf t Secuon Transnnital Fonn is

are inct. Venfy that the draf t proudn adequate used by the PRB to transmo cotnpleted dratt SRP
review guidance, n technically wrrect, and a secuons to the Ir!SB for f urther protewing and to
consntent with NRC and NRR pilicy and document in reuew and apprmal of the draf t secuon.
pnx edures. The i ornu Checkint n used by the PRB to awure that all

suppirung fonns b.ne been awembled for tranumtial to -

Step 3 Resolve conunents between the reuewera) and the PTSB.
section preparerfst

O
NUtlEG-1447 4.1 2
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Il PRil Resicw

'*
- . A > e g:

T$ %91' Draft $ntion I rarnniittal l'orrn

D ,tatt of the SRP set tion inJacated tvlow. An d'af t h;n teen resiew n! and appnised in the PRB'Tutb- *'

Ahed art the appropnate completed fonns awwiaint with the scition subtnitted. St 4

SRP Scition Nu' uter

Date of Draf t ._

Narne of PRin

Signature

Date

|

|

+I,

i

'll'3 NURI.G.1447
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4.1 PRil Review

I'ornn Chetklist

O
SRP Sectmn Nurnter

section Updates (Procedure 3.7)

Revision Options Chetthst Fonn

Option Parer for SRP Sectwo

ResearcWRegulatory Acton Needs Fonnts) of uwd)

i
Draft SRP Sectmn Fonn '

SRP Draft Section Tr:untmtttd Fonn

Section Upgrades (Procedure 3.N) |
|

Upgrade Irnpatt Awessrnent onn5

Upgrate outline input Fonn
|

l'raade Outhne Report j
i

Research/ Regulatory Action Needs Fonnk) of used)

Draf t SRP Section Fonn
l
i

SRP Draf t Sectmn Transnuttal Fonn |

l

l

|
l

I

l

e
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4.1 PRin Resiew

llow to Complete the l'orm l'orms CherAlist

SRl' Draft Scrrion Transmittal Form The fonn ainskts of two parts; one is fir SRP section*

uplates per Pmcedure 3.7. one is im SRP section ,

(The entire form is nimpleted by the PRB3 upgrades per Prwrdure 31 Coniplcte either or both I

senkms depending on which h or are applicabic to
Enter the section number and date of the draft slong the draft (s) tring forwarded to the l'ISli,*

with the nr ' ef the PR11 (initials are sufficieno. I

Place an T' in ca.h blank as cah form is hated )*

The Branch Chief or desigtuted individual then sigm and included in the tratismittal p;alare. |
*

' and dater, the form.
|

loclude the cinthst fonn in the tramtmttal package '*

Attach the completed form to the draft desenhed on along with the other fonm. j*

i the fonn, and feard the package to the ITSB for

| further processing. |
i

:

t

!

|
,

i !
l

;
. ,

i
i

'
i

9 ;
|-

5

1
-

!

'
i,

r
4

'

4

P

,

| .

|
+

|
,

i

|

|

|

I !

|

|
F

|
.

| .

9 :
,

?

L
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4.1 PRin Review

Sample Completed i'orrm

SRP Draft Settlon I ranstnittal l'oren

Attathed is the PRil draf t of the SRP section indicated belaw llin drali h n bero seuewed aint altrineil by the PRil.
Aho attxhed are the appninate completed forins aswiatc d with the settiori subtnitted

SRP Section Nurnber 4 4 ?-C

Date of Draft t h!1 W2

Name of PR11 NRNR ,_. -

Signature

Date

e
o

.

C

O
NUREG-1447 4.1-6
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4.1 PRil Resiew

I'orrm Chettlist

SRP Section Number 4. 4 3

Section Uplates (Proculure 3.7)

Revistic Options Checkint Fonn N

Option Paper for SRP Secuon N

ResearWRegulatory Action Needs Fonn(o (if used) X

Draf t SRP Sectum Fonn N -

SRP Draft Section Trammitud Form N

Set tion Upgrades (Procedure 3.H)

Upgrade Impact Aswssment Form

Upgrade Oudine input Form

Upgrade Oudine Report

Researct/ Regulatory Action Needs Form (s)(if uwd>

Draft SRP Section Fonn

SRP Draft 3cction Transmitud Fonn

[

4.1-7 NUREG 1447
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4.2 Consistency RcVlew 4.2.2 Procedure for Performing Consistency
Hesiew

4.2.1 Approach
Purpme and Nope of t his Procedure

Procedure 4.1 provides for a technical and poHey review
of each SRP section uplate or upgrade by the PRB. This procedure ptosides ducction as to die conduct of the
Procedure 4.2 provides for a resicw of each section for consistency review of ca(h reused SRP section %n
cmsistency with fmnat and procedural requirements pnwedure willle apphed to all section drafts acceived
established by ttus implemenung Pmeedures Ihmnent, from PRiis af ter complenon of the PRB Review
The consistency review makes three determinations: (Pnwedure 4.1).
(1) whether the resised SRP secuon meets the
requirements set forth in this Implementing Pntedores Prtrequisites for Performing 'I his Prigedure
Document (pnmanly the ones included in ihrdures 3.7
and 3.8). (2) whether the revised SRP sect on is Jrchnical Mdh and Knowkdge 1.cirh. Perfonnance of
consistent with estabhshed format, and (3) whether the the requuements che(k will require a technical
revised SRP section meets baste editonal regmrements luckpnxmd and famihanty with the SRP atal the

,

requirements set forth in thn implementmg Pritedurn
Procedures 3.7 and 3.8 set forth the basic requuements thument. Perfonnarwe of the remairkler of tha

'
for the updating and upgrading of SRP sectiont These pnwedure wdl require the skills assiwiated with teshmcal
requirements include such items as the developinent of editmg and inhnic;d word processing.
Acceptance Cntena technical rationales, incorporation of
applicable issues such as probabilistic risk assessment and I)ocument AcallaMiry. %c documents (the SRP. the
indnidual plant counination concerns, presentation of implementmp thedures Document) necmary to
parameter values in metric and linglish units, and perform this procedure will be generally anulable, r

incorporadon of requirements approved by the PRB. avadabic from the SRP Reference Document Datah.tse
Most of the proce41ures precedmg Pncedures 3.7 and 3.8 treference doemnentst m .able from the SRP
develop supponing infonnauon and will not directly hlficauon Database (hsts of reference dtwuments). or
contnbute to this consistency check. Derefore, the first will be provided by the PRB, tdrafI SRP sectionu

,

check perfonned by tids pucedure is to determine Comistency analysts will need access to PRil appnned
whether the substantive requirements set forth in thts Option Papers and Upgrade Oudme Repons, imp:xt
implementing Procedures Document are addressed in each desenpuons Oncludmg bibliographic infonnanon
SRP section draft. asmaaied with thwuments from which impacts

onginated), and die Type I/ Type 11 deternunation
The second check perfonned in this procedure is to Onchkhng rauonale) associated with the SRP section
detennine whether each SRP secuon draf t is prepared in being renewed.
accordance with the established SRP fonnat. The fonnat
is established by Procedure 3.7 or 3.8. Within that Compkrion of Prior Prortdures. Procedure 4.1 will
format. it is also necessary to ensure consistency of need to be completed for any SRP sections to be
writing ayle and appmpriate level of detful. Certain subjected to the consistency review duccted by this
human factors improvements (to increase readability and pnwedure,
user friendliness') will be considered and incorporated at
this point, as approved by the PTSil. Oscrslew of the Steps in 't his Pnwedure

The final check to be perfonned will be an edaori:d This pnicedure specifies a two-step review process First,
review. His will include correcuon of misspelhngs, ri review of draft SRP section revisions against procedural
punctuation, and grarnmar. requirements included in this implemenung Pmeedures

Document is prformed. Any substantive deviations from
The PTSB has designated PNL to perform the consistency die requirements are provided to the PRB, w hich then
check for all draft updates ard upgrades. In cases where redrafts the sa C n revnion. This process is iterated imtd

' the draft is found not to meet the requirements estabhshed the draft is considered sausfactory. Den a format and
in this implemendng Pmcedures Document, it will editorial renew is conducted, and the draft is corrected
generally be returned to the PRB for rework. Format or acconhnply. The draft revision wdl, at this point be
cditorial correcdons will generally be performed by PNL ready for the formal NRC review and approval pnwess as( as part of the consistency check. discussed in the nest pnwedure (Pmcedure 4.3L

N
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4.2 Consntency Resiew

Results of Ihk Prucedure Step 5 Log the return of the redrnlied sc4 tion on Pan A.
B, or C, e appropnate, of tie Comktency

implementauon of this pnxedure w di result m draf t SRP Reuew I onn. Reuew the redraf t in hght of die
sectum reusiom that are ready to undergo the NRC preuous comments to detennine the :kicquacy of
review and approud process (Pnvedure 4.3L Sush dndu the redraft If the rniraf t is adequate, templete
will tncet procedural requiremnh, be mmutent with die Part A I), or C of the Consntency Renew Fonn.
estabbshed fonnat, and be editonally correct. Dependmy if it n unlequate, record the reason and repeat
on the number of iterauons that are required, intermediate Steps 3 through 5 until the draf t b adequate.
draf ts and awociated mmmenis inay aho result Then proceed to Direruve 3.

Detallnl Pnwedure Step 6 Indicate any ten-substantne mmments of the
Comntency Reuew Fonn. Resohe su(h

Thh secuon specifies the step by-step sequence to be comments by telephone with the F*th staff, and
followed, grouped by directises (m:0or intermediate make any necewtry inahficatiom to the sectum
outputO, to h' accomphshed through a series of specific draft.
steps.

Directne 3: Perform the comntency reuew regardmg
Directive 1: Make awirnrnents (respomibihty of Project tonnat and editorhd neesh,

Manager or Project Manager's designee).
Step i Renew the draf t SRP retnion to emure

Step i identify the analysta who udl be sespomible for con'onn:u ce with fonnat and nhtorud necdt
implemenung this procedure. Record the results of the reuew on Part D of the

Comotency Reuew Fonn.
Step 2 Rewrd awignments on d e Work Assignruent

Fonn (see Procedure 2.1). Step 2 Make any necewuy mnecuom to the section
draf t. Substanthe or technical changes are not to

Directive 2: Perfonn the consistency review regardmg be made at thh time. Complete Part D of the
implementmg Pnwedures Document Comistency Hesiew Form.
requirements for SRP resistons.

Step 3 If changes are made m Step 2 or if changes were
Step 1 Review the dr:.ft SRP revnion topdates arnt made in Direcuve 2. Step n, sobimi the reused

ut, grades) to ensure conformance with the draft to the PRB for approval. Prmide the PRD
pr wedural requirements set forth in this a marked up copy and reused copy to facihtate
Irnplementing Procedures Document. Complete its renew. Complete Part E of the Consistency
Part A, B, or C, as appropnate, of the Reuew Fonn.
Consistency Review Form; these parn contain a
resiew checkhst that will facihtate the reuew. Diret nye 4: Circulate draft SRP sectiom among the

PRfh for infonnation (PTSB respornibihty).
Step 2 Proceed to Step 3 if any substanthe commen,

result inun the reuew. Proceed to Step 6 it Step 1 Provide a copy of each mmpleted draft SRP
there are no substantive commer'ts. section to those PRih not involved in preparanon

of the draf t. Circulauon of drafts is for
Step 3 Return the draft section to die PRB, through the information and wordmation between die PRIh.

I'TSB, with a computer generated Request for
Redraft report. The Request for Redraft report l'orms
will contain the subst ntne comments m.g., the
elaboration of the Acceptance Critena t huical The smgle fann med to implement this procedure n the
ratiottdes was not provided) and a duc date for Consistency Review Form. Its purpose is to structure the
return of the redrafL mnshteney resicw and to control tedraf tmg of the

revnion. A computer generated report, the Request for
Step 4 Redraft the returned SRP (ection to resolve the Redraft report, k aho med in the trnplementation of this

comments noted on the Request for Redraft procedure. The Request for Rednut report k prepared by
report. Rcturn the redrafted section to PNL the SRP Mothlicauon Datatuse system, but contams some

| through the PTSB, by completing the Request for blanks to be completed by the PRB when it return the

| Redraft report and anaching it to the redraf t. redraf ted matenal.
PRB responsibihty)'

!
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|
|' <

!

{ 4.2 Consistency Kniew |
t

. Sample Forrut ;

Comhtency Retiew Forrn

.

3 Assigned Review Analyst !
,

t

i !
Work Auignment No. |,

|
|
,

,

Assigned Editor

I Work Assignment No, !
!
,

1
'

SRP Section No.
!

- !
Primary Review Ilranch

,

; PRB Contact ;_ _ _
, .

. Date Draft Sectkm Reviewed !
'

i
I

|

Type of Consistency Review:
,

Conventional Tecimology Update (Complete Part A) !

' Future Technohyy Upgrales (Complete Part f4)
!

ESRP U wiate (Complete Part C)l ,

,

Assigned Editor to Complete Part D
4

.
_

_
;

.

|
i

'

.

* |

i
j ..

t
!.,

i i'
'

t

i,

i
1.

,

.I

., ,

,

|

.

.
:
s

!
'
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4.2 Consistency Review

Cornktency lteslew I'orm (continued)

Part A . Itequirernents itesiew (Consentional 'l echnology l'pdates)

SRP Section No.

Name of Resiew Analyst

1. llave cach of the inyv. cts approsed for meluuon by the PRB actually tren uncorporated?

Yes No

2. liase the Acceptance Cntena requiremetits and guid.toce been accurately conserted into tabultt fonnai?

Yes No _

3. lias the technical rationale for the Acceptance Cntena tren prosided?

Yes No

4. liase Accept:mcc Critena pnwided m the Reuew Procedure subsecuon been tehwated to the Accertarwe Cnteria
subwetion?

Yes No .

$. IM the review procedures cover all Acteptance Cntena and amiated technical ranonales?

Yes No

6. Do the evaluauon fmdmgs reficct all Acceptance Cntena and tethincal ratmnales, particutuly any added :n a result 01
identified impacts?

Yes No

7. Ila.s the nppropnate Implernentatioit discussion been mcluded!

Yes No

X. llave all pertinent relcrences been adJed? Are all references properly cited m the settmn text? h a separate
bibliography included for Accept mcc Cntena technical ranonales?

Yes No

9. Will SRP section revivons, as draf ted, tetain the same Type I/ Type 11 deterndnanon reac hed in 1%vedure 3.7?

Yes No

Comments

O
NUREG 1447 4.2-4
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4.2 Comistency Resicw [
i >

h Comhtency Reslew I'orm (continued) |

- l' art A Requirements Hesiew (Comentional'Icchnology 11 plates)

l.
Date Conunents Iharded to PRH |,

l I
.

<

| Date Redmft Received frtun P.".B !
'

:

I

j Comment Satisfactorily Resolved? Yes No :

l
'

'
,

'

Review Analyst's Signature , j

i

! Date of Consistency Review [
i

,! - ,

'

i

1
'

i
!

i !
, ,

k

!O !
>

-

j. ,--

[ .- i
2 e

1
'

i. |
1

.

f

I
!

i

;

|

1

i-

,

i

!.

,

'

|

.
I

i- .I
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i

| 4.2 Consistency Resiew
!

Comistency Resicu l'orrn (continued)

l' art 11 Requirernents Hesleu (l'uture 'lechnalog) l'pgrades)
,

|
| SRP Section No.

Name of Reuew Analyst

|

1. liase each of the unpacts in the PRB approsed upgrade p.xkage actually been itworgurated!
|

Yes No

2. llave the Acceptance Criteria recuirements and guilmce been accuratcly converted into, or descloped m, tabular
fonnat?

Yes No

3. lias the techmeal rationale for the Acceptance Cntena been prouded?
,

Yes No

4. Do the review procedures coser idl Acceptance Cnteria and associated technical rationales?

.

Yes No

5. Do the evaluation findings reflect all Acceptance Cntena and technical rationales, particularly any added as a rewit of
iJentified impacts?

Yes _ No

6. lias the appropnate I nplementation do.cuuion been included!

Yes No

7. llave all pertinent references been ailded? Are all refercoces properly cited in the secuon test? Is a separate
bibliography included for Acceptance Cotena technical rationales?

1

Yes No *

|

Comments

,

9:
NUREG-1447 4.2-6
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4.2 Cons stency Kniew

Comhtency Resiew I'orru (uintinued)

Part 11 Ruiulrernents Reiiew (l'uture 'lethnology L'pgrades)

Date Comments IWwarded to PR11

Date Redraf t Recened fnun l'Ril

Conunent Satisfactonly Rewhed? Yes No

Review Analyst's Signature
_

_

Date of Condstency Resiew

|

_

_

4.2-7 N11RI:G 1447
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4.2 Conshtency Review

Comhtency Resiew I'orm (continued)

Part C . Requiremet. s Reslew (13RP l'F ates)l
,

SRP Secuon No. I

Name of Resiew Analyst

1. Iho ceneral refonnatting been properly acoimphshed?

Yes No

2, llave each of the impacts or the upgrade gnLage approsed for inclusion by the PRil actually been incorpirated? i

Yes No

3. lias the Areas of Review subsection incorporated the contents of the Reuew loputs WnuronmetN Report Secuom,
Enuromnental Resiews, and Otherk Review Outputs. Purpose and Scope, and input to Environinental Statement

1

(interf ace requirements) t,ubsections in the ohl ESRP fonnat?

Yes No

4. Has the Acceptance Criteria subsecuon incorp> rated the contents of the Reuew Inputs (Standards and Guides) and
Evaluation subsecuons in the old ESRP format?

O.Yes No '

5. llave the Acceptance Cntena requirements and guid;une been accurately converted into, or developed m. tabular
format? '

Yes No

6. Has the technical rauon:de for the Acceptance Cnteria been prouded?

Yes No
,

7. lias the Reuew Procedures subsection incorporated the contents of the Required Data and infonuauon and the
Analysis Procedures in the old ESRP fonnat in the proper new format?

:
J

Yes No

8. lias the Evaluations Findings subsecuon incorpirated the es ~ents of the Input to Environmental Statement tiess the
mterface requirement 0 in the old ESRP fonnat?

Yes No

9 lias the appropnate implementauon discussion been included?

Yes No

O
NUREG 1447 4.28
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!- !
4.2 Consistency Resiew |

(' .

IConsistency Hetlew Foren (t<witinued)
t

!

! Part C Heyviremente Heslew (l:SHl' l'pdates) ',,
!- I
4

I i
| 10. llave all pertinent references been added? Arc all references properly cued iti the section text? 15 a separaic ;

ibibliography included for Accept:tuce Cnterta technical rationales?
; |
i |
| Yes No '
,

' ;

i

!Comments
!'
>

1

1

! !
. >

i I

:
,

. Date Comments Forwarded to PR11'

!
'

! -i
!

-

j - Date Redraft Received from PRil- ;

! Comment Satisfactenly Rewived? -Yes No -t
;,

- s

Review Analyst's Signature
!

I |

) Date of Consistency Review ,,

!

: ;

;

I 5.
.

I -

. I
;.

-

4

| D

5 I

!. i

. ,

f
4

{ i

;

.

t

'
.

!G :

,
.

F

i
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a

| 4.2 Conustency Rniew
1

)
J Cornhteno lleileve l'orm 4outinued)

Part D l'orntat/Dlitorial liesitu
i

1

] SRP Section fio. ___ __,

i

Ghtor __

,

.

is draf t wnststent with standard fonnat as <pecifie.1 o hwedure 3.7 or 3.X!1,

1

Yes No
_

2. liase all paranieter values been (vesented in toth cetsw av 'nglish unitA7

Yes No
,

i '

Comments _
_

Conectiom h.we twen unle?

Yes No
-

i

|

I
,

| 3. En an editorial reuew teen perfortned ;unt h:ne correction- been in;ule?s
I

Ycs No

:

Editor's Signature

Date of Editonal Reuew

,

et

,

O
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i
4.2 Cotnistaury Renit W

i
i

Combtency Hesiew I'orm (runtinued)

Part I; I'Ril Regicw of Non ~lnhnical Changr$<

f
-E

[ Note: When format / editorial changes are inade or whru new substantive wmments are idenufied and telephone
! tesoLtions are sufficient uw the following to document PRil apprmal.]
I
!
e

i
I

| SRP Section No._

.i
Revised Draft Sent to PRB for Approval klate) .

,

i

|
< I

| PRB Approval Rctcived itiate) _

i

I :

| Approver's Name ._.. {
|

- i

!- |
i .I
i

t

: I

|- ;

!
'

i-
t !

I

.j
-

i

|
|

! i

|
'

! |'

|- j
| :
|

'

!
|.

;

|
.

!

!
,

!
|

'

i ,
, ,

i !

!.
,. ,

| i
. ,

-

,

'
t

( .-
, >

! i

L9 !
|

i i

|=

L
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4.2 Consistency Resiew

Hequest .or Hedraft

O'
To

,

l~ rom
_.

Date
_ _ _ _ .

The draf t revision to SRP Sxdon prosided to die irfSIl by (PRil mituds), dated , has been found to
cont un cert;nn potential dis.5egvmeies he potential dncrepricies are bnefly dewnhed as follows:

_

.

Pleaw incorporate the above items in a redraf t of the SRP section, and proude the redraf t to the IrfSil by klate).

To G'TSil contacti _
,

From (PRB nuttals') e
Attached is the requested redraf t of SRP Section The roirafted portions base been reuewed within the
(PRil initials) to the wme .;t ndards as the ongmal draf t prosided preuoudy.

Authorized Signature Date , f. , ,

.

O
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4.2 Consntency Reucw

llow to Complete the l'orrns untmg style, lesci of det.ul, amt any hunnui f actors
tonudemtmos by plaung an "X" af ter tie "Yes" or

Cornhrency Retirw Turm "No" responv, as approprtate, to Question 1.

The editor sennes that all parameter udues base tecnUpon receipt of a draft section reusion from the PRB +*

(through the PTSB), the project cle:L completes the specified in inctnc atxt Enghsh umts arkt phwes ari
first page by entering the names of the awgoed "X" in the "Yes" or "No" respmse, as appropriate, to
renew analyst and editar ar>J the respectne work Quesuon 1
assigntrent numbers, the SRP secuon nwnber, the

A "No" answer to Qaestmn 1 or 2 requucs aninittah of the PRB, 'he n.une of the PRB contet for +

the SRP section (this will be avadable from the SRP explorat on of the autorc of the pniblem and how it n
Modification Databaset and the date recched (in to be re3obed.
MM/DD/YY format). The type of SRP secuon

Upm compleung crrectaan to the draf t section. thereusion is indicated by placmg an 'X" in the correct *

bhtnk. editor piates an *X* af ter the "Yes" answer to the
"Correctiom tuve been uude" quesuon. A "No"

The renew analyst completes Parts A, B, or C, answer may be used if the correcuon must be defened+

dependmg on the blank checked at the bottom of the for some reason. rmd the tonn wdl be maintinned in
first page of the form. Only one of these parts will he an actne status unut a "Yes" n indicaird at a later
completed en each fonn. time.

Upon compleuon of the editon.d renew and theParis A. R and C +

making of any necessary onrecuons m the draf t. the
The review analyst mnwers each questhm in Part A. renewer wdl indicate a "Yes" in response to Quesuon+

B, or C with an "X" afTr the "Yes" or *No" response, 3. A *No" answer will be fundled m a manner
as appropnate. Any "No" wwweits) requires the sinnlar to that for a "No" answer to the 'Correcoorn

-

review axdyst to summarire comsnent(s) in suf Baent hase been made" quesuon.
detail to allow the PRR to perfonn a redraf t of the
sec tion. Parte

The project (lerk completes Part E by entenny theThe review analyst or project clerk enters the date Itut +*

comments are forwarded to the PRB. date that the fucd draf t is returned to the PRil for
approud, the date on w hich PRB approud is retened,

The review analyst enters *N/A" if non-substantae and the n;une of the authonnd PRB representatne*

comments were identified and resobed or no who approses the final draf1 are recorded.
comments resulted from the review,

PRR approud is requested for changes made in the*

The project clerk enters the date that the redraft is resolution of nonaubstantne comments and for*

recen ed. (hanges male as a result of the fornutleditonal
review. A marked-up copy and final copy are sent to

The review analyst inihcates sausfactory resolutma by the PRB for its reuew,*

placmg an "X" after the *Yes" or "No" answer, as
appropnate. A "Yes" answer terminates the techmcal Request for Redraft
pomon of the cornistency review. A "No" answer

Most of the mfonnatmn on thn repirt is pnnided byrequires that the process be repeated and documented *-

on another copy of the appheable part of the form, the project deri or review analyst usmg the computer
based on infonnauon entered in the cunktency,

TU comment / resolution cyde will repeat as many resiew and other mfonnat on already available in the*

tirnes as necessary unut a "Yes" answer is made under SRP Mothfication Datahne.
satisfactory resolation.

The PRB wtil proude the signature and date at the*

Part D bottom of the report upon retum of the rt JrrJted
sectlorL

The editor completes Part D. The editor indicates+

satisfactory fonnat and editorial content. includmg

4.2-13 NUREG-1447
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-

4.2 Consistency i.esiew

Sample Cornpleted l'orms

Comistency Resiew I'orm

Anigned Review Analyst Wilma Weston
,

Work Awignment No. 5295

Anigned Editor Candc' Jemen
..

Work Auignment No. $296

SRP Secuon No. 42 B

Primary Resiew Branch SRXB

PRH Contact Jeffrev Yount

Date Draft Section Reviewed 05/15/91

Type of Consistency Resiew:

Convenoonal Technology Upd;tte (Complete Piut A)

,X Future Technology Upgrades (Complete Part B)

ESRP Update (Complete Part C)

Auigned Editor to Complete Past D

O
NUREG 1447 4.2-14
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>

t
4.2 Cornistency Heuew i

>

Cornbtens "ailew I'orm kontinued)

9 l' art il . Ihttuirements Hesleu (l'uture Technolog3 Upgradn) ;
'

i .

!

SRP Secuou No. 4.2 B +

i
Name of Review Analyst Wdma Weston !

!

1. Have each of the impacts in the pRB approved upptade pacLige t.ctual!y been incorporated ? |

Yes . - No X

2. Have the Acceptance Critetta requirements and guidance been accurately converted into, or developed in, tabular
format?

Yes X No
t

3. Has the technical radonale for the Acceptance Cntena been provided?
.

Yes No X ,
,
I

4 Do the review praedures cover all Acceptance Cntena and awwinted technical rauonales?

Yes X No

G 5. ' Do the evaluadon findings reflect all Acceptance Criteria and technical rationales, particularly any added as a result of
idenufied impacts?

Yes X No
.

$

6. Has the appropriate Implementa00n dncussion been included?
,

-Yes X No
;

7. Have all pertinent references been added? Arc all references properly cited in the sec00n text? h a separate
bibliography included for Acceptance Criteria technical rationales?

Yes X No
_

! Comments A technteal rationale in the Acceptance Cnteria subvetion was mg provided. Approved impact 2345 was not
,

I

incorporated.

, -

,

9
4.2 15 NUREG 1447
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|

,

4.2 Consistency Resiew

|
Cornistency Hesiew I'or m (continued)

Part il Hequiremenh Reslew (l'uture 'lethnology l'pgradeo

|
'

Date Comments Fcoarded to PRI1 05/2W _

Date Redraf t Received frorn PRD (rs/2F A;1

Ceminent Satisfactonly Resolved? Yes No X

Review Andpt's Signature
_

Date of Conustency Reuew

&

O'
NUREG-1447 4,2-16
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4.2 Consistency Hesiew [
;

Cornistency Hesien l'orm (continued)

l' art 11 - Requirements Resiew (l'uture 'lechnology l'pgrades) ',

1

SRP Secuan No. 4 2-11 ,

Name of Review Analyst Wdma Weston
,

I

1. llave cach of the impacts in the PRIl. approved upgrmle palage actually been incorpirated?

Yes No 1 !
r

2. llave the Acceptance Criteria requirements and guidance been accurately converted into, or descloped in, tabutu
totmat?

fYes X No

3. Ilas the technic:d rationale for the Acceptance Critena been provided7
,

Yes X No ?

4 Do the rev cw procedures cover all Acceptar.cc Cntena and awiciated tec' nical rationales?

Yes X No

9 5. Do the evaluation findings renect all Acceptance Criteria and technical rationales, parucularly any added as a result of;

identified impacts?

Yes X No

6. llas the appropriate implementation discuwion been included? ;

Yes X No [

7, llave all pertinent references been added? Are all references properly cited in the setoon text? Is a vparate
_

bibliography included for Acceptance Criteria technical rationales?
,

Yes X No
|

Comr ents Approved impact 2345 was not incornirated.

,

I-

4.2 17 NUREG-1447
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4.2 Consistency Res 6ew

Conshtency Hesiew I'orm f rontinued)

l' art 11 Ibsjulrements Heilew (l'uture 'ledinology l'pgradeu

Date Commenu Ftsvardett to PRii (WTONt _

Date Redraft Received tran PRH 07/15N1

Comment Sat (facionly Resobed? Yes X No

Review Analyst's Signature

Date of Consistency Resicw

e

| 9
NUREG-1447 4.2-18
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l
l

4.2 Comistency Review

Comhtency Re5iew Form (continued)

O ' Part D . Format / Editorial Review .

- SRP Section No. 4.2-B

Editor Candace Jensen

1. Is draft consistent '<ish standard format as specified in Procedure 3.7 or 3.8?

Yes No X

2. Have all parameter values been presented in both metric and Enginh units?

Yes X, No

.. Comments References were provided out of scouence with their citatiom in the SRP section, References need to be

reordered.
.

Corrections have been made?

\ Yes X No

- 3. lias an editorial review been performed and have corrections been made?

Yes X No

Editor's Signature

Date of Editorial Review

L

l
(

|
l

|
4.2-19 NUREG-1447
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4.2 Consistency Review

Comhtency Hesiew I'orm (continued)

Part E PRH Review of Non Technical Changes

[ Note: When fonnat/ editorial changes are made or when new substantne comments are nientified and telephone
resolutions are suf0cient, use the following to document PRB approval.]

SRP Section No. 4.2-B

Reused Dmit Sent to PRB for Approsal hiate) m/15N3

PRB Approval Received hiate) 09/15N3

Approser's Name Jeffrev Younc
_

O

O
NUREG-1447 4.2 20
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4.2 Consistency Review

Request for Hedraft

1

To SRXIL Jeffrey Younc
_ _ ___ _ __ ___ _

From I'TSB| Donna Easterly
___ ___ _ _____ _ __

Date May 25,1993
_

___

The draft revision to SRP Section 4.2-B provided to the l'TSB by SRXB, dated May 15,1993, has been found to contain
certain potential discrepancies The potential discrepancies are bnefly desenbed as follows:

- A technical rationale for the Acceptance Criteria subsection was not trosided. Annntved_ impact 2345 was__not

incorporated.
__ _ _ .___

__

. - _ _ _
_

P; ease incorporate the above items in a redraft of die SRP section, and provide the redraft to the PTSB by June 6,1993.
.

To (PTSB contact) I'TSB, Donna Eastertv
_ _

From (PRB initials) SRXB, Jeffrey Yotme
_ _ _

\

Attached is the requested redraft of SRP Section 4.2-B. The redrafted portions have been reviewed within the _ _ (PRB

initials) to the same standards as the original draft prosided previously.

' Authorized Signature Date-

__

,

k
s
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43 NRC Review and Approval operanonal area of conaru me experience m the use and

4.3.1 Approach
Document Availability. In genend, necetaary reference

This procedure addresses the vanous reviews and documents will be availaNe through die SRP Reference
approvals that are required ir. order to issue SRP sections Document Database or will be available from the
included are NRC management. the Committee to Review implementation of pmvious procedures. The FTSB, with
Generic Requirements (CRGR), the Advisory Committee assistance from PNL, will make hard copies of documents
on Reactor Safeguards (ACRSh and Commissic<t reviews avmlable upon request.
and approvals and provision for any required public
comments and comment resolution. This prwedure Completion of Prior Procedurn. Pmeedure 4.2 will
reflects current NRR practice and guidance, in particular need to be completed prior to perfonnance of thn
NRR Office Letter No. 800, dated November 24,1937. procedure.
It ir, the intent of the SRP Update and Development
Program that for re',iew purposes, revised or new SRP Oursiew of the Steps in This Procedure.
sections will be grouped into " revision packaget," cach of
which will genendly address one SRP chapter. Review Updates and upgrades are resiewed by appropriate NRR
sheuld be facihtated by the fact that the revisions to the divisions, the Office of Genend Comel, the CRGR, the
SRP made as a result of the SRP Update and ACRS, the Commission, and all comments are addressed.

Development Program will neither dd to nor subtract The reshion n then noticed in the Federal Reekter for
from regulations or posiuons of the Agency. For current pubhc comments, pubhc comments are resolved, and the
reactor designs, the revised SRP will only include existing resised SRP section is subjected to the same NRC
requirements. For future reactor designs, the revised SRP reviews mut approvals noted above,
will follow specific certineauon rules.

Results of Thh Procedure
Responsibiliues for implemen6ng this procedure will
follow the direction provided in NRR Office Letter No. Written Product. Written praluets resuldng from the
800. In general, the ETSB will be responsible for overall implementr an of this procedure wdl include various
management and oversight of the review and approval resiew packages, status reports, Federal Register nouces
process (inchuling tracking progress) and reporting and appmved versions of SRP section revisions along
progress to NRR management. The PRBs will be with comment resolution and appmval histories.
responsible for preparing update and upgrade review
packages for the CRGR, the ACRS, the Commission, and Other. Other results include presentations to the CRGR
public comment; making CRGR presentations; resolvmg and others, as requested.

public comments; revising secdon drafts; and coordmating
wi.h interfacing NRR divisions and branches. The SRBs Detailed Procedure
will provide technical support to the PRBs as requested
by the PRBs, but at a minimum will have an opportunity This section specifies the step-by-step sequence to be
to review and comment on all drafts followed, grouped by directives (major intemiediate

outputsh to be accomplished thmugh a series of specific
4.3.2 Procedure for Obtaining NRC Review steps. It is intended that thk procedure will be

and Approval implemented on a " revision package" basis, generally
consisung of one SRP chapter.

Purpose and Scope of This Procedure
Direcove 1: Obtain intemal NRC reviews / approvals for

'
This procedure provides direcuan as to how proposed revised or new SRP secuont
revisions to the SRP are to be reviewed and approved;
this direc00n reflects current NRC prachce as stated in Step i Record the accomplishment of each milestone on
NRR Office Letter No. 800. The scope of this procedure the Review / Approval Status Form, (ITSB
includes all proposed SRP revisions. responsibility with assist:mee from PNL.)

Prerequisites for Performing This Procedure Step 2 Prepare a dndt SRP revision package mdudmg a
draf t memorandum to the CRGR for the' ~

Technical Skills and Knowledge loels. Much of this signature of the Director, NRR, that summarues
procedure will be implemented by NRC staff. Contractor and explains the need for the revision.
persormel should have everdse m the design or

43-1 NUREG.1447
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4.3 NRC Review

Step 3 Forward the draft revision package to approprute Step 12 Piovide the revision package to the Commission
NRR divisions, other technical offices, and the for review and approsal. (PRB respeibihty)
Office of General Counsel for resicw, Resolve
comments to the extent possible. (PRB Step 13 Make any presentations and proude any other
responsibility 3 support as directed by the Commission. (PRB

responsibihty.)

Step 4 Forward the revision package to the PTSB,
includmg comments, resolutions thereof, and any Step 14 Resolve any Commiwion comments and
divergent views that could not be resolved. direcutes and redraft the SRP secnon resision, as

(PRB responsibility.) required, and forward the revised rew. ion
package to the 14SB. (PRB responsibihty.)

Step 5 Forward the revision package to the Director,
NRR, at least four weeks pnor to the scheduled Directive 2: Obtun and resolve pubhc comment.

submission to the CRGR. (PTSB will coordinate
this activity with assistance from PNL3 Step 1 Assemble the revision package, prepare a Federal

Recister Nouce of Intent to revise the SRP, and

Step 6 Support any dry run CRGR presentauons forward the Federal Renister notice to the
requested by the Director, NRR, and revise the Disision of Freedom of Infonnation and
revision package and transmittal memorandum in Publications Services under the signature of the

accordance with any comments and instruchons Bnmch Chief, ITSB. Also forward the prop sed
frotn the Director, NRR. (PRB responsibihty.) SRP revision to the Division of intonnation

Support Services for repnxtuction and

Step 7 Once the Director, NRR, has approved the distnbution for pubhc comment. OTSB
resision package, schedule a meeting with the responsibihty with assistance from PNL)
CRGR. Transmit the package, with the
memorandum signed by the Director, NRR, to Step 2 Assure entry of public comments received inio
the CRGR. (PTSB will coordmate this activity the SRP hkwlification Database, a irwar,

with assistance from PNL) comments to PRBs for resoluuon. O TSB
responsibihty with assistmcc from PNL3

Step 8 Make necessary presentations to the CRGR and
resolve any CRGR comments. Prepare a Step 3 Resolve each substmtive comment, making the
response to CRGR comments for transmitud by necessary moditications to the draft SRP section
the Director, NRR, withm one week of receiving revision. Mamtain a record of comment
the comments. (PRB responsibility.) resolutions and accomp;mying SRP changes.

Prepare a final revision package. Forward the -

Step 9 Prepare a memorandum to the ACRS, over the final revision package, along with comment
signature of the Director, NRR, transmittmg the resolution records, to the FTSB. tPRB

revision package. The memorandum should responsibihty3
summan7e the revision, explain the need for the
revision, and include the regulatory r.nalysis. Step 4 Enter comment resoluuon records into the SRP
Forward the draft memorandum to the FTSB. hkidification Database. Enter the final section
(PRB responsibility 3 reusion into the Updated SRP Databa.se. (PTSB

responsibihty with assistance from PNL.)
Step 10 Review the draft memorandum, resolve any

comments with the PRB, obunn concurrence of Direcove 3: Obtain final internal NRC
NRR's ACRS coordmator, obtain the signature of reuews/ approvals.
the Director, NRR., and forward the
memorandum and revision package to the ACRS. Step i Repeat Direcuse 1, Steps 3 through 14, for the
(PTSB will coordmate with assistance from final section revision package, Responsibilities

PNL.) remam as indicated in those steps.

Step 11 Support any presentations to the ACRS, rusolve Step 2 Uglate the SRP Nkxhficanon Database and SRP
any ACRS comments, modify the resision Update Database with appropnate infonnation
package, amt forward the package to the liSB. resulting from implementation of Step 1.
(PRB responsibility 3 Maintam the Onal revision package for

NUREG-1447 4.3-2
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4.3 NRC Review.
.;

proecssing in accordance with Procedurc 5.0, Forms.
(I'TSB responsibihty with assistance from PNL.) _ _ _ _

;

The single form used to implement this procedure is the J

Step 3 . Upon cornpletion of Procedure 5.0, prepare a Review / Approval Status Form, The pmpose of this form

Federal Recister notice of SRP revision and is to allow tracking of formal review and approval for i

forward the notice to the Division of Freedom of each SRP section and to provide a vehicle for entering -

Information and Publications Services tmder the . status information into the SRP Modification Database,

signature of the Branch Chief, PTSB, (irfSB
responsibility with assistance from PNL.)

9

&

J

3

3

\

1
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43 NRC Review

Sample form

Resiew Apprmal Status Form

SRP Section Nos.

I

Complete milestone history to be presented? Yes No

Milestone Date Completed
CRGR Review

I

, rimtl draft of SRP section revision provided to PRB:
!

PRC cover memo to CRGR drafted, resision package completed,
package sent to l'TSB:

4-

Revision package forwarded to Directtr, NRR:

,
CRGR meeung held:

!

CRGR comments resolved:

i
.

ACRS Review

Draft ACRS memorandum forwarded to FYTSB:

ACRS memorandum transmitted:
|

l ACRS comments resolved:

Commission Review

Revision package forwarded to Commission:

Commission comments resolved:

Public Comment

Federal Register nonce sent to Division of Freedom of
Infortnation and Publications Services:

Federal Recister notice published:

Public comment response date:

Public Comments resolved:
i

i
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4.3 NRC Resicw 1

Review Approval Status Form (continued)

/
.- (j

Milestone Date Completed

Second CRGR Review

PRB cover memo to CRGR drafted, revision package completed,

package sent to PTSB:-

Revision package forwarded to Director, NRR:

CRGR meeting held:

CRGR comments resolved:

Second ACRS Review

Draft ACRS memorandum forwarded to I*TSB:

ACRS memorandum transmitted:

ACRS comments resolved:

Second Commission Review

( Revision package forwarded to Commission:
N

- Commission commen's resolved:

Final Draft Complete:
_

Public Comment

Federal Register notice sent to Division of Freedom of
Information and Publications Services:

Federal Reeister notice published:

. Comments

4.3-5 NUREG 1417
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4.3 NRC Review

Ilow to Complete the Form data will be recorded in the SRP ModtGeation Datahaw
foi cach of the SRP sections indicated on the Grst line of

Enter the SRP section numbers for those se. cons the form. Data for more than one milestone may bea

whose status is being updatett Any number of section entered at one time, if an enuy is made for a milestone
numbers may be entered at one time. that already has a date entered for it, the computer will

noufy the person entenng the data and request
Answer the question as to whether the complete connrmation before making the date chanye.*

milestone history should be prosided by placing an
"X" after "Yes' or "No " A "Yes" response will cause A conunent field is prosided at the bottom of the-

the computer to fillin as nuny of the "Date fonn. Any comments entered m this field wdi be
Completed" blanks as dcta in the SRP Modification hnked to the milestonefs) for wluch new data has just
Database will support. A "No" response, w hich is the been entered.
default response, will result in all blanks being left
blank. This feature will only be available if one and Enter an "N!A" or any milestones that are not.

only one SRP section is indicated; muluple secuoni appheable to the reuew and approval of SRP scenon
would likely hase different histories which could not update 3, thus makmg it clear that the milestones do -

be presented on the fonn. This question does not not apply. The computer will add an "N/A' in any
have to be answered. bl:uiks for which a date has not been entered and a

subsequent milestone h1s had a date entered, but only
Proceed to the correct milestone and enter the date on after notifying the uer and requesting confinnation.*

which that milestone was accomphshed. The new

O

.

k

O
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43 NRC Resiew

Sample Completed Form,

I,

\_) Resiew Apprmal Status Form

SRP Secuon Nos. 7.2-D

Complete milestone history ta he presented? Yes X No

Milestone Date Completed

CRGR Review

Final draft of SkP secuan revision prosided to PRB: OMn/93 -

PRB cover memo to CRGR drafted, resision pacLige completed,
08/12/93package sent to PTSB: g

Reusion package forwarded to Director, NRR: Ox/15/93

CRGR meeting held: 1002/93

CRGR comments resolved: 10/15/93

f%
f ACRS Resiew
v

Draft ACRS memorandum forwarded to l'TSB: 1006N3

ACRS memorandum transmitted: 10T30/93

ACRS comments resolved: 12A L*!93 -

.

Commission Resiew

Revision package forwarded to Commission: N/A

Commission comments resolved: N/A

Public Cominent

Federal Recister nouce sent to Diusion of Freedam of
Information and Publicauons Servises: 12/15/93

F.Jeral Recister nouce published: 01/01/94

Public comment respome date: 04/01/94

j',, \ Pubhc Comments resolved: on/olN4
\ !
~J
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43 NRC Review

Resiew Apprmal Status form (continued)

O
Milestone Date Completed

Second CRGR Review

PRB cover memo to CRGR drafted, resision package completed,
package sent to PTSB: 405N4

Revision package forwarded to Director, NRR- OhAWN4

CRGR meeting held: OS/10N4

CRGR comments resolved: OC4N4_

Second ACRS Review

Draft ACRS :nemorandum forwarded to FTSB: 09/10/94

ACRS memorandum transmitted; (N/I4N4

ACRS comments resobed: 11/01N4

Second Commission Review

Revision package forwarded to Commission: N/A

Commission comments resolved: N/A

Final Draft Compicte: 11/0IN4

Public Comment

Federal Register nouce sent to Division of Freedom of
Information and Publications Services: OlnlNS

federal Recister notice published: 02/15N5

Comments The Commission has direc:ed that SRP sections pertainine to this reactor type will not be resiewed by the

Commission in a memo to the EDO, dated Januarv 15,1903

-

O
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5.0 Integration of tlie SRP
,

4

This chapter, summarized in Table 8, provides procedures
- for compiling the various SRP sections into an integrated
SRP. |

Table 8. Summary of Chapter 5

Chapter Description of Chapter C4mtent -
t

Presents procedures for incorporating all SRPChapter 5: Integration of the SRP +

sections into an integrated whole.
Operates on only those SRP section revisions that*

have been reviewed and approsed under Procedure

4.3 and other SRPs that have been reviewed and
approved when this procedure is implemented.

5.1 Approach - of previous procedures. Individual sections will be
loaded intc the Updated SRP Database in accordance with

By the time this procedure is implemented, groups of organizadonal directives already established in other

- approved, revised SRP sections (or perhaps the entire set procedures. The SRP table of contents will be updated.

. of approved, revised SRP sections) will be available. An SRP distribution methodology will be developed and
implemented. Finally, as the SRP nears completion, a

The revised SRP sections from NUREG-0800 will be review of the overall document will be performed to

- integrated into a single SRP. At present, it also appears identify any areas where improvement is needed (e.g.,

that the ESRP and the SRP and ESRP for license renewal _ missing review areas, inconsistent appmaches),

will be compiled into a single, integrated SRP along with
the NUREG-0800-based SRP. Other types of SRPs may 5.2 Procedure for Integration of the SRP
also be included.

Purpme and Scope of This Procedure
in support of future mamtenance of the SRP, the SRP
Update and Development Program is developing an This procedure provides direction for incorporaung all
automated SRP system known.as the Updated SRP - SRP sections tnto an integrated whole. His procedure

Database. This system will be used as a full-text storage will operate on only thow SRP section revisions that have

system for the revised and integrated SRP, and it will been reviewed and approved under Procedure 4.3 and

provide useful tools to facilitate use of the SRP and other SRPs that have been approved at the tune of
,

future revisions to it. There will be a read.only mode implementation of this procedure.
4

that will allow anyone with access to the database to read
the SRP in electronic format and have direct access to - Prerequisites for Performing This Procedure

electronic versions of documents referenced in the SRP.-,

There will be an interactive mode for authorized Technical Skills and Knowledge Lerels. The various

individuals that will allow such individuals to set markers tasks covered by this pnxedure require different skills.

in the electronic text to indicate t.eeds for revision to the Incorporation into the Updated SRP Database requirrs
SRP, The markers will carry such infonnation as the famiharity with word processing and the Updated SRP

locanon of the problem area within the SRP, the name Database system. The overall document review requires

- and telephone number of the individual setting the a tecimical background, familiarity with the SRP as
marker, and comments regarding the nature of the revised, and workmg knowledge of licensing procedures

problem. De Updated SRP Database will interface with and technical issues.
the SRE Modification Database so that markers placed in
the SRP clectronic text can be processed and managed by Document Availability. He perform:mee of the overall

staff responsibic for maintaining the SRP. review called for by this procedure will require the
availability of all, or at least a majority, of the individual

Tbc approach to be used in this procedure is quite SRP sections that are to be integrated.

. straightforward. Approved, tevised SRP sectitms will
already be in correct format as a result of implementation

5-1 NUREG-1447
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5.0 SRP Integradon

Completion of Prior Proce<iurra. Tbe completion of Step ? Update the SRP table of contents and perfonn
Procedure 4.3 for any revised secbons that are to be my other needed maintenance of the Updated
incorporated in the integrated SRP may or may not be SRP Database as sections are m!ded.
needed, dependmg on whether the SRP is integrated
before or after the NRC review / approval process. Step 3 Track the completion of the integrated SRP and
Sections from other, previously approved, SRPs may also penodically report progresi..
be incoq. crated.

Directne 2: Prepare for SRP distribution.
Overslew of This Procedure

Step i Explore potentud methods of SRP distph~
Revised SRP sec6ons are loaded into the Uplated SRP both within and outside of the NR _ ms

Database and appropnately maintained. A methodology of particular concem includa ..oution of
for distnbuting or otherwise making the SRP available hard. copy versions inside and outside of the
within and outside the NRC is developed and Agency and the distribution or making available
implemented. An overall review of the nimpleted SRP is the electronic version outside of the Agency.
then performed. Work with cognizant NRC orgimvations in this

regard.
Results of This Procedure

Step 2 Obt:dn NRC decnions on the dntnbution
Written Product. The written product resulting fran the methods to be used.

implementation of this procedure will be an integrated
SRP loaded into the Updated SRP Database. A Step 3 Proside pnnt-ready hard copies and/or access to
prmt-ready hard copy of the SRP will also bc produced. the U$tted SRP Database, as required, to

implement the decision reached in Step 2.
Other. The non-written result of this pmcedure is a
determinadon as to how Se hard-copy version of the SRP Directive 3: Perform overall review of integrated SRP.
will be distnbuted or otherwise be nale available to the
industry and general public. Step i Estabhsh the criteria to be used in perfonnance

of the review.
Detailed Procedure

Step 2 Resiew the completed SRP according to the
This section specifies the stepby-step sequence to be established review enteria. Identify any areas
followed, grouped by directives (major intennediate where corrections or further work is required,

outputs), to be accornplished through a series of specific and apply Procedure 7.0 as appropriate to the
steps. areas idendhed.

Directive 1: Build and nuintain Updated SRP Database, Forms

Step 1 Enter each SRP section into the Updated SRP No fonns are used to implement this procedure.
Database.

O
NUREG-1447 5-2
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6.0 Independent Review of Work

This chapter, summartied in Table 9, presents a implementing Pmeedures Document as an example of an
mech:mism to provide a quahty check of work perfonned acceptable quality assur:mee procedure and may be used

for this program by PNL his section is included in the by other organitations if they wish.

Table 9 Summary of Chapter 6

Chapter 6 Description of Chapter Content

Presents pmcedures for independent resiew ofChapter 6 0: Independent Renew (.f *

W ork work perfonned for the SRP Update and
Deselopment Progrant

6.1 Approach At PNL, apphcauon of this procedure is mandatory for all
~

Revision Option Checkhst Fonns pnur to their transmittal
The mechamsm that will be used is a review of work by to the PRB or any other PRit4lesignated organizations
a reviewer independent of the initial perfonnance of the The fmal reviewer of this material will be an expert on

work. This procedure is wntten with generic apphcability the subject matter who has a working knowledge of
and may be used by any organization involved in the NRC's regulatory pmcess. The reviewer will pay
performance of program work. Existing procedures may panicular attennon to interpretanons of regulatory
be tc:d in lieu of this procedure by the PRBs if they citations contained in the impact desenpuons.

ensure the purpose of this procedure, i.e., the
accomplishmert of high quality work. De method of review used is also dependent on the

nature of the work. In general, the reviewer is assumed
This procedure is intended to ensure an independent to be sufficiently qua:ified and expenenced to be able to
review of work. The imlependence enterion is taken to determine the most appropnate resiew method. Sescral
mean that the neviewer may not have been directly review methods are described below, but the hst is not

involved in the actual accomplishment of the work. An exhaustive and the review methods are not mutually

analyst may not review the analyst's own work; two exclusive.
persons working together on the stune work may unt
review each other's woit, in general, a reviewer would Independent Performance of the Work. The reviewer
not repon organizationally to the supervisor of the acalyst may perform the same task as was originally perfonned.

.

performing the enginal work. and then compare the results with the onginal results. (
The method used by the reviewer may be the same as the

Independent reviews will be perfonned using the original analyst's, or some other metlaxi. This resiew
following criteria. method is typically used where the preparation process is

not documented, and judgment cannot be used to
Work Performcd on a Document.By Ducument Itasis adequately evaluate work pnxhicts.

Review 1009 of work products for the first week for Audit of the Work. In cases where the analyst*

each analyst. documents the accomplishment of the work, the reviewer
may simply audit the process used and the accompanying

Renew 10% to 209 of work products after each results,*

analyst has performed such work for at least one
week. Review should be related to analyst's Reriew of Repetitive Work. In cases where a specific
experience and performance of the work. pmcess is repeated many times, the reviewer may review

a portion of the work pnxiuct to determine adequacy.
Work Performed on an SRP Section-By-Section Itasis The amount of review of each pnx!uct depends on the

results of previous reviews. If the results mdicate good
Review the first three sections the analyst worked on. work perform;mcc, future review may be reduced. It*

results are poor, more review or a complete audit may be
Review one in four of the analyst's subsequent mdwated.-

sections.
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6.0 Independent Review

The result of a review is typically the generauon of a set Oserstew of Steps in 'Ihis Procedure
of comments, includmg potentially no comments. Part of
the review process is the resolution of comments, i.e., a The first step is assigning reviewers and the parech of

process in which the preparer and reviewer resolve any work to be reviewed. A reuew of the designated work is

inaccuracies in the work and any differences of opinion perfonned. Any comments are resolved between the
regardmg the work or how it was performed. His reviewer and analyst, and resulhny resolutions are

activity assumes that the analyst and reviewer will incorporated in the work. Analysts and reuewers enter
communicate directly (a meeting or telephone their names on the pertment fonns. Penothe trend
conversanon) in order to resolve all comments, and that anc.dysis wdl be perfonned reganimg the results of

work will be appropriately revised to reflect the independent renews.
resolutions reached. Most forms used for data entry
contain lines for preparers and reviewers to indicate their Results of Thb Procedure

approval of the work represented by the fonn.
Written Product. De written pnsluet resultmp from dus

It is not intended that either the analyst or reviewer will procedure is a set of comment forms contammg the
be a dominant figure in resolution of comments. Rather, renewer's comments and accompanying resolutmns of

it is hoped that through discussion and negotiation the those comments.

pxties will be able to reach agreement. In cases where
agreement cannot be reached, the issue will be elesated to Other. The intended result of tlus prxedure is the

higher levels of prognun management unul a resolution is assurance of high quahty work pnxtuets, i.e., pnxlucts

reached, by edict, if necessary, in such cases, the name that meet the crite'ia specified m procedures that are

of the resolving manager should be indicated on the accurate in their representation of the facts, and that are

appropnate forms. technica:ly competent,

6,2 Procedure for Review of Work Detailed Pnicedure

Purpose and Scope of This Procedure This secdon specifies the step-bpstep sequence to be
followed, grouped by durctives (major intennediate

This procedure provides a process for independent review outputs), to be accomplished through a series of specific

of program work and resolution of comments resulting step 3.

from the review for use by PNL. Existing procedures
may be used by other organtzadons in lieu of this one if Direcuve 1: Make assignments.

they choose. If organizations elect not to use this
procedure, it is expected that an appropriate alternanse Step 1 Assign renewers using the Work Assignment

quality check be used. Form (Procedure 2.1). Due dates for renews are
based on program schedules.

Prerequhites for Performing This Procedure
Step 2 Notify resiewers of their amgnments and

Technical Skilh and Knowledge feels. The technical provide them with work products and access to
skills and knowledge levels of renewers are determined necessary documents.

on a task-by-task basis. In general, the reviewer should
meet at least the same requirements as the individual Directive 2: Renew assigned work.

origmally performing the work (see appropnate
procedures for a statement of requirements), and, if Step 1 Review completed work using an appropriate

possible, should have more esperience than the origmal review method. Ensure comphance with

work performer (analyst). applicable procedures, accurate characteruation
of infonnauon, and techmcal adeqtacy.

Document Availability. The reviewer will genendly
require access to the same documents needed by the Step 2 Fill out Comment /Resoluuon FonnN for each
analyst. Necessary documents are specified in each parcel of work renewed; each fonn should be

applicable procedure. filled out for work performed or assigned to one
analyst. Indicate comments on the fonn.

Completion of Prior Procedures. Review of work will
generally require that the applicable pmcedure has been Step 3 Return Comment /Resolutwn Form (s) to the

completed for the parcel of work bemg reviewed. analyst. Nouty SRP hhhfication Database data
entry pmonnel of the complenon of the review

NUREG-1447 6-2
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6.0 Independent Review

by completing the independent Review Step 1 Periodically review the results of independent
Completion Form.- reviews perfonned by PNL in accordance with

this procedure.g
Directive 3: Resolve comments.

Step 2 Critically review the results of Step i to idenufy-
Step 1 Review the corMnents indicated on the any trends or programmade concerns that could

.
Comment / Resolution Fonn.- compromise the quality of program woik and . ,

L ' products.

Step 2-- lloid a meeting or telephone conversation-

between the analyst and reviewer to discuss the Step 3 Investigate the root causes of any identified
comments and attempt to reach resoludons on problems,
disposition of the comments. Indicate resolutions
on the Comment / Resolution Fam. Step 4 Implement correctise actions identified in Step 3.

Step 3 ' involve higber-level rnanagement to resolve any ' Step 5 Re andit the areas of concern after
issues that cannot be negotiated between the implementation of corrective actions to venfy ti.
analyst and reviewer. Indicate resolutions on the efficacy of the corrective actions. .

Conunent/ Resolution Form. i

Forms
Step 4 ' incorporate appropriately the resolutions in the

originally prepared work. This procedure uses one form. This fann will be ushd by
PNL Other organiiations are not required to use tins

Step 5 - Review the incorporation of resolutions. He fonn, but may use it if they wish. . Whether or not this
analyst and reviewer will indicate pnper particular fonn is used, the organizauon performing the
incorpora60n on the Conunent/ Resolution Form work is responsible for recordmg any comments and
by their signatures on the form.' resolutions associated with the independent review. - Upon

'

submission of the finished product, the PRB must certify
Step 6 Return to the original forms and enter the that appropriate quality assurance procedures have been

signatures of the analyst and the reviewer. At followed and that associated documentation is retained by ,,
'

this point, the infonnation on the original form is the PRil. The Comment / Resolution Form provides a

-deemed approved for entry into the appropriate means to record review comments and facihtate
datatnse. conununication between analysts and reviewers. This

form may be used in hard copy or in electronic form, and
Directive 4i Perfonn tren b analysis (PNL it will be retained as a program record in hard. copy form.

responsibility). Review results will be auditable.
.

:

.
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6.0 Independent Review

Sample Form

Comment / Resolution form

Page of

Work Being Reviewed

Wtyk Procedure

i Reference

Comment

O
Resolution

.

a

Resolution Venfied to be incorporated

Analyst Date

Telephone

Reviewer Date

Telephone

NUREG-1447 64
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6.0. Independent Review

Ilow to Complete the Form Analyst or Reviewer

Enter the resolution for each comment after discussingComment / Resolution Form *

tia comments.

Reviewer
Enter a check in the blank' indicating completion of*

. Indicate each comment by providing a reference to the resolution incorpration.*

work to which the comment applies (i.e., the work
After all comments have been resolved, incorporated.being reviewed, the associaud work procedure, *

- including the assignment mic, and reference and venfied, both the analyst and reviewer will sign >

information) and an explanation of the coinment. Any their names and provide date of signature.

number of sheets may be used, but the current page
If resolutions need to be obtained at higherand total number of pages should be indicated on the *

line provided. ' It is suggested that purely editorial management levels, the decision maker should alm
< o'Tections be noted and tracked on a separate piece sign the form in the area of the comment descripuon
vf paper; inclusion of editonal comments on the and resolution.
sta .!ard form would quickly become burdensome if
there were many such corrections.

,

I.

t

',
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6,0 Indegndent Review

Sample Fam

Comment /Rewolution Form
,

Page 1 of I

Work Being Resiewed Potential impact No. 456

Work Procedure 24A - Manual Impact hientification, Procedure 2 4

Reference impact identification Form, Par 1 B - Impact Cnteria

Comment The classification of the impact as No.1 is incorrret. The itapart only surrurts development of bases for
|

| Acceritar.ce Criteria and should be classified as No 5.
l
I

|
|

|
[

i
1

l

O
! Resolation Classification will be chanced as noted.

I

!

|

Resolution Verified to be Incorporated X
|

Analyst Jane Doe Date 06/lRN2

Telephone (509) 3744444
l

l

Reviewer James Row
_

Date 06/ItW2_

Telephone (509) 3745555

NUREG-1447 6-6
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7.0 Identification of Candidates for Future Work

This chapter, summarized in Table 10. presents action, or codes and standards devekipment are bmught to

procedures to ensure that needs for research, regulatory the attention of cognirant NRC orgamrations.

Table 10. Summary of Chapire 7
'

--

Chapter 7 I)escription of Chapter Cordent

Presents pmcedures to ensure that needs fori Chat,ter 7,0: Idennfication of .

Candhiates for Future Work research, reguiatory ac60n nnd codes and
1

standards development iden60ed through
implementation of other procedures, are brought to
the attention of cognizant NRC orgrunratiom for
resoludon.
Presents procedures for trackmg of the iden6fied*

research and regulatory needs.
._

7.1 Approach The scope of this pnvedure is limited to communicating
such needs and tracking their resolution

The SRP Update and Development Program recognires
that in certain situations completion of SRP section Prerequisites for Performing This Procedure
updates or upgrades may require action outside the scope
J the Program itself. Examples of such situadons are . Technical Skills and KnoWedge Incis. Ai.alysts ;

where the infotnation necessary to establish requirements hvohed in perfonning other procedures will be pnmanly I

or tnake decisions is not currendy available and must be responsible for developing the infonnadon used in this

developed through research; where regulatory procedure. The technical skills and knowledge leveh set
'

requirements or positions are insufficient to establish a fonh in those procedures will qualify analysts to perform

basis for the SRP and regulatory action should be taken; this pmcedure.

where additional regulatory guidance is needed; and
where codes and standard need to be developed or Document Availability. Documents already available in

revised. performance of other procedures are the only ones
required to be available. No additional documents are

This procedure will generally be invoked as a result of necessary.

activities conducted under the other procedures,
particularly Procedures 3.3 and 3.5 through 3.8. Once Completion of Prior Procedures. No other procedures
needs for research or regulatory action are identified, this need be completed, although there is an implicit

' procedure will ensure that cognizant organizations within requirement that other procedures are being implemented
the NRC are made aware of such needs, and will cause so that needs for research or regulatory actkm may be

the Agency's response to be tracked so that, once identified.
resolved, they may be factored into the SRP update and
development process, it is not the intent or purlose of Our iew of the Steps in This Procedure

this procedure to actually perform research or develop
regulatory requirements or guidance. Needs for research or regulate i action are identified in

the implementadon of other procedures. Once a need is

7.2 Procedt..e for Identification of identdied, this procedure prescribes the steps regardmg

Candidates for Future Work recording the infonnation necessary to characterire the
need, providing the infonnanon to the PTSB for approval

Purpose and Scope of This Procedure and routing ta cognizant NRC organizations, and tracking
resoludon acuvities.

The purpose of this procedure is to ensure that needs for
research or regulatory action, identified in the Results of This Procedure

O-implementation of other procedures, are brought to the
h attention of cognizant NRC organiza00ns for resoludon. Written Product. Written products will include brief

reports for transmittal to cognimnt NRC organizauons for

7-1 NUREG-1447
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7.0 Idenufication of Future Work

action and periodic status repons of outstandit g needs for Directive 2: Track outstanding needs.
research and regulatory action.

Step 1 Assign individuals to coordmate the tracking of
Other. Other results of this procedure include SRP identined and approved needs.
Modification Database tracking of idennfied needs for
research and regulatory action. Step 2 Cwrdmate the tracking of idenufied and

approved needs. Enter infonnation regardmg the
Detailed Procedure status of such needs on the Research/ Regulatory

Action Status Form.
This section specifies the step-by-step sequence to be
followed, grouped by direc6ves (major intennediate Step 3 Detennme t:ic frequency at which the PTSB
outputs), to be accomphshed through a senes of specific would like to receive status reports regardmg
steps. This detailed procedure assumes that a need has outstanding needs.
hiready been identified through compleuon of a form
included in , t ather procedure, although this procedure Step 4 Request status reports from the SRP Modincauon
may be applied if a need is identified thmugh some other Database system at the detertmned frequency,
mechanism. and forward such reports to the PTSB.

Direedve 1: Prepare reports of needs for research and Step 5 Momtor the completion of activiues to sabsfy
regulatory action. program needs tresponsibdity of the l'ISB).

Step 1 Prepare a Research' Regulatory Acuon Needs Forms
Form for each need identified. Completion of
this fonn is the responsibihty of the analyst who Two forms and two reports are used in the
idenufies the need. implementation of tins procedure. The

Research/ Regulatory Action Needs Fonn is used to
Step 2 Penodically request the SRP Modificauon identify potential needs and to obt:un PRB and FTSB

Database system to prepare Research and approvals. The Research/ Regulatory Action Status Fonn
Regulatory Needs Reports. is used to record infonnauon regardmg the status of

approved needs. The Research/ Regulatory Action Needs
Step 3 Provide Research and Regulatory Needs Reports Report is used by the PTSB to noufy cogntrant NRC

to the FTSB for approval and transmittal to the organuauons of approsed needs. The
PRB for approval. Research/RegGatory Action Needs Status Report n used

to infonn NRC management of the status of approsed
Step 4 The PRB approves or disapproves the Research needs.

and Regulatory Needs Report and returns it to
the l'TSB. All organirauons implemenung this procedure must

record their work on the indicated fonus and forward the
Step 5 The PTSB forwards approved Research and completed forms to the PTSB upon completi< of the

Regulatory Needs Reports to the wgnizant work.
organizations within the NRC for further aedon.

O
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- 7.0 Identification of Future Work

Sample Forms

[ Hesearch/Regulato 7 Action Needs Form

Need Number

Need Title

Need Source

SRP Section(s)

Research Need Rulemaking Need

Regulatory Guide Development / .
Revision Need Other Reguhtory Action Need

Codes / Standards Development Needs

Description of Need

,

: V
I

|

References

Analyst's Name (print)

Signature Date

Analyst's Supervisor's Approval .) ate

FTSB Approval Yes No

PTSB Signature Date

!
l
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7.0 Identification of Future Work

Research/ Regulatory Action Status Form

Need Number

Need Title __

Responsible NRC Organization

Date Sent to Responsible Organizatmn

Response of Responsible Organization

--

Response Date

c O
| Status Conunent

Action Completion Date

Action Desdption

!

Notification of Program Personnel Complete (Date)

Name of Assigned Individual

Signature of Assigned Individual

NUREG-1447 7-4
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7.0 hiendfication of Future Week

Research/ Regulatory Action Needs Report -

To: [(NRC Organization Responsible for the Need)

Fmm: - (PTSB representative)

Date:

' Subject Research/ Regulatory Action Need Identified by the SRP Update and Development Programo

The SRP Update and Development Program has idendlied a potential Research/ Regulatory Action Need. The Policy
: Development and Technical Support Branch (PTSB), NRR, has assigned Need Numler to this need to uniquely

- identity iti please refer to this number in future communications with the FTSB, Information required to understand the
'

need is provided below. Please assess this information, determine the appropriate action, and noufy the ITSB of your
decision as mon as possible.*

_. _

De need has been identified as a potential (researchXmlcmaking)(Regulatory Guide development)(regulatory action odict
than rulemaking or Regulatory Guide devekipment) (codes / standards development) item. It has been titled "[Need Title
from Research/ Regulatory Action Needs Form)." %c need it associated with (updating the SRP to reDect cu rept
technology)(upgrading the SRP to reflect future reactor technology). . His need originates from the implementation of

- SRP Update and _ Development procedures and is associated with SRP Section Number (s) (Section Numben to be taken
from the Research/ Regulatory Action Needs Form).

The need can be brie 0y described as follows.

O TDescription of Need from the Research/ Regulatory Action Needs Form.]

- Pertinent reference documents are as follows:

[ References taken from the Research/ Regulatory Action Needs Fann, but accession numbers will be translated into

_ document numbers and titles.]_

!

.

I
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7.0 Idendfication of Future Work

Research/ Regulatory Action Needs Status Report

OReport Date

At present, a total of needs have been idenutied and approved for further conuderation; of these needs have
been closed out, of these needs are still pendmg The last report was prepared on Since
that report, new needs bave been identified, needs base been clow,3 out.

Tbc following stadsdes apply to the needs that are soll pendmg.

* tmber of Research Needs

, umber of Rulemaking Needs

Number of Regulatory Guide Needs

Number ef Other Regulatory Action Needs

Number of O*3es/ Standard Deselopment Needs

Number of Pending
Responsible NRC Organization Awigned Needs

O

O
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7.0 identification of Future Work

Ilow to' Complete the Form Use the Status Comment blank to record any pertinent+

. .O infonnation tini is not adequately captured in the
k ResearrWRegulatory Action Nerds Form other blanks, including any information to characterire

die progress of resolymg the needi
~Obtain the need number from the project clerk and -*

enter it on the form. Fill in the Action Completion Date and Action*

Description af ter the need has been resolved by the
Enter a title and source for the need and the SRp respmsible NRC organization. The ' action * may be*

section or sections associated with the need. He title the issuance of a report, a regulatory change, a change
is created by the analyst and should convey the in a regulatory or guidance document, a determination
essence of the need. The source is the procedure being %t wme other course of action is appropriate, etc.
performed when the need is identified.

Enter the date that program personnel notificauon.+

Indicate the nature of the need (research, tulemaking, regardmg the closure of the need, is completed.*

regulatory guide development / revision, other
regulatory action, or codes / standards devehipment). Enter the printed name and signature of the person*

assigned responsibihty for following this need.
Indicate the basis of the need (i.e., how it will be*

used) by placing an X after the correct respone. For tracking purposes, the entry of an Action Completion
Date will transfer the need from a pending item to a -

Enter a brief description of the need and indicate any closed item on the Research/Regubtory . Action Needs*

: applicable reference documents. Documents may be Status Report. If a reassignment of the need is required,
referenced simply by accession number if they are an amendment is made to the Responsible NRC
cataloged in the SRP Modification Database. Organization entry, ne computer will request

confirmation and, upon receipt of same, will archive the
Print and sign your name and enter the date. original record and begin a new record for the subject*

need. The Status Report will not register r new need or
The next line is signed and dated by the approver closure of an existing need, but will make necessary*

(usually the analyst's project supervisor or designated changes to the data provided in the report,
member of project management).

ResearcWRegulatory Actions Needs Report
The NSB indicates its approval or disapproval of a*

suggested need on the NSB approval line by placing This report is generated by the SRP Modification
an "X" in the correct response. A WSB-authoriial Database system. It uses input from MSB. approved
signature and date are then entered. Research/ Regulatory Action Needs Forms and presents

1 the inform ^n in a memorandum format for PTSB
ResearcWRegulatory Action Status Form transmittal .ae cogninmt NRC organintion. There are

no blanks to be filled in on this report. This report will
*

+ Enter the need number and tide of the need under be used, as appropriate, consistent with NRR office policy
consideration. and procedures.

Determine the NRC organitauon that is responsible ResearcWRegulatory Action Needs Status Report*

for handling the identified need. Enter its designanon
on the form. This report is generated by the SRP Modification

Database system. It uses input from the
Record the date that the Research/ Regulatory Action Research/ Regulatory Action Needs Status Fonns and*

- Needs Report is sent to the responsible organization. provides a management-type report summarizmg the
status of approved needs.

Upon receipt of the respmsible organization's*

response, summarize and record that response and the
date that the respmse is received.

,

I

i

|
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- 7.0 identification of Future Work

Sample Completed Forms

Research/ Regulatory Action Needs l'orm

Need Nutnber N0th

Need Title Effectiveness of Passive Air Cooline Systems

Need Source Procethire 3.X - PRR Approval of Development Options

SRP Section(s) 4.2.5-C

Research Need X Rulemaking Need

Regulatory Guide Developnent/
Revision Need Other Regulatory Acuon Need

CodeVStand rds Desclopnent Needs

Description of Need it is succested that passise air cooline systems rnay be affected by prevalent wital con (ntions. Only

_a scale rnodel-test using the desien configurabon and local termin and meteorolo_cical condinons can rehably confinn

system operational effectiveness. Additional research is needed to J.etermine if the scale trnfel test can be performed

eeneric:dly such that a terrain envelope may be defined. The concern is the reliability of applyine the envelope

conditions to particular sites.

References 592,3802,7271 Impact i1012.

Analyst's Name (print)

Signature Date
_ _ _

Analyst's Supervisor's Approval Date

I'TSB Approval Yes No

l'TSB Signature Date

O
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7.0 !dentification L' Future Work

Research/ Regulatory Action Status Form j
f' l

I |

\ Need Number N006

Need Title Effectivenen of Passive Air Cooline Systems

Responsible NRC Organization Plant cystems Bnmch (SPI.B)

Date Sent to Responsible Organization 10/12N2

Response of Responsible Organization This issue will reauire development, modelhne, and maict validation and

verification. Reauien to the Of0cc of Research (RES), *

. Response Date 10/30N2

Status Comment

e

Action Completion Date 10/30N2

,

Action Description Reassiened in RES.
,

- Notincation of Program Personnel Complete (Date) N/A

- Name of Assigned Individual Cmie Johnson

Signature of Assigned Individual
-

I
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7.0 ldentincation of Future Work

Hestatt hNegulator3 Action Status l'orin

Need Number NtWh

Need Tide I flectiveneu of Pauise Air Coohne Sntems_

RespeiNe NRC Organi/auon Office of Hewarth (RI 5)

Date Seat to Responsible 0 panitauon 11/01/G
i

Respmse of ResponsiNe Organizatk.n RES has an onnoinn eniiect to evaluate reive air conhnn mtems nc

' rncer-) _ 'sprewed in this need will be f actored into this onroine work. Proicd completion is scheduled for nhout sis

months from now.

!

Respone Date 11/14^0

0
Status Conunent

_ - - _.. _ .

Actin Compleuon Date (Wi/27/'O
, _ _

Acuen Description RES has puhhshed a report (NUREG.XXXX) addrewinn the ic(hnical iunes awociated with pawive

air cooline. A Reruhtory Guide w dl h developed to impicment the report recommendationt

Notification of Program Personnel Complete (Date) 07/0W3

Name of Assigned Individual Crnic .lohnston
,_

Signature of Anigned Individual

.
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7,0 Identification of 1 nture Wisk

Research/ Regulator) Action Needs Report

- To: Richard Moore. Plant Systems 11 ranch (SPl.II)

From: Tracy Warren (PTSil)

Date: October IL 1992 :
t

Subject. Rewarch/ Regulatory Action Need identified by the SRP Uplate arxl Develognent Program |

Re SRP Uplate and Developtnent Program has identified a pitential Research/ Regulatory Action Need. The Pohey
Developnent vid Technical Support liranch (PT5ll), NRR. has assigned Need Number N(m to this necd to uniquely ,

Identify it; please refer to this number in future communications with the PTSil. Information required to understand the i

need is prmided below. Plear awess this infonnation, determine the appropriate action, and notify the l'TSil of your
dechion as soon as pnsible.

The need has bee -Jentified as a potential research itern. It has becri titled ' Effectiveness of Pauive Alt Coohng
Systerns." he need is nuociated with upgradtng the SRP to reficci future reactor technology). Bis need originaten
from the implementation of SRP Uplate and Devehyment pnwedures and is auociated with SRP Section Number
9.25C. {

The need can te briefly described as follows.

It is suggested that passive air cooling systems may be affected by prevalent wind conditions. Only a scale mtsici
test using the design configuration and hical terrain and meteorologiud conditions can teltably confinn system
operational effectiveness. Additiorud research is needed to determine if the scale-tmsici test can be performed
generically such that a terrain envelope may be defined. He concern is the reliabihty of applying the envelope

,

conditions to panicular sites.

Pertment reference documents are as follows:

NUREG YYYY "Elfects of Meteorological Conditicns on Panive Air Cooling Systems in Advanced Reactor-
Designs." January 1992.

NUREG/CR 777.7.. " Evaluation of Advanced Reactor Design Cnteria " ABC National Laboratory, September 1991.

:

i

|

l
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7.0 Identification of Future Wott

Hnearch/Hegulator) Action Needs status Htport

O
Rep >rt Date Febnnry 1, IW4

At present, a total of 122 needs h.ne tx'en idenufted and approsed for funher consideranon,45 of these necth hase bcen
closed out,77 of these needs are still pending. The let repirt was prepared on January 3, IW4. Since that reiwin,2
new needs have been idenuried. 3 needs have been closed mt.

The following statnues apply to the ncesh that are still peixling.

Nurnber of Rewarch Needs $7

Nurntst of Rulcinating Needs 4

Nurnber of Regulatory Guide Needs 11

Number of Other Regulatory Action Needs 3

Number of Cales/ Standard Development Needs ?

Numin r of l'ending
Hnpornible NHC Organliation Auigned Needs

Office of Resears b 40

Plant Sutems Branch 17

Reactor 5:istems Branch 9

Iluman Facton Aucument Branch ri

Mechanica! Enrincerine Branch 5-

Instnnnentation and Control Branch 4

Rathation Protection Branch 1

O
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8.0 Control and Revision of implementing Procedures Document i

This chapter summarized in Table 11, presents
procedures dutt provide document control for this
Implementing Procedures Document. i

Table 11. Summary of Chapter M

!Chapter 8 Description of Chapter Content

Cnariter Ko: Control and itevision of Presents document control procedures for thisa

Impleinentmg Procedures Document implementing 1%cedures Document, incitalitig
control of revisions. r

H.1 Approacia A dntnbuuon list of individuals needing copics of the
docurnent wdl be developed arxl maintained. Document

The purposes of this fr16. ire are to: copies will be numbered, and records will be mamtained
of who has each copy. Implementing Procedures

* Ernure that the program personnel who require acccu Docunent receipt fonns will be completed by document
to procedures will have such accest recipients and maintained in program files. Superseded

copies of the document wdl be returned by the users and
Ensure that program management has informahon appropriately thspostthmed (retained, but clearly marked*

regarding who has the document and what version it " superseded," disposed of, etc.), arkt distnbution records
is. will be updated accordmgly. ,

Ensure that document users are provideo with The implementing Procedures Document is a hving*

up-to-date copies of document procedures. document that will have to be revised to account for
experience gained in implemenung the procedures

Ernure that revisions to this docu.nent are properly contained bercin and to accommalate changes in the*

controlled. focus of the SRP Update and Development Program (e.g.,
changes from initial development acuvides to routine

Document control includes maimenance of docutnent maintenance activities as die program proceeds to later
originals (from which copies are made), establishment phases). The procedures for controlling revisions attempt
and maintenance of dntnbuuon hsts, distnbution of the to balance sevend considerations. It is essential that
document and any future revisions thereto accordmg to adequate control be nmintained to ensure that numerous
the distribution list, control of document receipt by those spurious and non.cssential changes are not made. On die
on the distribution list, handling of superseded other hand, provision must be made to accommodate
implementing Procedures Documents, and control of changes in thow cases where changes are requised. Any
revisians to the implementing Procedures Document, seethin or procedure m this document, including this

procedure, naay be changed using the instruc6ons
it is anticipated that this document will be reissued, in provided in this pnwedure. '

total, whenever revisions to any part of it are made, in
this way, problems regarding updadng parts of die 8.2 Procedure for Controlling lleVisions
document will be avoided.

Purpose and Scope of ~1his Procedure
- Normal good practices will be applied to the maintenance
of implementing Procedures Document originals (backing This procedure establishes requiremems for the control,
up computer files, maintaining a hard-copy version, distribution, and revision of this Implementing Procedures
restricting access to avoid unauthortied changes). The Document and all procedures contained therein.
review and approval of the first issue and all subsequent
revisions will be coordinated by the PTSB pnor to Prerequisites for Performing 1his Procedure
issuance, release, and use.

Technical skilk and Knowledge Inch. Skills required
Several frequently used techniques will be used to control to implement this procedure include wriung and edlung
the circulation of the implementing Procedures Document. skills and farniliarity with woni pnxessing systems and
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H.0 Conuol of Thk Ditcoment

good orgarniational skills. Working knowledge of the Step 4 Obtion NRR appnnal, as coordmated by 1%11,
SRP Uptate and Development Program ts required for pnot un datnbunon or use of the implemennng
revising this document. ihedures Do.;ument and res nions decreto.

Document Amilabihty. *lhe only da iment requurd to Direcnse ?: Control dacument dotribuuon.
implernent this procedure is the cunenu, approved
version of the implementing Pn(edures le vument (either Step i Establisa an implementmp Pnwedures IKwument
the original document or a subvguent resisid. Dntnbution Lnt. mclude all p>tenu;d users of

the document, except that a supen twr or
Compfrtion of l'rior l'rocedurrs. No other procedures manager rnay be designated as an Implemenung
need to hase beca completed or in:o:Jed in order to Pnwedures Da ument recipient for the
implement this pnvedure, supen nor's statt. Enter datnbuuon int data into

the SRP Mahlicauon Databtne.
Userslew of T hh Procedure

Step 2 Review the datnbuuon hst peruxhcalls and
The guid mce in thir, paredure h provided ln three parts. uptate it as necewiry. Obtam input f rom
First, control of the implenienung fuedures Document prograin and proicct wpennory personnel.
origimds, both in electronic fonn and hard copy, is Enter dntnbuuon Int uplate dat;i into the SRP
addrened. Second, control of document distribution is Mahricauon Database.
addressed. Fundly, control of document trs nions is
addrewed. Step 3 Mamtain reconh of presee and put datnbuuon

Ints.
Results of ihh Pnwedure

Step 4 Mark each dotnbuuon copy of the impleinennng
Written lbluct. The written products of this procedure lhedures Document with a umque copy
include Implemenung Procedures Document distnbuuon number for control purposes.
lists; controlled copics of the Implementing Pmcedures
Document; and records of document dntnbution, receipt, Step 5 Dntnbute copies of the hnplementmg Ikedures -

and return. Pocument and its subsequent res bions to
personnel on the dntnbution Int. Inc:ude an

Other. This pnicedure will result in a system that implementmg Procedures Ibcument Reteipt
ensures that program personnel are using cunent and Fonn with each transtmttal.
approved procedures in accomplishing their work.

Step o Sign and retum the Implem;nting lYocedures
Detailed Procedure Document Receipt Fonn upon receipt of an

Implementmg Procedures Document or revkion
Thk secuon specifies the step by step seque:Ke to be thereto. In cases of document revisiorn, aho
followed, grouped by dtrectives unajor intennediate return the superseded sersion of the thicument,
output.s), to be accomplished through a senes of spetric (Respmstbdity of document users )
steps.

Step 7 Record recetpt of Irnplementmg Pnwedures
Directive I: Control document maintenance. Document Receipt Fonns and superseded

documents, and properly dngwe of supeneded
Step 1 Designate an individual to be respirnible for documents.

Implementing Procedures Document control.
Step X Mamtain records of document distnbution,

Step 2 Ensure that the current, uplated sersion of the includmg perwnnet tecening a copy, the copy
implementing Procedures Document is entered number sent to each mdnidual, the signed
and maintamed on an appropriate electronic Implernenung PaxcJurcs Document Receipt
system. Provide surtable backup provisions. Fonns, and return of superseded documents.

Maintenance of the records may be perfonned by
Step 3 Pnnt and inaintain a hard. copy reference version the SRP Moshiicanon Database.

of the Implementing Pmcedures Document.
Apply s6anle controls to ensure the integnty of
this hard copy.
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8.0 Control of his Docurnent

Directive 3: Control document revision. beert detennined that the revision is urgent |
Non urgent changes may te accumulated before |

Step 1 Detennine when revisions to the implementing re-inuing the document. Document holders |
Procedures Document are required. Consider should be rmtified of such non. urgent changes, ;

potential addiuom, changes, and delethvis as once they are apprmed by NRR, and be allowed
.

sugscated by program personnel. to implement them prior to document re. issue. |

Step 2 Charactertre the suggested ch:mge by developing Step 6 issue the implementing Procedures Docun.cnt
a strawnutn revision. Obtam NRR approval of revision in acmrdance with Dirr tive 2
the proposed change, mothfying it as necenary.

Yorrm
7

Step 3 Perform necessary word pnvessing to, ,

'

inwrporate the thange in the trnplementing The single fonn used in this procedure is the
Procedures Document, implementing Pnwedures Document Receipt Form. Dis i

fonn is used to ensure that the implementing Procedures
Step 4 Obtain NRR approval, as coordinated by ITSin, Doctanent and its revisions are received by perwns on ,

of the revision afkl a detenninathvi of the the implementmg Procedures Document Distnbution List.
urgency of the revision.

All organitations implementing this procedure rnust
Step $ Notify document hoklers of the approved record their work on the indicated fonns and forward the ;

rettsion to the implementing l'rocedures completed fonns to the PTS!! upon completion of the
Document and tie neceuity of immediate work,
implementation, for those cases in which it has

,

!

-. i

i
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; 8.0 Control of This Dwument

Sample l'orm

implemer ing l'rtwedures lhwument Retript formo

,

implementing thwedures IAwument Remion No. Copy No.

i

implementing Procedures Document Recipient
>
'

.

!

I acknowledge receipt of the hard-copy daument desittui atove and certify that I have retumed the superseded version i

to the address indicated below,
i

i

( Assigned Indniduall
Mail Stop (TBD),

Pacific Nordiv cst Laboratory
P.O. Box 9W
Richtind, WA W352

Signature Date

O

,

't

O
'
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8.0 Control of This Document

.
Ilow to complete the Form Enter the name and noil stop of die designated person*

. [ in the address portion of the form.

( The person assigned to di1 tribute the implementmg+

Procedures Document will ctxnolete the first two ne implementing Procedures Document holder will+

lines, including the Implementing Procedures sign and date the form upon receipt of the document
Document revision number, copy number, and the (and retum the s,uperseded version), 4

Implementmg Procedures Document holder's name i
i with holder's organtiational affiliation indicated in i

parentheses.

t

I

r

h

;

%

,

d

I

(
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8.0 Control of This Document

Sample l'orm

implementing Preiures lheument Itereipt l'orm

impleinenting Procedures Document Restsion No. _0 Copy No. 15

Implementing Pmeedures Document Recipient John IW (PNil

I acknowledge receipt of the hard-copy document described above and (crtify that I hase retumed the superseded version
to the address indicated below.

i

(Assigned Individual)
Mail Stop (TBD)
Pacific Northwest Laboratory
P.O. Box 999
Richland, WA 99352

Signature Date

O

O
NUREG-1447 8.o
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A )pendir A: Standard Review Plan FormatI

This Appendix provides guidanx as to the fonnat to be Charactenstics) and Chapter 17 (Quahty Assurarne)
used in updating and upgrading SRP sectiom in are examples of fully genene sections.
accordanm with Procedures 3.7 and 3.8. In general, the
prescribed fannat retains die essenti:d features of the 2. Make SRP secdons as generic as pmible while
existing SRP since the NRR staff and licensees are allowing for the inclusion of design +pecinc resiewer
fatnihar with the cunen, fonnat, and inost existmg safety guidance within the Roman numcral subsectiom of the
analysis reports are written in this fcamat. Certain SRP section. Refer to SRP Section 5.4.7 (Residual I

crthancements, based on hurmtn factors insights, are being Heat Rernoval System) for an example of diis fonnat.
incorporated to facihtate understanding ard use of die
SRP. 3. Create an introductory SRP section that tddresses

common aspects of design of different reactor
Numbering of SRP Sections concepts, and then devchip a series of SRP sections

that addren each design specincally. The senes of
The existing numbenng structure of the SRP will be SRP sectiom would carry the same secdon number as ,

preserved. It is preferable to fit new concepts into the intnductory section with an alphabetic digit added
existing SRP sectiom whenever it is reasonable to do so. (e.g., 6.2.1, 6.2.1. A, 6.2.1.B. etc.). Refer to SRP
llowever, some new SRP sections will need to be added, Sec' ion 6.2.1 and its subsections for an example of
and such new sections should be numbereo in such a way this fonnat.
that existing secdons are not renumbered. This wil:
generally require that new sections be added at the end of 4. Create a designapecific SRP section. In cases where
chapters or series of related sections. a design concept is unique to a puticular reactor type,

there h no reasonable ahemative to the preparation of
IHCorporation of Future Reactor a unique secuan for that concept. Examples of this
Designs fonnat are provided by SRP Sections 5.4.1.1 (Purnp

Flywheel Integrity),5.4.8 (Reactor Water Cleanup
The SRP currently aldresses two types of reactor designs: System), and 5.4.11 (Pressurifer Rehef Tank).
boiling water reactors (BWRs) and pressurited water
reactors (PWRs). De SRP Uplate and Desclopnent Format for Individual SRP Sections
Prognun will expand the current SRP scope to include a
number of diverse, evolutionary, and advanced reactor The existing six.part dnision (Roman r umerals I through
designs. Many of the design concepts for tbc future VI) of exisdng SRP secuans will be preserved. This
reactors will incorporate conventional reactor technology; fonnat will be enhanced by further disiding cam. 30 man
some will use unconventional applicadons of existing numend subsecdon into parts intnduced by headir.y.
technology and application of new technology. New Certain headings will appear in all SRP sections; others
reactor types will be incorporated in the SRP asing the will appear only if the topic is perdnent to the particular
following format. (The indicated format parallels the SRP section (e.g., plant layout comideradons) The
format currently used in the SRP for kWRs ar.d PWRs). standard fonnat for SRP sectons is estabhshed by die

Draft SRP Section Fonn in Procedure 3.7. An example
Any of the following fonnats is acceptable, nowever. the SRP section exhibiting the recommended format follows,
order in which the formats are presented represents a
definite preference. Method (1) is prefened to (2), (2) is Sampic SRP Section in Reconunended
preferred to (3), and (3) is preferred to (4). Format

1 Make SRP sections generically applicable to all Note: The following sample form is taken from the
reactor types addressed in the SRP. Some secdons are actual SRP Section 9.1.1 to illustrate the intended format
reladvely insensitive to differences in reactor design for revised SRP sections. This example it intended solely
and can be made to apply to all designs without to be illustradie of format; no impacts have yet been
excepdons. He SRP sections in Chapter 2 (Site incorpimted in this sample section nor has the technical

accurney of the secutm been verified.

,
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Appndix A

Draft SRP Section Form

9.1.1 New Fuel Storage

Review Responsibilities

Refer to NRR Office Letter MO to determine the NRR branch responsible for this resiew.

1. Areas of Review

This SRP section addresses the review of the storage facilities for new f uel. The quantity of new fuel to be stored vanes
from plant to plant, depending on the specine design of the plant and the indnidual refucimg requirements.

Objectives of the Heilew

The objectives of this review are to ensure that:

1. The storage facthey mamtams the new fuel in a suttritical array.

2. The new fuel is maintained in a safe condition during all credible storage conditiom.

Scope

The scope of the review of Section 91.1 of the applicant's Safety Analysts Report (S AR) includes a reuew of:

1. The quantity of new fuel to be stored.

2. The design and arrangement of the storage racks for inaintaining a subcriucal array durmy all storare conditmns.

3. The degree of subcriocality, and the supporting analysis and associated assumptions.

4. The effects of external loads and forces on the new fuel storage racks and vault (e.g., sale shutdown carthquake
(SSE), crane uplift forces),

5. The effects of sharing .in multi-unit complexes, and failures of other plant equipment close to the new fuel storage
facility.

6. The protection of new fuel fnun natural events and equipment failures under the SRP sectium indicated:

a. Flood protecuon as specified under SRP Secuon 3.4.1.

b. Protecuon agamst intemally generated missiles as specified under SRP Section 3.5.1.1.

c. Protection agamst externally generated missiles as specined under SRI Section 3.5.2.

d. Protection from high and moderate energy hne breaks as specined uit.!ct SRP SNtion 34.1.

7. the adequacy of equipment qualificauon as specined utider SRP Section 3.11.
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Appendis A
,

t

Resiew Interfaces

De followmg areas of evaluadon are relevant to the reuew desenhed in this SRP sectiivi. De prmuiry review bntnches
assigned responsibility for review of eat h of these arem (see NRR Office Letter MKO shoull le omsuhed as I::cessary.

!

Reactivity oflanded storage racAr will be evaluated by the branch responuble for are perfonaance to senly the +

'"

acceptability of the K gg of hiaded storage ra(Ls in cases where desigm deviate significantly from presiously acceptede
desigm.

Schmic design of structusrs will be reviewed to determine the acceptabihty of the design analyses, pn(cdures, and
enteria used to t stablish the abihty of seistme Category I structures hou>ing the system and supporting spterns to ,

withstand the effects of natural phenomena such as the $50, the probable maumum flood (PMi%, and tornhes and
tornado missiles as pirt of the review respomibihty for SRP Sectiom 3.3,1, 3.3.2, 3.5.3. 3.7.1 through 3.7A,3.xA, and
3.8.5,

,

s

1

Scismic design of systems will be reviewed to detennine that the cornpments and structures are designed in accordance
with applicable codes and standards as part of the resiew regnsibihty for SRP Secuans 3.9,1 through 3.9.3. 'The
acceptability of the seismic and quality group classificatiom for sptem coinponents is alw reviewed as part of the review
responsibility for SRP Secuons 3.2.1 and 3 2.2.

.

The radiation monitoring system is reviewed for adequacy as pan of the resiew respomibihty for SRP Sectiom 12.3 ark!
12.4.

,

In. service inipection for components is verified as part of the resiew respomibility for SRP Section 6.6 and, upon
request, the compatibility of the rnaterials of comtruction wnh service cornhtion is reviewed.

Fire protection considerations are reviewed m part of the resiew respomibihty for SRP Sechon 9.5.1.

Technical specifications are reviewed as part of the review respmsibihty for SRP Secuon 16.0.

Quality Anurante l'rogram adequacy is reviewed m strt 01 the resiew respmsibihty for SRP Secuon 17.0.

11. Acceptance Criteria

Requirenwnts and Guidance

The requirements for this section are set fonh in Table 9.1.1 and descubed in narrative fonn below,

Table 9,1,11 Requirenwnts and Guidance for the 1.ight Isoad llandling System (Related to Refueling)

Aliccted Structures,
Systems, Comp 4nents. or l'ai'.ure Mechanisms

Requirements Guidance Processes or issues

GDC-2 RG 139, C.I.1 New fuel storage facilihes Eanhquakes

GDC 5 N/A Shared new fuel storage Captbility to perfonn
facibues safety func6ons

GDC-61- ANS 57.1, ANS 57.3 New fuel storage facihhes Damage under nonnal or
accident conditions '

| GDC-62 ANS 57.1. ANS 57.3 New fuel Accidental criticahty
,

|
|

| ,
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Appendis A

1. Compliance with G!r 2 tReference 1), as it relates to the abihty of structures housmg the new f uel storare facihty
and the facibly components to withst;ux! the eficen of carthquakes, n heed on meenng Reputatory Guhk' l.29
(Reference 5), Ptniuon C.I.1, as it relates to senmic clauificaoon of facihty (tructures and componentt a

2. Comphance with GIC-5 tReference 21, as it relates to the sh. ump of structures, Ptems and com!mnents unpinant to
safety, is based on showmg that the other requuements 5.et fonh ahne are met for the total amount of new fuel to be
stored for the shared units.

3. Comphance with GDC-61 (Reference 31, as it relates to einunng safety unde nonnal and postulated act:4
condiuons, is based on meetmg the relesant entera m ANS 57.1, " Design Requirements for LWR l'url linthng
Systems" and ANS 57.3, ''[)esign Requiremenn for New LWR l'act Storare Facdines" (proposed 1 (References 6.md
7, respectn ely).

4= comphance with GIC 62 (Reference 4), as it relates to presenuon of cnucahty hv new f uel storage, is beed on
meetmg the relevant entena in ANS 57.1 and ANS 57,3 tproposed) (References 6 arkt 7 respecusely).

_

lechnical Rationale

The regulatory requirements set fonh in Table 9.l.1 1 mclude those 10 CIR Part 50 segmremenn th it are (pecihcally
apphcable to new fuel storage facihties and equipment GDCs 1,2,3, and 4 mipne pencoc requirements ont are
addrewed in other SRP secuons. Coordmanon of the resiews of those sections are inthcated m Subsecuan I, Branch
Interfaces of dus SRP section. GDC Sectium 11 through V are unrelated to f uel 5.torare. GDCs eu,63, and M are not
applicable to new f uel storage because of the inherendy low level el rathoactntly awietated with new f uel and the highly
effective containment, within the new f uel claddmp, of the httle rathoactnity that does exnt. Glfs 60,63, and M are
thrected at higt.ly rathoactive spent fuel and radioactne waste streams The rernainder of Part 50 does not mipse any
spectiic requiremeno on new fuel storage.

The appheauon of the requirements set forth in Table 9.1.1-1 to the deurn of the new luel storare f acihty and equipment
is discuued m the following paragraphs

1, GDC 2 reqmres, m relevant part, that stmetures, systems and compinenn unponant to saf ety be designed to
withstand the effects of natural phenomena, includmg carthquakes. Prevenung the new luel f rom becommr
configured m an arTay that could allow an accidental cnticahty n a s:dety funcuon. Therefore, any structuies and
eqmpment that are relied upon to maintain the f uel m a subcritical array are subject to GIO2 requuements and nont -

be seismically desdgned.

Regulatory Guide 1.29 (Reference A) refleca staf f practice in senmic classificanon and estahinhes the accepted
standard for so h clawification. Appheation of thn regulatory guide, therefore, etnotes the corrett sennue
clauification of the stmetures and eqmpment associated with storage of new f uel. Correct tlauilicauon a all that a
reqmred in this review since resiew of sentnie design and analysis is the sub}cci of other SRP sectiont

2. GDC 5 requires that shared structures, systenn, and components unputant to safety must show t!ut their abihty to
perform their safety functions is not impaired. Typcally, a shared system or compment would be designed to sene
either of the umts, but only one unit at a time, e.g., a diesel renerator or hydrogen recombiner. In the case of new
f uel storage, however, a single storage facility is provided to sene both or all units at all times. Also, the safety
function perfonned by the storage facility is a passne one, i.e., prosiding the structural support to present madsertent
crincality, Therefore, Die safety function findmg required by GDC-5 is interpreted to mean that accident.d cnticahty
must be shown to be prevented by the storage system design, phen the matunum amount of new f uel that will be
stored m the facihty for both or all unitt

3. GDC-61 provides general design critena for f uel $.torage and handhng, among other thmrt item (l) is the only item
that apphes to new fuel storage; this item requites die prosisjon of upabihty to unp ct and test components unportant

~

to safety, The remammg items addrew tiwion pnxtuct heat remosal and raihanon protection, wluch are not relevant
to new fuel.
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Appendix A

The staff has arviewed industry standards ANS $7.1 and ANS 573 fReferences B and C) and found them to provide
adequate and sufficient criteria to ensure capabihty to inspect and test those components of the new fuel storage
facihty that are important to safety.

4. GDC-62 requires ttat enticahty be prevented for the storage and handhng of nuclear fuel, preferably by use of
geometncally safe conhgurabons. Staff practice indicates that design of a configurauon that maintains a K gg of leue
than about 0.95, assuming a completely loaded array and floodmg with potential inoderating matenals, such as non. 1

borated water, will provide adequate protectien agiunst in.kivertent enticahty. Therefore, this enterion is taken to incet i

the GDC-62 requirement.

The staff has reviewed industry standards ANS 57.1 and ANS 573 fReferences B and C) and found them to contam i

adequate guidance to assure that the enucality entenon dcwnbed aMvc will be met.

Technical Rationale References

A. Regulatory Guld.- 1.29, "Scismic Design Classification."
i

B. ANS 57.1, ' Design Requirements for Light Water Reactor Fuel llandling Systems."

C. ANS 573, " Design Requirements for New LWR Fuel Storage Faciliues" (proposed).
r

11.11 Acceptance Criteria: 60 Year Design 1 ife Review

This subsecthm presides Acceptance Criteria for applicants proposing a (nycar design hfe. The specific requirements
will be devchiped and incorporated in the SRP at a later time.

,
,

Requirements and Guidance

[To be developed.)

Technical Rationale

[To be developed.]

Technical Rationale References

[To be developed.1

III. Review Procedures

Purpme

This sub:ection describes the procedures to be followed in reviewmg the acceptabihty of the new fuel storage facihty and
equipment. The review ensures that the acceptance enteria set forth in subsecuon 11 of this SRP section are met. For

- typical storage systems acceptabihty is determined by establishing comparability with previously approved designt
When the design deviates signihcantly from previously approved designs, the Plant Systems Branch (SPLB) will request

- coordinating review branches to provide input for the areas of review stated in Subsecuon I of this SRP section. The
SPLB will incerate such input as required to ensure that this review procedure is complete.

A5 NUREG-1447 '
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Appendist A

Procedure

1. Reuew the S AR to detennine the storage capacity prouded by the dnign. The Moraye space prouded n typcally
consktent with die number of new f uel awembhes used dining the refuchng cple, te , apprmnnately one-third of a
core for each unit of a plant (e.g.,1/3 of a wie f or a single umt deurn and 20 of a core for a dual umt desirnt

2. Evaluate die criucahty safety of the new fuel storage facibi) Smulanty of design with preuously appnned deugns
constitutes enticahty safety. For any sigtuficant deuauons in design frtun preuously approsed deuen% request the
Reactor Systems Branch (SRXin to perfonn an assesunent of the deuyn wnh rnpect to mucahty % fety, i:lcments
to fe comidered in the enticahty reuew include the following:

a. Sp: ctng between fuel suembhes in the storage ratLs muu be sullicient to mamton a K en of Icw than about DNS.
assuming a cotnpletely loaded array aux! lhuhnp with potennal nudcranny rnaict ah, suc h as nonborated water or
fire ettmgunhing acrosoh. Credit may be takea for neuuon absorbmg inatenah.

b. Design of the new fuel storare racks will ensure that the Kegy will not enced D H wits f uel of the lurhest
anuapated reacliuty m place assunung opurnal moderatan Crnht may le taken for neutnm-ah,.orbmg maten:dv

3. Reurw the deugn to ensure that a fuel awembly cannot be mscrted anywhere m the ram other than in deurn
hications.

4. Emure that provtuons have been maJe for dt;unare of the storate sault to prevent the anumulanon of a fluid
moderator.

5. Review the SAR evaluation of the ef fects of f adures of nom.dety related systems or non senmic Category I structures
hicated in One sicinity of die storare facihty on the storare rat Ls. 1:nsure that the matunum allowable sahe of Keg
will not be exceeded. Review the SAR desenpuon the general arrangement and layout drawmps. and the tabulanon
of seismic classifications for structures and spierm u, wannn the esaluauon.

6. Confirm that the storage racks and their am borapes can w tthstand the maumutn uphit forces avadable f rom hf tmp
desices without an tuercase in Keg. A uatement m the SAR that cuewve forces cannot be apphed due to the
design of the hfung devices n acceptable if jusufication n prouded. Any such ustificauon n reuewed accordmg tol
the procedures stated in SRP Secuon 9.1.4.

7. Venfy that the f acihty design baus and cruena, and the compment clawihcanon tahin. (lasuly the new f uel storate
facility, includmg the storare vaults and rat L% as senmic Category I and that the fauhty will be designed to sciume
Category I requirernents.

8. Confinn that die new fuel storage racks and sault iue protected from the ellett3 of thwh, burncanes tornadoes and
intern:dly or extenully rencrated inhules. Use the appropnate sections frorn SRp Chapter 3 to review thul and
misule protechon. Other branches proude resiew mput repanhny (ennue deurn and sektmc and quahty group
clawifications as indicated m subsection i of this SRp secuan.

|

| IV. Evaluation Findings
i

The reviewer serifies that the infonnanon prmid-d and hn resiew support uincimions of the following type to be
included in the staf f s safety evaluauon repirt:

The new fuel storage f acihty includes the f uel awembly storere rads, the concrete storage sauh that contams tin
storage racks, and auxiltary component % Dad on the reuew of the apphcant's design cntena, deurn bases and
safety classificauon for the new fuel starage facihty regardmp the prouuom nc(cuary to m;unton a subcnocal array,
the staff concludes that the deugn of the new fuel storage lanhty and supp> rung systems o acceptable and meets the
requireinents of General Design Untena 2,5,61, and 62 with respet t to the meaxures taken to proude protn oon-

against the effects of natural phernirnena, iniwdes enuronmental wnJuions, and the shanny of uructures systems
and cotnponents.
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Appendix A

This conclusion is tused m the following:

1 The natural pitnomena requtternents of Genend Design Critenon 2 regardmg carthquakes have tren met since it
conforms to posithm C.l.1 of Reguirory Guide 1.29

2. The shared portions of the new fuel storage facthty telween nuclear power ututs meet the requirements of General
Design Criterion 5 in that it was demotattated tint such shanng did not impair, under anident etmditions the
ability of the shared structures, systema and unnponents to perfonn Dicit safety funcuons.

3. The fuel storage and handling and radnuctivity control aspects of General DeMgn Critenon 61 arki the enticahty
aspects of General Design Cnterion 62 have been met bxed on the new fuel shwage system meetmp ANS 57.1
and ANS 57.3 as they relate to the prevenuon of ct6ticahty and nehological releaws.

V. Implementation

The following is intended to provide guidance to appheants and beenees regardmg the NRC staff s plarn for using ihn
SRP section.

Except in those cases in which the appheant proposes an xceptaNe altennute mediod for complying with spenned
'portions of the Commission's regulatim% the inethod dewribed herein will be used by the staf f in its evaluathm of

conformance with Commission reyulations.

Implementation schedules for conformance to parts of the inethul discussed herein are contamed m the referenced
Regulatory Guide.

VI. References-

1.10 CTV Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 2, " Design Bases for Protecuon Against Natural Phenomena."

2.10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Critenon 5. " Sharing of Structures, Systems, and Compments.'
'

3.10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A. General Design Crtterion bl. " Fuel Storage and Ihuidhng and Raduuctivity Contml,"

4.10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, r'neral Design Critenon 62, " Prevention of Cnticahty in Fuel Storage and llandhng "

5. RegulN.y Guide 1.29. " Seismic Design Classification."

6. ANS 57.1 " Design Requirements for Light-Water Reactor Fuel llarnhmg Systems?

7. ANS 57.3;" Design Requirements for New LWR Fuel Storage Facilities" (proposed).
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